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The purpose of this addendum is to respond to contentions raised by the Applicants’
representative (see letter dated October 27, 2016 attached) in response to the staff
recommendation and to provide further support for staff’s recommendation that the appeal raises
a substantial issue. The responses below are numbered the same as the letter observations.
1. Remodel versus Redevelopment
The Applicants’ representative’s letter takes issue with staff’s characterization of the project as a
“redevelopment,” and suggests that the project is in fact not that but actually a “remodel.” The
Applicants’ representative correctly frames what is one of the central issues in this appeal, which
is whether the scope and extent of the City-approved project goes beyond repair and maintenance
to instead constitute redevelopment. On that issue, the staff report goes into extensive detail as to
the basis for staff’s characterization of the project as redevelopment, including due to significant
foundation and other work (see staff report pages 11-15). To summarize the extent of the
proposed work here, the project would allow for 100% replacement of the foundation, floor, and
roof elements, as well as new electrical, mechanical, and plumbing systems, exterior siding,
windows, doors, trim, gutters, and deck. For the guest cottage the proposed work entails new
foundation, bathroom, exterior siding, doors, windows, trim, roof, and gutters. The proposed
project also entails a new retaining wall and fence. (See Id. at p. 14.)
The Applicants’ representative here now suggests that the project is a ‘remodel’, but heretofore
both the City and the Applicants have repeatedly asserted (even within the Applicants’
representative’s attached October 27, 2016 letter) that the new foundation and seismic
improvements (including new lateral elements and a new diaphragm transfer system) are being
proposed for the purpose of health and safety, and both cite health and safety reasons as the basis
for proposing and allowing these elements of the project under the LCP. However, the LCP’s
definition of “remodel” states “[t]o renovate or add on to a structure for purposes other than
health or safety.” (IP Section 24.22.643; emphasis added). In other words, a ‘remodel’ is
expressly for purposes other than health and safety. The Applicants’ representative appears to
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want to be able to argue the project is both a remodel and necessary for health and safety, which
is contrary to the LCP.
To summarize the discussion of the redevelopment issue in the Staff Report, the City’s approval
of this project expressly acknowledged that the extent of foundation replacement and new lateral
elements go beyond “normal and routine maintenance,” yet declined to acknowledge the new
foundation and lateral elements as redevelopment. (See Staff Report, pages 11-12.) Instead, the
City used its own threshold for defining redevelopment based on 50% of exterior wall
replacement, which threshold is not based in the LCP and is further inconsistent with other recent
Commission actions throughout the State defining redevelopment to include substantial
foundation work. (See Id. at p. 13-14.)
Considering the above, Staff continues to maintain that the City-approved project raises
substantial issues deserving of the Commission’s review.
2. Reference to other Pertinent LCPs
The Applicants’ representative’s letter also takes issue with the staff report’s reference to recent
examples of how the Commission has approached the issue of “redevelopment” in the context of
blufftop single family dwellings, including examples of recent LCP actions in Solana Beach and
Marin County. The Commission’s approach in these cases is relevant as these are LCP’s that did
not define at what point the scope of work for a given project went beyond repair and
maintenance but rather constituted significant enough development that the entire structure
needed to be evaluated against all applicable LCP policies, including related to hazards. The
Santa Cruz LCP does not expressly define the threshold for redevelopment, and thus the staff
report identifies those cases to provide guidance in the present situation. For example, in recent
LCP decisions, including for Solana Beach, the Commission defined “redevelopment” as the
point at which additions and expansions, or any demolition, renovation or replacement, result in
alteration or reconstruction of 50% or more of an existing structure. The point in discussing these
LCPs in this case was to provide context to understand how the Commission has dealt with
similar issues in other cases, with the ultimate purpose of demonstrating that the City’s
evaluation of whether the proposed project constitutes redevelopment when it approved the
project raises a Substantial Issue with respect to the LCP when considered along with the
Commission’s evaluation of this issue in other coastal jurisdictions across the State.
3. LCP Interpretation Questions
The Applicants’ representative’s letter takes issue with staff’s interpretation of the IP’s
nonconforming use/structure ordinance. The staff report includes an evaluation of the City’s
application of IP Sections 24.18.020(6) and 24.18.080(3), both of which provide distinct bases
for finding Substantial Issue. The premise for finding Substantial Issue on the basis of the City’s
application of these two IP provisions is that the non-conforming regulations implicate internal
inconsistencies and require Commission interpretation, and that the issues presented here suggest
that the Commission should further evaluate the project on de novo review (see staff report pages
11-15 for further discussion of this point). The staff report does not attempt to make definitive
determinations on LCP consistency or inconsistency; rather the staff report contains a threshold
evaluation as to whether the Commission should find a Substantial Issue at all. Staff continues to
maintain that there are several Substantial Issues involved with this project, including related to
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uncertainties and different possible interpretations of the City’s nonconforming ordinance and
that given the significance of the coastal resources at stake, the Commission should have the
opportunity to further review the project, as allowed for and envisioned by the Coastal Act.
4. Proposed Work is a Remodel
See above discussion of remodel versus redevelopment.
5. Whether Red-Tagging is Required
The Applicants’ representative’s letter indicates that staff suggests a red-tag is a requirement for
meeting certain non-conforming regulations. However, such observation incorrectly frames
staff’s observations on this point, which were merely to identify the findings made by the
assistant building official in his email and to raise the issue of whether the assistant building
official’s email was sufficient for the purposes of what the LCP requires per IP Section
24.18.020(6) (as discussed on page 13 of the staff report). Staff’s inquiry as to the threshold for
triggering IP Section 24.18.020(6) is incorporated into the staff report simply for the purpose of
determining whether a Substantial Issue exists with respect to application of IP Section
24.18.020(6) to the present situation.
6. None (The Applicants’ representative’s letter skips number 6.)
7. Unpermitted Shoreline Armoring
The Applicants’ representative’s letter takes issue with staff’s characterization of the existing
shoreline armoring as unpermitted. Specifically, the Applicants dispute that the armoring is
unpermitted and also state that the appeal did not specifically allege that the armoring was
unpermitted. The Applicants also assert that the Commission cannot find Substantial Issue on the
basis of disputed facts. First, nothing in the Coastal Act limits the ability of the Commission to
find Substantial Issue based on disputed factual allegations, and the fact that further investigation
is warranted is often the basis for finding Substantial Issue in and of itself.
Moreover, the project background and history section of the staff report provides a detailed basis
for staff’s position that the armoring installed in 1982-83 was not permitted, the most notable of
which is the fact that the application for such work was never filed nor was the work ever
approved by the Commission through a regular coastal development permit (see Staff Report pp.
6-7). The evidence forming the basis of this position includes permit application files 3-83-152
and 3-92-78, both of which are referenced in the staff report and are part of the substantive file.
Secondly, while the appeal does not specifically allege that the armoring is unpermitted, the
appeal does raise issues regarding the site’s geotechnical stability and the project’s consistency
with the Shoreline Protection Overlay and public access and public view protection policies of
the LCP, all of which are implicated (and adversely impacted) by the unpermitted shoreline
armoring. Moreover, staff believes that there is there is no way to fairly evaluate concerns
regarding hazards without identifying the unpermitted armoring, especially given that the City’s
approval did not include an analysis of the armoring (including how such armoring may affect
public access) and did not evaluate an appropriate hazards setback for the to-be-redeveloped
residence.
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For the reasons described above, the staff report is reasonably justified in discussing the
shoreline armoring in the Substantial Issue portion of this appeal.
8.

1992 Administrative Permit for 300 cubic yard addition

Finally, the Applicants’ representative’s letter asserts that the administrative CDP 3-92-78
authorized the shoreline armoring installed in 1982-83. However, staff reiterates that no evidence
was located in the Commission’s files that the Commission ever authorized the original shoreline
protection that was installed prior to 1992, nor was any evidence located in the Commission’s
files of any Commission staff verbal authorizations for same (which would not, even if it existed,
be enough to validly authorize a CDP given that the Commission must authorize the CDP).
Rather, CDP 3-92-78 only authorized 300 cubic yards of rip-rap. The fact that the 300 cubic
yards of rip-rap was installed at a location where unpermitted shoreline protection already
existed does not change the scope of the work/development that was proposed and approved
under CDP 3-92-78, which was limited to 300 cubic yards of rip-rap, all as discussed in the staff
report on pages 7-8.

Attachment
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By Electronic and Regular Mail

October 27, 2016
Mr. Ryan Moroney
Supervising Coastal Planner
California Coastal Commission
Central Coast District Office
725 Front Street, Suite 300
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Ryan.Moroney@coastal.ca.gov
Re:

Appeal No. A-3-STC-16-0016 of Coastal Development Permit No. CP150157 to remodel single-family residence at 1307 West CliffDrive
Appeal Staff Report: Substantial Issue Determination (Wl4a-11-20 16)

Dear Mr. Moroney:
I write in response to the Appeal Staff Report: Substantial Issue Determination
("Staff Report" or "Report") that concludes a substantial issue exists with respect to
Appeal No. A-3-STC-16-0016.
The homeowners, Shigefumi and Amy Honjo (the "Honjos"), previously submitted
two letters explaining why there is no substantial issue, one from Deidre Hamilton, their
consultant, and one from David Ivester of our firm. Although the Honjos disagree with
much more than we address below, our aim is not to repeat the discussions set out in prior
letters, but rather to highlight certain errors in the Staff Report that call for correction or
explanation.
1. The City Issued A Remodel Permit, Not A Redevelopment Permit. In its
opening line and repeatedly thereafter, the Report mischaracterizes the proposed project as
"redevelopment" of a residence. Actually, the Honjos applied for, and the City issued,
coastal development and design permits to "remodel" a residence. Even if the staff wants
to argue that the project should be treated as redevelopment, it should at least objectively
describe the applicant's application and the City's permits. The Report's failure to do so
and its recharacterization of the project is presumptuous at best and erroneous at worst.

2. What Do The Marin And Solano LUPs Have To Do With The City Of
Santa Cruz? The Report asserts that "the City's interpretation [of its ordinance] is not
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consistent with recent Commission actions defining redevelopment, which have generally
included substantial foundation work in the definition of redevelopment." (StaffReport at
p. 14.) The Report cites as examples the Marin and Solano Beach Land Use Plans. (Id.)
But the Report does not explain what the Marin and Solano Beach Land Use Plans have do
with the City of Santa Cruz's Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan, or nonconforming
use ordinance.

· · · J. The Report's Interpretation Conflicts With City Coc'J,e. Although the Report
indicates that "recent Commission decisions" bar one from t'etainihg legal nonconforming ·
status when replacing a foundation-even for well-documented safety reasons-the Report
does not explain how this interpretation is valid notwithstanding the conflict it creates with
City Code section 24.18.020(6). That section provides:
Nothing in [the Nonconforming Uses and Structures Chapter] shall prevent the
strengthening or restoring to a safe condition of any part of any building or
structure declared unsafe by the building official.
(Emphasis added.) An ordinance generally must be construed "so as to avoid rendering
superfluous any parts thereof." (Astoria Federal Savings & LoanAss'n v. Solimino (1991)
501 U.S. 104, 112.) But ifthe Report's interpretation were adopted, it could not be
reconciled with the requirement that allows a foundation to be strengthened or restored
when the building official declares it unsafe. The interpretation you describe, if applied in
the manner you describe, would effectively write section 24.18.0.20(6) out of the City Code
by rendering superfluous the "[n]othing ... shall prevent" language.
4. The Proposed Work Is A Remodel Under The City's Interpretation. The
Report contends that because "the proposed redevelopment includes new foundations for
both the house and cottage," the proposed work "constitutes new development even under
the·City's interpretation~" (Staff Report ;:~t p. 16.~) But the Report does not expll'!.in this
contention. The City made findings on this point, which coi11e to the opposite conclusion.
(E.g., Staff Report ex. 5 at pp. 19-20.) The Report offers no reason why those findings
should be disregarded.

5. "Reg-Tagging" Is Not Required And Would Put Lives At Risk. The Report
asserts "it is unclearwhether the LCP requires a more formal 'declaration' by the Building
Official (i.e., red-tagging) in order to take advantage of the exception provided by IP
Section 24.18.020(6) to strengthen or restore an unsafe building condition." (Staff Report
at 13.) The LCP though says nothing about requiring "red-tagging" for this purpose. Why
the Rep01:t supposes this is unclear and why it suggests such a requirement is unexplained.
It moreover implicates imp01iant health and safety concerns. For instance, if homeowners
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had to wait until conditions were so dangerous to warrant a "red-tag," there would be in
effect a policy that required homeowners to live in unsafe conditions for an unknown
length of time before they could rightfully seek to remediate the danger. Another problem
is that while some structures may be livable during everyday conditions, they may still
pose grave risks during earthquake conditions. Because homeowners should not have to
gamble with their safety in order to restore unsafe conditions, the City Code should not be
interpreted to include a "red-tag" requirement.

7. The Rip Rap Is Permitted And Cannot Be Grounds For Substantial Issue.
The Staff Report declares throughout that the rip rap is unpermitted. But it fails to support
that claim with any citation to evidence.
Moreover, the Report bases substantial issue determinations on these
uncorroborated factual assertions about the rip rap permitting. (StaffReport at pp. 15, 18.)
This is inappropriate because substantial issue determinations should not be based on
much-disputed factual allegations. Likewise, because Appellants did not contend the rip
rap was unpermitted, and because substantial issue determinations should be based on
issues raised by the Appellants, it is inappropriate to include these determinations in the
Staff Report. The proper place to sort out these factual issues is in a separate proceeding.

8. The Record Shows Staffln 1992 Was Aware Of The 1983 Work And
Intended The Entire Rip Rap Revetment To Be Permitted. The Report states "the
record indicates that Commission staff [in 1992] was unaware that the 198 [3] unpermitted
work had ·not been permitted, and thus the Commission's CDP did not evaluate or approve
the 198[3] work." Yet it cites nothing in the record to support this assertion. Where does
the record "indicate" this? As far as we are aware, the "record" actually indicates the
opposite: Commission staff knew of and provided verbal authorization for the 1983 work,
and then issued a written permit in 1992 for the entire rip rap revetment. (Staff Report, ex.
9atpp. 111-166,)
Thank you for your consideration of these issues. We think they warrant the staff's
attention-and correction or explanation-before or at the significant-issue hearing.
Sincerely,
BRISCOE IVESTER & BAZEL LLP

!Jtk~

Max Rollens
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APPEAL STAFF REPORT: SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE
DETERMINATION
Appeal Number:

A-3-STC-16-0016

Applicants:

Shigefumi and Amy Honjo

Appellant:

Jack Zajac

Local Decision:

Approved by the City of Santa Cruz Zoning Administrator on
January 6, 2016 (CP 15-0157).

Project Location:

1307 West Cliff Drive, between West Cliff Drive and the sea
(APN 003-284-05).

Project Description:

Redevelopment of blufftop house and guest cottage located on the
seaward side of West Cliff Drive in the City of Santa Cruz.
Redevelopment includes new foundations (and raising the existing
residential structures six inches); new electrical, mechanical and
plumbing systems; new windows, doors, trim, siding, copper
gutters, and roofing; extension of front porch area and removal of
dormers; and installation of a retaining wall along the driveway.

Staff Recommendation:

Substantial Issue Exists

Important Hearing Procedure Note: The Commission will not take testimony on this
“substantial issue” recommendation unless at least three Commissioners request it. The
Commission may ask questions of the Applicant, any aggrieved person, the Attorney General or
the Executive Director prior to determining whether or not to take testimony regarding whether
the appeal raises a substantial issue. (14 CCR § 13115(c).) If the Commission takes testimony
regarding whether the appeal raises a substantial issue, testimony is generally (and at the
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discretion of the Chair) limited to three minutes total per side. Only the Applicant, persons who
opposed the application before the local government (or their representatives), and the local
government shall be qualified to testify during this phase of the hearing. (Id. § 13117.) Others
may submit comments in writing. (Id.) If the Commission finds that the appeal raises a
substantial issue, the de novo phase of the hearing will occur at a future Commission meeting,
during which the Commission will take public testimony. (Id. § 13115(b).)

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The City-approved project is located on an oceanfront, blufftop parcel and is the only residence
on the seaward side of West Cliff Drive in the City of Santa Cruz along a distance of
approximately 2.5 miles. In addition to serving as a vehicular roadway, West Cliff Drive is also
heavily used as a bike and pedestrian segment of the California Coastal Trail (CCT), with
otherwise unobstructed views of the ocean across the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary.
The existing residence sits on a bluff that is reinforced by partially unpermitted riprap placed at
its toe in the early 1980s. The parcel is currently zoned Ocean Front Recreational (OF-R) which
does not allow for single family dwellings (though at the time it was built the parcel was zoned
for single family dwellings, prior to LCP certification), and therefore the existing house is a legal
nonconforming structure and use. The parcel also is currently zoned with Shoreline Protection
and West Cliff Drive overlays, the LCP objectives of which are to ensure the protection of
coastal resources and views, and to enhance public access.
The City-approved project allows for the redevelopment of the existing main house and guest
cottage, landscaping, and a new driveway retaining wall. Specifically, the redevelopment of the
main house includes a new foundation, which will raise the structure by six inches, a new
seismic system with new lateral elements and support on the floors and roofs, new electrical,
mechanical, and plumbing systems, and new exterior elements. The guest cottage will also have
a new foundation, convert the closet to a full bathroom, add a 65-square-foot covered porch, as
well as new exterior elements.
The Appellant contends that the City-approved project raises LCP conformance issues and
questions with respect to the LCP’s nonconforming use/structure ordinance, as well as the
requirements of the Shoreline Protection, West Cliff Drive, and Coastal Zone overlay zones.
With respect to the nonconforming structure/use ordinance, the Appellant’s argument is centered
on the fact that residential use is not permitted in the OF-R zoning district, and that the Cityapproved redevelopment is designed and engineered for longevity as opposed to basic repair and
maintenance for the legal nonconforming structures, which is generally the only type of
alterations to legal nonconforming structures that can be made per the LCP’s requirements. The
Appellant also raises concerns regarding the City-approved redevelopment’s impact to coastal
hazards, coastal views, and public access.
The overarching purpose of the IP’s nonconforming use and structure standards is to provide “for
the control, improvement, and termination of uses or structures which do not conform to the
regulations of this title for the district in which they are located” (emphasis added). However, the
City-approved project will result in the indefinite continuation of the nonconforming residential
structures and uses at this critically important oceanfront, blufftop location, particularly with
respect to the approved foundation improvements. Furthermore, the project allows for a complete
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redevelopment of the residence, including a new foundation, new exterior siding, a new roof, and
a new deck. The City-approved redevelopment project goes well beyond repair and maintenance
of the existing nonconforming development. Therefore, the City-approved project furthers the
life of the residence and makes the use more nonconforming by extending the life of the structure
indefinitely. Such approval raises substantial questions regarding LCP consistency that require
evaluation by the Commission for development at this critical location.
With regard to the issue of coastal hazards, the City did not adequately analyze the issue of
coastal hazards or bluff setbacks for the redeveloped house or cottage, despite the fact that the
residence currently sits on an eroding bluff protected by substantial existing and primarily
unpermitted armoring. In fact, the City did not analyze whether the redevelopment could meet
LCP policies addressing hazards, including in terms of identifying appropriate setbacks and
related measures for development approved on blufftops. The project raises significant statewide
issues related to redevelopment in areas subject to coastal hazards, including related to existing
armoring (the bulk of which is unpermitted in this case). These are compounded by the fact that
the residential development in this case is nonconforming, where the objectives of this LCP
would suggest it may be inappropriately located in the first place. These too are substantial issues
deserving of the Commission’s evaluation.
Finally, with respect to public views and access, the proposed redevelopment will not enhance
the visual quality of the area or blend harmoniously with the ocean and the sky as viewed from
West Cliff Drive, including because it perpetuates the only residence on the seaward side of
West Cliff Drive, thereby blocking what would otherwise be open coastal views. Furthermore,
on the issue of public access, the City’s approval also failed to address the substantial shoreline
protection work that significantly impedes public access on the beach. Such issues also suggest
Commission evaluation of the project is necessary.
In short, the City’s approval authorizes the significant redevelopment of a residence on an
oceanfront, blufftop site where residences are not allowed, where it is the only residence along
the seaward side of a critically important public access and recreational segment of the CCT, and
where it is being protected by existing shoreline protection, the bulk of which is currently
unpermitted. For these reasons, staff believes that the City’s approval raises substantial LCP
conformance issues related to core Coastal Act and LCP coastal resource protection
requirements, and staff recommends that the Commission find substantial issue and take
jurisdiction over the CDP application for this project. If the Commission does so, then the de
novo hearing on the merits of the CDP application would be scheduled for a future Commission
meeting. The motion and resolution to effect this recommendation are found on page 5.
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION
Substantial Issue Determination
Staff recommends that the Commission determine that a substantial issue exists with respect to
the grounds on which the appeal was filed. A finding of substantial issue would bring the CDP
application for the proposed project under the jurisdiction of the Commission for de novo
hearing and action. To implement this recommendation, staff recommends a NO vote on the
following motion. Failure of this motion will result in a future de novo hearing on the CDP
application, and adoption of the following resolution and findings. Passage of this motion will
result in a finding of No Substantial Issue and the local action will become final and effective.
The motion passes only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
Motion: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal Number A-3-STC-16-0016
raises no substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed
under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act, and I recommend a no vote.
Resolution to Find Substantial Issue: The Commission hereby finds that Appeal Number
A-3-STC-16-0016 presents a substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the
appeal has been filed under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with
the certified Local Coastal Program and/or the public access and recreation policies of
the Coastal Act.

II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS
The Commission finds and declares as follows:

A. PROJECT LOCATION
The City-approved project is located on an oceanfront, blufftop parcel at 1307 West Cliff Drive,
and is the only residence located seaward of West Cliff Drive in the City of Santa Cruz, a
distance of some 2.5 miles. In addition to serving as a vehicular roadway, West Cliff Drive is
also heavily used as a bike and pedestrian segment of the California Coastal Trail (CCT), with
otherwise unobstructed views of the ocean across the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. 1
The existing residence sits on a bluff that is partially reinforced by riprap at its toe. This riprap,
most of which is unpermitted, was placed in the early 1980’s.
1

According to the City’s Draft West Cliff Drive Management Plan: “West Cliff Drive and the adjacent multi use
bicycle-pedestrian path way are both publicly owned facilities within the City’s right-of-way. Access to the
coastal bluffs and views of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary extend along the entire reach of West
Cliff Drive from Natural Bridges State Park to the Municipal Wharf/Main Beach area. Both West Cliff Drive and
the path are significant attributes of the City of Santa Cruz, providing residents and visitors alike with numerous
coastal related recreational activities. The road and adjacent path provide public access to the pocket beaches
along West Cliff Drive as well as opportunities for walking, jogging, biking and skating along the coastal bluffs.
West Cliff Drive provides access for surfers and beach patrons as well as access to Natural Bridges and
Lighthouse Field State Parks. West Cliff Drive and the multiuse path help define the character of Santa Cruz and
provide a quintessential “Santa Cruz” experience for residents and visitors who enjoy a high degree of public
access to the adjacent coastal resources.”
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The parcel is zoned as Ocean Front Recreational (OF-R), which does not allow for single-family
dwellings (though at the time it was built the parcel was zoned for single-family dwellings, prior
to LCP certification), and therefore the existing house is a legal nonconforming structure and
use. The parcel is also zoned with Shoreline Protection (SPO) and West Cliff Drive (WCDO)
overlays, of which the LCP objective is to ensure the protection of coastal resources and views,
and to enhance public access along this stretch of coast. See Exhibit 1 for a location map and
Exhibit 2 for an aerial of the site, and Exhibit 3 for photos of the site.

B. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND HISTORY
The subject property is currently developed with a single-family dwelling and a guest cottage
that were both built around 1940 when the parcel was zoned Residential (R-1). Based on
research conducted to date, the City rezoned the subject property from R-1 to OF-R sometime
between 1954 and 1970. 2 On July 8, 1977, the prior property owner, Dr. Larimore Cummins, 3
applied to the City to rezone the property from (OF-R) to Residential (R-1-5). 4 The purpose of
the rezoning request was essentially to eliminate the then-existing legal nonconforming
restrictions on the property, including then Municipal Code Section 24.52.010, which stated that
“Any non-conforming use within the City of Santa Cruz is detrimental to the orderly
development of the City and detrimental to the general welfare of persons and property. It is the
intent of this chapter that non-conforming uses shall be eliminated as rapidly as may be done.”
On August 3, 1977, the City Planning Commission denied the rezoning application by
unanimous vote. The resolution of denial found that the proposed rezoning would “not serve the
public necessity and promote the public convenience and general community welfare, and is not
in general conformance with the principles and policies set forth in the General Plan.” The
meeting minutes also included comments from the Planning Commissioners, including that “the
intent of the OF-R was that eventually all non-conformities would disappear.” Also included in
the record before the Planning Commission was a letter from the West Cliff Advisory Committee
(then commonly known as the Bike Path Committee) opposing the application on the basis that
the proposed rezoning: 1) could open the door to additions or alterations, which would further
block the view and detract from the oceanfront appeal of the bicycle path; 2) would constitute a
“dangerous precedent;” and 3) may not be in conformity with the Coastal Act. 5
Dr. Cummins appealed the Planning Commission’s denial to the City Council. The City staff
report to the Council noted that the OF-R zoning was established prior to 1970 and that its
purpose is “[t]o ensure the safe occupancy and the reasonable use of lands subject to continuous
erosion, such as the cliffs and beaches adjacent to the Santa Cruz shoreline. Changes of zoning
from OF-R to any other zoning district shall be made only in general accordance with the
General Plan.” The staff report also noted that a request was made in 1973 to modify the OF-R
2

3
4

5

City records include a denial of a 1954 Use Permit application to run an antique shop in the home, but the
application indicated the zoning for the parcel was R-1.
Dr. Cummins owned the property until it was sold to the current Applicants in July of 2014.
Based on current research, it is unclear when Dr. Cummins purchased the property; however, minutes from the
August 3, 1977 City Planning Commission meeting indicate that he was aware of the OF-R zoning designation
(and restrictions) when he purchased the property.
The Coastal Act had just come into effect on January 1, 1977. The City did not have a certified LCP in 1977.
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regulations to permit limited enlargement or reconstruction of existing structures in this zone,
which was denied by the City Council. City staff’s preliminary recommendation to the City
Council in 1977 with respect to Dr. Cummins’ rezoning request was the following:
To break in the OF-R Zone to permit further development along the south side of West
Cliff Drive would be, in the Staff’s opinion, a major policy decision with which we cannot
agree. The applicant presently enjoys the use of the property and reasonable
maintenance of this dwelling is also assured. Staff recommends denial of the rezoning
request. • The Applicant is not being denied use of his property. This restriction was on
the property when he purchased it.
At its August 23, 1977 meeting, the City Council referred the matter back to the Planning
Commission with direction to work out an acceptable alternative.
On December 7, 1977, the Planning Commission again took up the matter. As a compromise
solution, City staff recommended that the Planning Commission approve a proposed text
amendment to the OF-R zone to allow for reconstruction of the existing single-family structure
in the case of a natural disaster, but to otherwise deny the rezoning request. The Commission
approved the text amendment (by a vote of 3-2) and denied the rezoning (by a vote of 5-0).
The text amendment (Ordinance 78-02) to the OF-R zone district was subsequently approved by
the City Council on January 24, 1978. This amendment allowed for reconstruction of any singlefamily dwelling existing as a nonconforming use in the OF-R district if more than 60 percent of
such building’s market value was damaged by fire, flood, or other “act of God.” The ordinance
also required that the rebuilt “structure’s location, size, height, external design, area, and other
external specifications will be substantially similar in all significant respects to such
specifications before the structure was damaged…” The application for rezoning was thereafter
withdrawn and no further efforts were made to rezone the property. Although approved locally in
1978, this ordinance text was not included as part of the City’s Local Coastal Program (LCP)
when it was certified in 1985. 6
In 1982, in the wake of some severe El Niño storms, Dr. Cummins installed substantial shoreline
armoring on the beach and bluff at the subject location, including a gabion key and
approximately 850 tons of riprap, in order to protect his residence. The current
owners/Applicants assert that the shoreline protection work was done under a verbal emergency
authorization from Coastal Commission staff, though no written documentation has been
identified to substantiate this claim, and Commission staff have not been able to corroborate that
staff was involved at all. Although Dr. Cummins did submit a CDP application (CDP
Application No. 3-83-152) seeking after-the-fact authorization for the placement of the gabion
key and 850 tons of riprap in the subject location, the application was deemed incomplete by
Commission staff and was never filed. In other words, Dr. Cummins never provided the
information needed to complete the application and thus no CDP was ever issued to authorize the
6

A “Preliminary Plan Review” from the City to the Applicant states that this section was in the Zoning Ordinance
until January of 1985 when an entirely new Zoning Ordinance was adopted for the City’s Coastal Commissionadopted LCP Implementation Plan (IP), and that the City was unable to locate any documentation as to the reason
behind the deletion of this section; however, the former City Senior Planner during that time stated that it likely
was deleted because it did not meet Coastal Act requirements.
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placement of the gabion key and 850 tons of riprap on the beach fronting the residence. Thus,
even assuming that Dr. Cummins did obtain verbal emergency permit authorization from Coastal
Commission staff to place the shoreline protection work on a temporary basis (and there is no
evidence to suggest same), the armoring never received an actual Emergency CDP nor a regular
CDP as required. Thus, the gabion key and 850 tons of riprap have been retained without benefit
of a CDP for over three decades, and are currently considered a violation of the Coastal Act. 7
In 1992, Dr. Cummins applied for a different CDP to place an additional 300 cubic yards of
riprap at the site (CDP Application No. 3-92-78). That CDP was ultimately approved, and Dr.
Cummins placed 300 cubic yards of riprap per the permit. At that time, the record indicates that
Commission staff was unaware that the 1982 unpermitted work had not been permitted, and thus
the Commission’s CDP did not evaluate or approve the 1982 work. Thus, 300 cubic yards of
riprap has been legally permitted at the site, and the remainder of the armoring remains
unpermitted.
The Applicants purchased the property in July of 2014 from Dr. Cummins and submitted an
application to redevelop the existing structures to the City in September of 2015. Commission
staff met with City staff to discuss the project, including with respect to concerns regarding the
unpermitted shoreline protection work. Commission staff also submitted comments to the Zoning
Administrator outlining staff’s concerns with respect to the project’s consistency with the OF-R
Zoning designation, the Shoreline Protection Overlay, the West Cliff Drive Overlay, and the
unpermitted shoreline protection work (see Exhibit 8). Notwithstanding the significant issues
raised by Commission staff at that time, the Zoning Administrator proceeded to approve the
project on January 6, 2016.

C. CITY OF SANTA CRUZ APPROVAL
On January 6, 2016 the City of Santa Cruz Zoning Administrator approved a CDP for substantial
redevelopment of the residence and guest cottage at 1307 West Cliff Drive. The City’s Final
Local Action Notice was received in the Coastal Commission’s Central Coast District Office on
Friday, January 22, 2016 (see Exhibit 5). The Coastal Commission’s ten-working-day appeal
period for this action began on Monday January 25, 2016 and concluded at 5pm on February 5,
2016. On February 2, 2016, Jack Zajac filed a valid appeal to the Coastal Commission (see
Exhibit 6).

D. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The City-approved project allows for the substantial redevelopment of the existing main house
and guest cottage, landscaping, and a new driveway retaining wall. The redevelopment of the
main house includes: a new foundation, which will raise the structure by six inches; a new
seismic system with new lateral elements and a new diaphragm transfer system (i.e. new

The Commission’s enforcement unit is investigating, including identifying next steps for resolution (Commission
Enforcement Case No. V-3-15-0124).
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structural supports) in the floors and roof; 8 removal of the fireplace and chimney; new electrical,
mechanical, and plumbing systems; new windows, doors, trim, siding, copper gutters, and roof;
new air and water barriers on exterior walls; extension of the front porch area; removal of
dormers; and a new deck located one foot above grade with stairs to the back yard area. The
redevelopment of the guest cottage includes a new foundation; conversion of the closet to a full
bathroom; the addition of a 65-square-foot covered porch; removal of the existing bathroom popout; new French doors, windows, trim, siding, copper gutters, and roof; and new air and water
barriers on exterior walls. On both the main house and the guest cottage, a Japanese torching
method called shou sugi ban would be used to finish the wood. The process acts as an additional
weather retardant and would slightly darken the wood siding. Also, the new windows would
have decorative wood shutters, and the new roofs would have cedar shingles with copper
flashing.
The City-required landscaping plans would include removing the existing non-native plants and
replanting with native coastal bluff meadow plants, repairing an existing stake fence, restoring
the gravel and crushed granite pathways, removing the lawn and planting no-mow grass, 9
planting three new canopy fruit trees, relocating the existing fire-pit and seating, installing a new
safety fence along the bluff edge, planting new native flowering perennials, and trimming the
existing cypress and eucalyptus trees. The City’s approval also authorizes a new retaining wall
around the outer edge of the existing driveway to prevent the existing West Cliff Drive storm
drain from causing erosion of the driveway.
See Exhibit 4 for the City-approved project plans and photo simulations, and Exhibits 2 and 3
for site area photos.

E. APPEAL PROCEDURES
Coastal Act Section 30603 provides for the appeal to the Coastal Commission of certain CDP
decisions in jurisdictions with certified LCPs. The following categories of local CDP decisions
are appealable: (a) approval of CDPs for development that is located (1) between the sea and the
first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of the inland extent of any beach or of the
mean high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, whichever is the greater distance, (2) on
tidelands, submerged lands, public trust lands, within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, or stream,
or within 300 feet of the top of the seaward face of any coastal bluff, and (3) in a sensitive
coastal resource area; or (b) for counties, approval of CDPs for development that is not
designated as the principal permitted use under the LCP. In addition, any local action (approval
8

9

In structural engineering, a diaphragm is a structural element that transmits lateral loads to the vertical resisting
elements of a structure (such as shear walls or frames). Diaphragms are typically horizontal, but can be sloped
such as in a gable roof on a wood structure or concrete ramp in a parking garage. The diaphragm forces tend to be
transferred to the vertical resisting elements primarily through in-plane shear stress. The most common lateral
loads to be resisted are those resulting from wind and earthquake actions, but other lateral loads such as lateral
earth pressure or hydrostatic pressure can also be resisted by diaphragm action. The diaphragm of a structure often
does double duty as the floor system or roof system in a building, or the deck of a bridge, which simultaneously
supports gravity loads.
“No-mow” grass generally refers to an ecological alternative to the traditional high resource-input lawn. “No
mow” lawn grass grows in sun and shade, and also performs well as a footpath or border with moderate traffic.
Once established “no mow” can form a lush green carpet of grass that requires little, if any, watering or mowing.
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or denial) on a CDP for a major public works project (including a publicly financed recreational
facility and/or a special district development) or an energy facility is appealable to the
Commission. This project is appealable because it involves development that is located between
the sea and the first public road paralleling the sea, within 300 feet of the inland extent of a
beach, and within 300 feet of the seaward face of a coastal bluff.
The grounds for appeal under Section 30603 are limited to allegations that the development does
not conform to the certified LCP or to the public access policies of the Coastal Act. Section
30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to conduct the de novo portion of the
hearing on an appealed project unless a majority of the Commission finds that “no substantial
issue” is raised by such allegations. Under Section 30604(b), if the Commission considers the
CDP de novo and ultimately approves a CDP for a project, the Commission must find that the
proposed development is in conformity with the certified LCP. If a CDP is approved for a project
that is located between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water
located within the coastal zone, Section 30604(c) also requires an additional specific finding that
the development is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of
the Coastal Act. This project is located between the nearest public road and the sea, and thus this
additional finding would need to be made if the Commission approves the project following a de
novo hearing.
The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial issue question
(should the Commission vote to hear public testimony on the substantial issue question) are the
Applicants (or their representatives), persons who opposed the project and made their views
known before the local government (or their representatives), and the local government
(Pursuant to California Code of Regulations (CCR) Section 13117). Testimony from other
persons regarding substantial issue must be submitted in writing (again, see CCR Section
13177). Any person may testify during the de novo CDP determination stage of an appeal.

F. SUMMARY OF APPEAL CONTENTIONS
The Appellant contends that the City-approved project raises substantial LCP conformance
issues and questions with respect to the LCP’s nonconforming use/structure, Shoreline Protection
Overlay zone, Coastal Zone Overlay zone, and West Cliff Drive overlay zone standards.
Specifically, the Appellant contends that the City’s approval: 1) would degrade the public
viewshed by redeveloping a residence that is not an LCP-allowable land use in this visually
prominent oceanfront site; 2) did not adequately address hazards at the site; and 3) raises public
access issues due to the new driveway and retaining wall. See Exhibit 6 for the full appeal text.

G. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION
Substantial Issue Background
The term substantial issue is not defined in the Coastal Act. The Commission's regulations
simply indicate that the Commission will hear an appeal unless it “finds that the appeal raises
no significant question” (CCR Section 13115(b)). In previous decisions on appeals, the
Commission has been guided by the following factors in making such determinations: (1) the
degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that the development
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is consistent or inconsistent with the certified LCP and with the public access policies of the
Coastal Act; (2) the extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the
local government; (3) the significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision; (4) the
precedential value of the local government’s decision for future interpretation of its LCP; and
(5) whether the appeal raises only local issues, or those of regional or statewide
significance. Even where the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal (by finding no
substantial issue), appellants nevertheless may obtain judicial review of the local government’s
coastal permit decision by filing a petition for a writ of mandate (pursuant to Code of Civil
Procedure, Section 1094.5).
In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission determines that the
development as approved by the City presents a substantial issue.
Substantial Issue Analysis
Ocean Front Recreation (OF-R) Zoning/Nonconforming Use
The Appellant contends that the project is inconsistent with the LCP’s nonconforming use
ordinance, including that: 1) the proposed work goes beyond what can be permitted as normal
and routine maintenance under that ordinance; and 2) that the proposed redevelopment project is
designed and engineered for longevity, which is not consistent with the ordinance’s overarching
objective to “terminate” nonconforming uses and structures.
The City’s nonconforming use/structure ordinance is part of the certified LCP (IP Section
24.18.010). The overarching purpose of the ordinance “is to provide for the control,
improvement and termination of uses or structures which do not conform to the regulations of
this title for the district in which they are located.” In order to achieve this end, the ordinance
generally limits the scope and extent of allowable alterations to nonconforming structures to
normal and routine maintenance for the purpose of preserving its “existing condition” (IP
Section 24.18.080(1)), but allows for limited alterations to “improve livability” for
nonconforming residential uses (IP Section 24.18.080(3)). See Exhibit 7 for the full text of all
cited LCP standards.
The parcel is zoned Ocean Front Recreation (OF-R), and is located within the Shoreline
Protection Overlay (SPO) and West Cliff Drive Overlay (WCDO) zones. The purpose of the OFR zoning district is “to ensure the protection of coastal resources and views; to provide public
access and maintenance of public use; to assure that coastal development is consistent with the
Coastal Land Use Plan and General Plan; and to promote the safe occupancy and the reasonable
use of lands subject to continuous erosion, such as coastal cliffs and beaches.” (IP Section
24.10.1900). This zoning district is applied to the entirety of the West Cliff Drive promenade,
and serves to foster the recreational trail that fronts the City’s western bluffs and beaches.
Importantly, residential use is not a permitted use in this zoning district, and single family
dwellings are not allowed (IP Section 24.10.1910-20). In addition, the purpose of the SPO zone
(IP Section 24.10.2400) is “to preserve and protect the coastal and environmental resources in
the city of Santa Cruz. It is furthermore intended that the Shoreline Protection Overlay District
accomplish the following: minimize cut, fill, earthmoving, riprap placement, grading operations,
and other such man-made intrusions in coastal areas; to control erosion; to protect development
from geological or other coastal related hazards; to protect public views; to protect and enhance
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shoreline access for the public; to protect paleontological resources; to generally implement the
policies of the Local Coastal Land Use Plan. This district lies generally between the sea and the
first public road paralleling the sea, or within three hundred (300) feet of the mean high tide line
of the sea, whichever is the greater distance.” And the purpose of the WCDO zone (IP Section
24.10.4200) is “to promote quality residential development on and adjacent to West Cliff Drive
that positively enhances the public space or realm along West Cliff Drive. The West Cliff Drive
Overlay District will preserve, protect and enhance West Cliff Drive as an important social and
environmental city and community space; reinforce the residential neighborhood character of the
north side of West Cliff Drive; preserve the public view toward the ocean from streets which
intersect with West Cliff Drive; and enhance the streetscape by requiring landscaping and
modulation of building forms on buildings facing West Cliff Drive.” Thus, the existing residence
is nonconforming with respect to the standards of the OF-R zoning district, as well as the SPO
and WCDO zones.
The City’s staff report made detailed findings with regard to the project’s consistency with the
various technical requirements of the nonconforming use ordinance; including, for example that
there would be no expansion of use or footprint of the main buildings. The City found that the
project could be approved because it was mostly ‘normal and routine maintenance’ whose
purpose was ‘preserving the existing condition’ and ‘improv[ing] livability’ as is allowed for
nonconforming structures (see LCP Sections 24.18.080(1), (3) in Exhibit 7). The City
determined that the foundation work went beyond normal and routine maintenance, but found
this also allowable because it found the foundations ‘unsafe,’ which can be corrected for
nonconforming structures (see LCP Section 24.18.020(6) in Exhibit 7). The City’s analysis
arguably provides a reasonable interpretation of the nonconforming use and structure ordinance,
and the Applicants’ land use consultant and attorney each submitted further information and
materials that essentially support and reiterate these findings (see Exhibit 9).
However, despite the reasonableness of the City’s interpretation here, the City’s approval still
raises legitimate questions regarding the project’s consistency with and future application of the
nonconforming use ordinance. As described above, the project is a significant redevelopment.
The LCP does not provide detailed standards for determining when something goes beyond
‘normal and routine maintenance.’ Absent any LCP definition, the Commission can look to
guidance based on the Coastal Act. In that sense, the Commission has been trying to make clear
distinctions between what constitutes repair and maintenance, and what constitutes something
more than repair and maintenance (i.e., redevelopment), requiring full Coastal Act/LCP
consistency review. Applying the Commission’s recent work on this concept (including in the
Solana Beach, Newport Beach, and Marin County LCPs), there is no doubt that the current
project is well over the redevelopment threshold. In fact, the foundation work and roof work
alone each represent 100% replacement of these structural elements, and the other elements
(seismic system, including diaphragm transfer (i.e. new structural support) system, new decks
and porches, etc.) raise similar issues. 10
10

Note that the City acknowledged the lack of a redevelopment definition in its LCP, and came up with its own
thresholds in a January 22, 2015 memorandum titled “Alteration/Remodel vs. Reconstruction of Nonconforming
Structure.” In that 2015 memo, the City decided to use a 50% threshold because the nonconforming regulations
include the same in terms of disaster replacement (note that the Commission’s regulations also use a 50%
threshold), but the City also decided that the 50% threshold only applied to exterior wall replacement in excess of
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The City’s rationale for allowing the project is primarily based on two applications of the
nonconforming regulations: allowing for improved livability of a nonconforming residential use
(per IP Section 24.18.080(3)), and correcting unsafe conditions (per IP Section 24.18.020(6)).
With respect to the new foundations and seismic work, the City acknowledges that these project
elements do not qualify as normal routine maintenance (per IP Section 24.18.080(1)), stating:
“The proposed improvements to the structures qualify as normal and routine maintenance with
the exception of the replacement of the foundation and new lateral elements to help
improve seismic performance.” (See Exhibit 5, page 19.) With respect to the foundations, the
City cites the section of the nonconforming use ordinance that provides that “nothing in this
chapter shall prevent the strengthening or restoring to a safe condition of any part of any building
or structure declared unsafe by the building official.” (IP Section 24.18.020(6.) To support this
finding, the City relies on an email from the Deputy Building Official Eric Simonson stating as
follows:
I have reviewed the Geotechnical recommendations from Haro, Kasunich as well as the
letter from the structural engineer Paul Endres. It would appear based on both letters and
site visits from staff that, the foundation supporting these structures are failing due to poor
soils conditions the original 1940’s buildings are sitting on as well as lack of proper
reinforcement in the concrete. I agree with the information provided and believe the
foundation system of these structures needs attention as soon as possible to improve the
structural integrity and safety of the occupants.
While the Applicants have provided extensive information and materials supporting their desire
for a new foundation to improve the structure’s safety, the provision of the nonconforming use
ordinance upon which the City relied on to approve the project requires that the building or
structure “be declared unsafe” for occupancy.., Nonetheless, the house is currently occupied,
even though the Deputy Building Official’s email suggests that the foundation may be unsafe.
However, it is unclear whether the LCP requires a more formal “declaration” by the Building
Official (i.e., red-tagging) in order to take advantage of the exception provided by IP Section
24.18.020(6) to strengthen or restore an unsafe building condition. Although there is little doubt
that a new foundation would likely improve the safety of the existing structures, as would be the
case for most homes in the State, it is not clear that the intent of the LCP was met in this case. In
addition, although it can be inferred that the lateral seismic improvements would have been
treated the same by the City’s Deputy Building Official, the record does not include references
past the foundation work itself.
In addition, the City did not address the internal inconsistencies within the ordinance on these
points and how those are to be resolved. Specifically, while unsafe conditions can be rectified
per IP Section 24.18.020(6), structural alterations are allowed per IP Section 24.18.080(3) only
to “improve livability,” which is not defined, and only in that case if the building bulk is not

50%. Based on this, the City determined that the project did not meet that redevelopment threshold, regardless of
the proposed new foundations for the main house and the guest cottage and the other proposed substantial
structural modifications to both these buildings.
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increased. 11 In this case, the structure is being raised, increasing its bulk overall, and new
features (like a porch and deck) increase that volume as well. 12
In addition, and absent any LCP definition, the City justified its action in part based on its own
interpretation of what constitutes redevelopment. However, the City’s interpretation is not
consistent with recent Commission actions defining redevelopment, which have generally
included substantial foundation work in the definition of redevelopment. 13 The issue of coastal
redevelopment is one of the most significant affecting the shoreline and bluff areas of the State’s
urban centers, such as the City of Santa Cruz. It is all the more critical in a case like this where
the issues are not about residential redevelopment in a residential zone; rather they regard
residential redevelopment in an open space and recreational zone. It is clear that the Cityapproved project in this case is a complete redevelopment of this site. The project allows for a
complete retrofitting of the residence, including a new foundation, new seismic measures in the
floors and roof, new electrical, mechanical, and plumbing systems, new exterior siding, a new
roof, new windows, new doors, new trim, new copper gutters, and a new deck. The guest cottage
will get a new bathroom, new exterior siding, new doors, new windows, new trim, a new roof,
new copper gutters, and a new foundation. There will also be a new retaining wall along the
driveway, and a new fence along the blufftop edge. Even casual laypersons would reasonably
conclude that the project is more than simple repair and maintenance. Again, these are
particularly important issues considering the location of this residence and guest cottage on an
eroding blufftop and immediately adjacent to an extremely well-used segment of the CCT, in a
zoning district that prioritizes oceanfront recreational uses and in which residential uses are not
allowed, and given that it is the only residence located seaward of the existing West Cliff
Drive/CCT promenade. It is not clear that allowance for structural alterations “to improve
livability” per IP Section 24.18.080(3) was intended to allow for complete and total
redevelopment of a nonconforming residential use. These types of redevelopment issues were
not appropriately evaluated and addressed in the City’s action, and those reasons as well direct
the Commission to find a substantial LCP issue in this case.
In short, it could be argued that the City reasonably interpreted the nonconforming regulations in
this case. At the same time it is equally clear that the nonconforming regulations contain
potential internal inconsistencies that could support other reasonable arguments that are different
than the City’s. These questions raise fundamental issues with respect to the way in which the
LCP is to be understood on such a critical issue as continuance of legal nonconforming
residential uses on coastal blufftop properties and allowance of complete redevelopment as a
nonconforming residential use. Therefore, application of the legal nonconforming use ordinance
here raises a substantial issue of LCP conformance.
11

Non-structural alterations are allowed under that section to “improve livability” subject to the same bulk
requirements.
12
Note that IP Section 24.18.060 also does not allow an expansion in the area occupied by the nonconforming use.
13
For example, the definition of redevelopment in the Marin LUP as certified by the Commission includes alteration
of 50% or more of any major structural components including exterior walls, floor and roof structure, and
foundation. Similarly, the Solana Beach LUP defines Blufftop Redevelopment to include “demolition of an
existing bluff home or other principal structure, or portions thereof, which results in: (a) Alteration of 50% or
more of major structural components including exterior walls, floor and roof structure, and foundation…” See,
also, the Commission’s Sea-Level Rise Policy Guidance at pp. 90 and 133 (specifically A.12.C).
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Thus, for the reasons stated above, the Commission finds that the City-approved project raises a
substantial issue with respect to the project’s consistency with the OF-R, SPO, and WCDO
zoning designations as they relate to the LCP’s nonconforming use/structure provisions,
including the internal tension in the nonconforming chapter regarding legal nonconforming uses
and structures generally and allowances for nonconforming residential uses and structures
specifically.
Hazards/Shoreline Protection Overlay
The Appellant raises concerns with regard to the project’s consistency with the SP-O zoning
district overlay, including with respect to erosion and geologic stability of the redevelopment.
The SP-O overlay applies to the City’s entire coastline and requires, among other things, that all
new development proposed within areas subject to natural hazards be sited and designed to
minimize risks to human life and property. Specific findings required by the SP-O regarding
coastal hazards include that the development: is sited and designed to assure stability and
structural integrity of its expected economic life span and minimizes alterations to natural land
forms; minimizes alteration of cliffs, bluff tops, bluff faces or bases, and will not interfere with
sand movement; maintains public view corridors between the sea and the first public roadway
parallel to the sea and maintains natural views of the coastline; protects and enhances free public
access to or along the beach, and signage for such access is provided when necessary; includes
mitigation measures prescribed in any applicable environmental document; and is consistent with
the policies of the Local Coastal Program, the General Plan, and the California Coastal Act. See
Exhibit 7 for the full requirements of the SP-O overlay.
As previously discussed, the existing residence sits atop an eroding bluff and is protected by
primarily unpermitted shoreline protection. While the City generally addressed the requirements
of the SP-O district in its approval, its analysis focused almost exclusively on the proposed new
foundations for the house and cottage redevelopment, and failed to acknowledge that both would
rely on a system of primarily unpermitted shoreline protection in order to ensure their long-term
stability. Furthermore, the City did not discuss the permit status of the armoring at this location.
As indicated earlier, only 300 cubic yards of riprap at this location is permitted, but there is
nearly five times that amount of armoring at the site (gabion baskets and riprap) that almost
completely covers the beach at the base of the most upcoast bluffs at the site.
In short, the City’s approval failed to analyze whether and to what extent the redevelopment is
reliant on these shoreline protection measures (and the Applicants’ geotechnical reports did not
analyze this issue). On this point, the Coastal Act and the LCP only allow armoring to protect
existing structures. As sites redevelop, as is the case with this project, they are no longer
‘existing structures’ for purposes of armoring, but rather are redeveloped structures that must
meet these requirements. 14 In this case, the City did not evaluate whether the redeveloped
residential development could meet LCP tests for shoreline development (e.g., in terms of
setbacks without reliance on armoring, etc.), and did not address the armoring that is present. In
fact, given that the proposed redevelopment includes new foundations for both the house and the
14

Again, see recent LCP approvals by the Commission related to the issue of redevelopment in Marin and Solana
Beach LCPs. See also, CDP 3-14- 0488 (Iceplant LLC).
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cottage (which constitutes new development even under the City’s interpretation), the City’s
approval should have addressed the various shoreline protection issues, including modification of
the project to avoid the need for reliance on shoreline protective devices. For all of these reasons,
the appeal raises substantial issues with respect to the proposed project’s consistency with the
LCP’s Shoreline Protection Overlay requirements.
Visual and Scenic Resources/Community Character/West Cliff Drive Overlay
The Appellant raises issues related to the protection of visual resources and community character
with regard to the City-approved redevelopment. Specifically, the Appellant notes that the
project’s unique location as the only residential structure on the seaward side of West Cliff
Drive, its history, and its Cotswold 15 architecture set it apart from all other West Cliff Drive
structures, which are all located on the inland side of West Cliff Drive. The appeal takes issue
with the City’s findings that the redevelopment will enhance the visual quality of the site, noting
that the current Cotswold cottage, with its soft blue palette, blends harmoniously with the ocean
and the sky as viewed from West Cliff Drive, whereas the redeveloped structures will employ a
dark brown, burnt application for siding that will not blend with the sea and sky. The Appellant
further contends that the City erred in not requiring a reconstruction permit as required for
nonconforming structures located in the West Cliff Drive Overlay (WCDO). See Exhibit 7 for
the full text of all cited LCP standards.
The LCP generally requires that new development “maintain views between the sea and the first
public roadway (IP Section 24.08.250).” The subject property’s location in the WCDO
establishes heightened standards with respect to visual resources. The purpose of the WCDO “is
to promote quality residential development on and adjacent to West Cliff Drive that positively
enhances the public space or realm along West Cliff Drive… preserve, protect and enhance West
Cliff Drive as an important social and environmental city and community space; reinforce the
residential neighborhood character of the north side of West Cliff Drive; preserve the public
view toward the ocean from streets which intersect with West Cliff Drive; and enhance the
streetscape by requiring landscaping and modulation of building forms on buildings facing West
Cliff Drive.” (IP Section 24.10.4200). The WCDO further provides that “[a] reconstruction
permit shall not be required to repair or reconstruct a nonconforming structure except if the
proposed reconstruction varies in any way in exterior design from the previous building being
repaired or replaced.” (IP Section 24.10.4230(10) (emphasis added).
In this case, the Appellant raises valid questions regarding whether the City should have required
a reconstruction permit under the requirements of the WCDO given the approved project’s
substantial changes in exterior design compared to the existing structure (see Exhibits 2 and 3
for photos of the existing structure and Exhibit 4, pages 1 and 14-15 for simulations of the Cityapproved redeveloped structure). In addition, the house and cottage are being elevated and a new
15

The Appellant contends that the existing residence and cottage are a “Cotswald [sic] cottage, built in 1937 by
local cellist Bessie Boyd Miller with its detached music room is an iconic Santa Cruz landmark.” The Cotswold
style of architecture is a unique style based on houses from the Cotswold region of England, and is sometimes
called the storybook style, with buildings made in this form also sometimes referred to as Tudor cottages. Roofs
made with pseudo-thatch, steep arch gables, and arched doorways are all common features of the Cotswold style.
Walls are usually sided in brick, stone, or stucco, and rooms are often small and irregularly shaped. Cotswold
houses often have a prominent chimney, often near the front door of the house. The Applicant disputes that the
existing structures are Cotswold.
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deck, a new porch, a new retaining wall, and a new blufftop fence are being added, all of which
will change the exterior design. It seems clear that the LCP would require a reconstruction
permit.
In addition, the Appellant claims that the color and architectural design of the redevelopment
may detract from the public views of the ocean and will not enhance the visual quality of the area
(including because the dark design will be incongruous with the ocean and sky as seen from
West Cliff Drive). The Appellant further contends that the approved project will perpetuate the
only residence on the seaward side of West Cliff Drive, thereby blocking what would otherwise
be open coastal views, and that the zoning and overlay districts suggest this is not appropriate at
this location.
While questions of the effect of development on views, character and neighborhood
compatibility can be somewhat subjective, and different observers can often have different
reactions, these issues at this location also require a slightly different lens than might
redevelopment of a house inland of West Cliff Drive where it is surrounded by other houses.
This house is the only house on the seaward side of West Cliff Drive and is located in an LCP
zoning district that does not allow residential uses. Yes, it is a legal nonconforming structure and
use, and those LCP requirements must be countenanced, but at the same time it is also a distinct
anomaly as it relates to LCP objectives, and must be understood in that way as well. So while
some of the design changes may seem minor to some, these changes will undeniably change the
views and character of the site. In terms of view impacts, the foundation of the house will be
raised and the house will be added to (e.g., decks and porch, etc.), necessarily increasing the bulk
that currently intrudes on coastal views seen from West Cliff Drive. In addition, the site is
incredibly prominent in the views that are not blocked, and the changes would appear to increase
the residence’s visual prominence, including through a design that would essentially darken the
building within what is otherwise an ocean and sky view. Thus, the approved project will affect
the character of the view along West Cliff Drive. It is possible that the LCP required
reconstruction permit process could have addressed some of these issues, but that process did not
occur.
In short, the project is located within a very prominent viewshed, and there are some questions as
to whether the City appropriately addressed its visual and character impacts, particularly as they
relate to the objectives of the base zoning and overlays, which clearly prioritize protecting
coastal views. For all of these reasons, the appeal raises substantial issues with respect to the
proposed project’s consistency with the LCP’s public viewshed, character, and WCDO
requirements.

Public Access/Coastal Zone Overlay
The Appellant identifies a public access pathway to the beach and coast at the downcoast edge of
the property line and raises concerns that the City-approved redevelopment of the main house
could impact the public’s ability to continue to use this pathway to access this beach, and also
contends that this issue was not analyzed in the City’s staff report.
Similar to the Coastal Act, the City’s LCP contains a host of policies requiring that public access
and recreation opportunities along the City’s coastline be maximized, and prohibits the removal
17
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of existing coastal access points. For example, LCP Land Use Element Policy 3.5 requires the
City to “protect coastal recreational areas, maintain all existing coastal access points open to the
public, and enhance public access, open space quality and recreational enjoyment in a manner
that is consistent with the California Coastal Act” and LCP Land Use Element Policy 3.5.2
requires that development not interfere with the public’s right to access the ocean (see, also, LCP
Land Use Element Policies 3.5.1, 3.5.3, 3.5.5 in Exhibit 7). Coastal Act public access
requirements also apply since the development is seaward of the first public road. The Coastal
Act requires that public access and recreational opportunities be maximized. 16 Additionally, as
discussed in the hazards section above, the LCP requires that new development be sited and
designed to minimize the use of shoreline protection and preserve access to and along the beach
and ocean.
In this case, the City’s approval found that “the project will not affect public access to the coast
therefore, this finding is not applicable.” However, the City’s analysis did not consider the
redevelopment’s potential impacts to the existing public access trail. In addition, the City’s
approval also failed to address the significant unpermitted armoring at this location that impedes
public access on the beach itself, including in terms of how it relates to LCP requirements that
only allow such armoring for existing development, not redevelopment such as this. These
access issues are made all the more important due to the location of the property, the public
trails, and the beach, and the way in which this project could affect those public resources now
and in the future. Thus, for these reasons also, the Commission finds the City-approved project
raises a substantial issue with respect to consistency with the above-cited LCP and Coastal Act
public access policies.
Substantial Issue Conclusion
When considering a project that has been appealed to it, the Commission must first determine
whether the project raises a substantial issue of LCP conformity, such that the Commission
should assert jurisdiction over a de novo CDP for such development. At this stage, the
Commission has the discretion to find that the project does or does not raise a substantial issue
of LCP conformance. As explained above, the Commission has historically been guided in its
decision of whether the issues raised in a given case are “substantial” by the following five
factors: the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision; the extent
and scope of the development as approved or denied by the City; the significance of the coastal
resources affected by the decision; the precedential value of the County’s decision for future
interpretations of its LCP; and, whether the appeal raises only local issues as opposed to those
of regional or statewide significance.

16

In addition to Section 30210 of the Coastal Act, the California Constitution and the federal Coastal Zone
Management Act mandate the protection and enhancement of public access to and along California’s coastline.
The Coastal Act redoubles these protections, including mandating that public recreational access opportunities to
and along the California coastline be maximized (Coastal Act Section 30210). Coastal Act Section 30210’s
direction to maximize access represents a different threshold than to simply provide or protect such access, and
Section 30210 is therefore fundamentally different from other like provisions in this respect. It is not enough to
simply provide public access to and along the coast, and it is not enough to simply protect public access; rather
such public access must also be maximized. This terminology distinguishes the Coastal Act and provides
fundamental direction to projects along the California coast that raise public access issues.
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In this case, these five factors, considered together, support a conclusion that this project does
raise a substantial issue of LCP conformance. In terms of factual and legal support, valid
questions are raised regarding whether the City’s interpretations of the LCP’s nonconforming
structure and use requirements are correct, including in light of the LCP objectives associated
with the underlying open space zoning and the Shoreline Protection and West Cliff Drive
Overlays. In addition, the City did not analyze the project in terms of the hazards requirements
of the LCP, particularly as it relates to appropriate setbacks and the armoring located at the site
(most of which is unpermitted). There was limited support for the City’s public access findings,
and it appears that the required reconstruction permit requirements were not applied. Also, there
is some question regarding the manner in which views and character should have been
evaluated. All of these point to a lack of adequate factual and legal support for the City’s
action.
In terms of the scope and extent of the development and the coastal resources affected, the
City’s approval authorizes the redevelopment of a residence on an oceanfront, blufftop site
where residences are not allowed, where it is the only residence along the seaward side of a
critically important public access and recreational segment of the CCT, and where it is being
protected by existing shoreline protection, the bulk of which is currently unpermitted. In other
words, the decision involves significant and critical coastal resources in the City. Moreover, the
issues raised by the City’s approval are critical issues that the Commission is grappling with
statewide with respect to redevelopment of coastal bluff and shoreline properties. And the
manner in which the City decided them could be precedential moving forward.
For the reasons stated herein, the Commission finds that Appeal Number A-3-STC-16-0016
raises substantial LCP conformance issues in terms of nonconforming uses, hazards, visual
resources, and public access. Therefore, the Commission finds that a substantial issue exists
with respect to the City-approved project’s conformance with the certified City of Santa Cruz
LCP, and takes jurisdiction over the CDP application for the proposed project.
Information Needed for De Novo Review of Application
Prior to bringing this matter back for Coastal Commission review in a de novo CDP hearing
context, the Applicants will need to provide the information necessary to evaluate the project for
consistency with the LCP and the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act.
Absent information regarding alternative siting and design, the Commission will not be in a
position to evaluate the proposed project against these requirements, and does not intend to
schedule a hearing until the City and/or the Applicants have developed and provided further
information to bridge the analytic gaps that are currently present and associated with the
proposed project. Such information includes the following:



Analysis of how the proposed foundation changes to the residence and the guest cottage,
which include a six-inch height increase to these structures, affects the bulk and massing (in
terms of spatial dimensions) of the new structures.
An alternatives analysis of different structural and design options and their effect on the
project’s visual impacts, including variations in design and reconstruction with respect to
bulk and coloration.
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1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE SANTA CRUZ, CA
HOME OWNER: SHIGEFUMI & AMY HONJO

MAIN HOUSE:

ADDRESS:1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE, SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

EXISTING AREA: 2,491 SF

ACCESSORS PARCEL NUMBER: 003-284-05

PROPOSED AREA: 2,221 SF

SQUARE FEET: 21,257.28

GUEST HOUSE:

COASTAL ZONE: CZ PERMIT JURISDICTION
ZONE: OFR- OCEAN FRONT RECREATION
ZONING OVERLAYS: SHORELINE PROTECTION + WEST CLIFF DRIVE
CONSTRUCTION TYPE: TYPE V B

EXISTING AREA: 540 SF
PROPOSED AREA: 505 SF

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This property was constructed in 1940 and has not been well
maintained over the years. Due to this, the house has
dangerous electrical wiring, faulty plumbing, poor site drainage
and crawl space ventilation plus massive air infiltration in the
living spaces along with a lot of other shoddy workmanship
throughout the property.
We will structurally update the houses to meet current building
codes and perform maintenance and repairs to revive this
neglected property.! This will include new hardscape and
landscape to properly drain water from the site.! There will also
be mechanical, electrical, plumbing and finish work on this
project including new windows and doors and weatherproofing
of the exterior.! Please see general notes on sheet A2.0 for
additional information on these items.
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LEGEND

DEMO ANALYSIS
REMOVE WINDOWS, PATCH WALL

MAIN HOUSE:
MAIN HOUSE:

+

CLOSET

CLOSET

+

CLOSET

NEW WALL

58' EXISTING WALLS TO REMAIN LEVEL 1
58' EXISTING
TO REMAIN
LEVEL
1
+
117' WALLS
EXISTING
WALLS TO
REMAIN
LEVEL 2
117' EXISTING WALLS TO REMAIN LEVEL 2

PATCH WALL

175' TOTAL EXISTING WALLS TO REMAIN
175' TOTAL EXISTING WALLS TO REMAIN

DEMOLISH OR TEMPORARILY REMOVE

198' EXISTING EXTERIOR WALLS LEVEL 1
EXISTING
EXTERIOR
WALLS
LEVEL
1
139' 198'
EXISTING
EXTERIOR
WALLS
LEVEL
2
+
139' EXISTING EXTERIOR WALLS LEVEL 2

NEW OPENING

HONJO RESIDENCE

337' TOTAL EXISTING EXTERIOR WALLS
337' TOTAL EXISTING EXTERIOR WALLS

BATHROOM 2

175' / 337'= 51.9%

STAIR

175' / 337'= 51.9%

GENERAL NOTES:

PATCH WALL TO ACCOMMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW

GUEST HOUSE:
GUEST HOUSE:
CLOSET

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW WINDOW

REMOVAL OF EXTRANEOUS ADDITIONS:

73' EXISTING EXTERIOR WALLS TO REMAIN
73' EXISTING EXTERIOR WALLS TO REMAIN
116' TOTAL EXISTING EXTERIOR WALLS
116' TOTAL EXISTING EXTERIOR WALLS

PATCH WALL TO ACCOMMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW

BEDROOM 3

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW WINDOW

BEDROOM 1

73' / 116'= 63%

73' / 116'= 63%

BEDROOM 2

We'd like to restore the house back to a more original shape
by doing the following:
1. Removal of addition at main level along front north
elevation. We wish to remove this addition because it serves
no functional purpose in the use of the home. (Sheets A2.0,
A2.2, A6.0, A6.3).
2. Removal of dormers along front north elevation. We wish
to remove these dormers as they serve no functional
purpose in the use of the home, and complicate the building
envelope as it pertains to weatherproofing in coastal
exposure. (Sheets A2.0, A2.2, A6.0, A6.1, A6.3).! Removal
of dormers along back south elevation. We wish to remove
these dormers as they serve no functional purpose in the
use of the home, and complicate the building envelope as it
pertains to weatherproofing in coastal exposure. (Sheets
A2.0, A2.2, A6.1, A6.2, A6.3).

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE LARGER
WINDOW

CLO.

1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

PATCH WALL TO ACCOMMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW
REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW WINDOW
REMOVE ADDITION WALLS AND
ROOF

3. Removal of lean-to along west elevation.! We wish to
remove this addition because it serves no functional purpose
in the use of the home. (Sheets A2.0, A2.2, A6.0, A6.2,
A6.3).

ADDITION
(REMOVED)

4. Removal of addition at level 2 on the south elevation. We
wish to remove this addition because it serves no functional
purpose in the use of the home. (Sheets A2.0, A2.2, A6.1,
A6.2, A6.3).

2
A6.2
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HELLO

5. Removal of wood fireplace and chimney (Sheets A2.0,
A2.2,!A6.1, A6.2, A6.3).
6. Remove existing bathroom addition at guest house,
relocate to existing closet. !(Sheets A2.0, A6.4).

As shown in the building leakage test results, submitted as
part of this package, both structures have extreme air
infiltration problems at existing doors, windows and siding.!
This together with poor construction techniques and
weatherproofing details have created the need for the
following:

1/4" = 1'-0"

REMOVE STOOP FOUNDATION AND
POST
REMOVE DOOR. PATCH WALL

1. Restore to original roofing material-- wood shingles --with
proper waterproofing and flashing.! This work shall be done
on both structures.

THIS WALL TO REMAIN
REMOVE WINDOW, PATCH WALL
REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW GATE

ADDITION
(REMOVED)

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS AND
FOUNDATION

REMOVE WINDOW AND WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW FRONT DOOR

BEDROOM 4

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW GARAGE
DOOR

BATHROOM 1
ENTRY
STORAGE / LAUNDRY

CLO.
ADDITION
(REMOVED)

NEW OPENING TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW DOOR

PATCH WALL TO ACCOMMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW

3. Install new CA Title-24 compliant, weatherproof windows
and doors on both structures.

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE LARGER
WINDOW

AIR QUALITY

CLOSET

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS AND
FOUNDATION

STAIR

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW FRENCH
DOORS

REPLACE EXISTING WINDOW

2. Remove and replace the exterior siding on both
structures.! Install new air and water barrier and new natural
wood siding with Japanese torching treatment as additional
weather retardant - this will slightly darken the wood siding.

CLOSET

SECURITY UPGRADES:

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS, ROOF
AND FOUNDATION

1307 West Cliff Drive has been broken into since it was
purchased in June 2014.! Prior to this, police records
submitted as a part of this package show that historically the
house has been a neighborhood target for disturbances.!
Based on this data, security has become a safety issue for
the homeowners.! The home's high visibility and prominent
location do not make it easily defensible from pedestrians on
the high trafficked sidewalk and desperate folks in need.! We
initially requested to install a privacy fence near the house at
the front of the property but this request was denied by the
planning department.! In!lieu of this fence, and for the sake
of security we'd like to do the following security upgrades.

REMOVE DOOR
PATCH WALL

DINING ROOM

REMOVE WALL TEMPORARILY TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW
STRUCTURAL MOMENT FRAME.
SEE STRUCTURAL PLANS.

LIVING ROOM

PATCH WALL TO ACCOMMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW
REMOVE WALL TEMPORARILY TO
ACCOMODATE NEW STRUCTURAL
MOMENT FRAME. SEE
STRUCTURAL PLANS

PATCH WALL TO ACCOMMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW
REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE LARGER
WINDOW

KITCHEN

BATH. 3
ADDITION
(REMOVED)

PATCH WALL TO ACCOMMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW

PATCH WALL TO ACCOMMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW
REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW DOOR

5. Install a private pedestrian gate in an existing wall at the
northwest corner of the main house. The existing condition is
currently only a vehicular gate, which when open allows
undue visual access to their property. (Sheets A2.1, A6.0).

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW FRENCH
DOORS

6. Restore garage entrance along west side of main house,
minimal clearance allows for car to back into garage. Garage
access in this more secure location will deter visual casing
for theft of valuables within.

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE LARGER
WINDOW

3

MAIN HOUSE FLOOR PLAN LEVEL 1
1/4" = 1'-0"

EXISTING FLOOR
PLAN AND
DEMOLITION PLAN
NORTH

4.! Removal of window and door along west side of cottage
for security and privacy from the adjacent public walkway.
(Sheets A2.0, A6.4).

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE LARGER
WINDOW
REMOVE CONC. PATIO

8/12/15
9/4/15
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PATCH WALL TO ACCOMODATE
SMALLER WINDOW

REMOVE WALL TO
ACCOMMODATE LARGER
WINDOW

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

3.! Remove 2 existing windows on the north elevation and
north facing dormers as they are not functional for light or
ventilation and therefore only increase risk for security
breach. (Sheets A2.0, A6.0).

REMOVE DOOR, PATCH WALL

REMOVE CONCRETE PATIO

1.! Move the front door 7ft to the middle of the house where
(when open) it no longer provides full visual access of the
interior of the house from the sidewalk.! This will deny
pedestrians a view deep into the interior of the house when
the homeowner opens the front door.
2.! Replace existing street facing windows with new impact
resistant frosted glass windows.

LIVING ROOM

DATE

1. Install ventilating skylights on north facing roof slope of
main house for functional cross ventilation.

PATCH WALL OPENINGS

REMOVE WINDOW
PATCH WALL

ISSUES/REVISIONS

REMOVE FIREPLACE AND
CHIMNEY.

1

GUEST HOUSE FLOOR PLAN
1/4" = 1'-0"

7. Add doors along the ocean side of guest house providing
functional access to the structure, and restoring a second
means of egress. (Sheets A2.1, A6.4)

A2.0
A0.0

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS, ROOF
AND FOUNDATION. NEW WALL
SHOWN IN BLACK.

DEMOLITION PLAN

2

WEATHERPROOFING REPAIRS:

MAIN HOUSE FLOOR PLAN LEVEL 2

copyright 2011 endrestudio
All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute the original
and unpublished work of the Architect / Engineer and may not be
duplicated, used or disclosed without the written permission of the
Architect / Engineer.

A
A7.0

B
A7.0

C
A7.0

LEGEND

NEW ROOF BELOW
WALL
- FOR PATCH LOCATIONS SEE A0.3

EXISTING ROOF BELOW

1 HOUR RATED WALL

WOOD DOOR

OPEN TO BELOW

CLOSET

HONJO RESIDENCE

BATHROOM 2
BRONZE FRAMED GLASS DOOR

1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

STAIR
NEW ENERGY EFFICIENT BRONZE
WINDOW W/ THERMAL BREAK AND
INSULATED GLASS

W.C.

DESIGNERS:
GUEST
BEDROOM

D
A7.0

HALLWAY

MASTER
SUITE

JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141

MASTER
BEDROOM

KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

NEW WINDOW

SHOWER
BUNK ROOM
NEW WINDOW

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

NEW ROOF. HEIGHT AND SLOPE
TO MATCH EXISTING ROOF.

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960
EXISTING ROOF BELOW

EXISTING ROOF BELOW

2

PROPOSED MAIN HOUSE FLOOR PLAN LEVEL 2
1/4" = 1'-0"

NEW WINDOW

A
A7.0

B
A7.0

C
A7.0

NEW POSTS, TYP.
NEW ROOF ABOVE
NEW FRONT DOOR

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

8/12/15
9/4/15

SITTING ROOM
FRONT ENTRANCE

EXISTING WALL W/ NEW GATE
NEW WOOD GARAGE DOOR

STAIR

NEW DOUBLE DOOR

BATH. 3

NEW WINDOW

GARAGE/
BIKE STORAGE

NEW POSTS, TYP.
EXISTING ROOF ABOVE

CLO.

POWDER
ROOM

NEW FRENCH DOORS

D
A7.0

LIVING ROOM
KITCHEN

PROPOSED FLOOR
PLANS

1 HOUR RATED WINDOW
NEW DOOR

E
A7.0

NEW WINDOW

NORTH

DINING ROOM

Exhibit 4
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NEW WINDOW
NEW FRENCH DOORS
NEW WINDOW

NEW WINDOW
NEW DOOR

3

PROPOSED MAIN HOUSE FLOOR PLAN LEVEL 1
1/4" = 1'-0"

1

GUEST HOUSE FLOOR PLAN
1/4" = 1'-0"

A2.1
A2.1

LIVING ROOM

FLOOR PLAN

1 HOUR RATED DOOR

copyright 2011 endrestudio
All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute the original
and unpublished work of the Architect / Engineer and may not be
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HONJO RESIDENCE
1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
A6.0
A6.0

DESIGNERS:
JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141

ROOF
(REMOVE)
REMOVE COVERED
ENTRY

EXISTING GATE AND
FENCE BELOW

KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

VEHICULAR GATE

DORMER REMOVED

NEW ROOF (8:12 SLOPE)
EXISTING WALL

EAVES TRIMMED BACK
6-12" FROM EXISTING
24" OVERHANG

NEW OPERABLE
SKYLIGHTS

EXISTING HEDGE
+FENCE

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

ROOF
(REMOVE)
A6.1

A6.3

A6.1

A6.3

ROOF NOTES:

MAIN HOUSE

EXISTING
SHED

ROOF SLOPE 8:12

A6.4

EXIST.
SHED

REMOVE DORMERS

NEW ROOF TO ALIGN
WITH EXISTING ROOF
NEW DECK BELOW

A6.4

REMOVE ADDITION
ROOF

All existing roofing material to be removed and replaced with
new waterproofing, flashing and fire-rated cedar shingles at
both buildings. New roof framing will be installed at dormer
locations and at areas noted on proposed plan. Guest
house roof framing to remain as is, with exception of of new
structural moment frame, see structural engineering
drawings.

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

REMOVE CHIMNEY
A6.2
A6.2

A6.4

GUEST
HOUSE

ROOF SLOPE:
8:12

EXISTING ROOF.
SEE ROOF NOTES.

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

A6.4

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

1

DEMOLITION NOTED EXISTING ROOF PLAN - MAIN HOUSE
1/8" = 1'-0"

2

8/12/15
9/4/15

PROPOSED ROOF PLAN
1/8" = 1'-0"

ROOF PLANS

NORTH

PHOTO OF EXISTING PROPERTY

4

RENDERING OF PROPOSED ROOF WORK

5

SKYLIGHT SPECIFICATION SHEET

A2.2
A0.3

3

ROOF PLAN

Exhibit 4
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C
A7.0

B
A7.0

A6.0

A
A7.0

NEW OPERABLE SKYLIGHTS.
SEE SHEET A2.2 ROOF PLAN.

MAIN
HOUSE

NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW SIDING TYPE B.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW SIDING TYPE A.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW WINDOW
WITH WOOD SHUTTERS

NEW WOOD DOOR

HONJO RESIDENCE

GUEST
HOUSE

NEW WOOD AND TIMBER CANOPY
WITH POSTS

EXISTING GATE
NEW FENCE. SEE LANDSCAPE
SPECS.

1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

HIDDEN UTILITY CLOSET
EXISTING WALL
WITH NEW SIDING TYPE A
NEW WOOD GATE

KEY DIAGRAM

DESIGNERS:

1/16" = 1'-0"

NEW FOUNDATION. SEE FOUNDATION
DRAWING

JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141
KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

1

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

PROPOSED NORTH ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

REMOVE DORMERS
REMOVE STOOP, POST, DOOR AND ROOF
REMOVE WINDOW, OPEN WALL FOR NEW
FRONT DOOR
REMOVE WINDOW, PATCH WALL
REMOVE ADDITION WALLS, ROOF AND
FOUNDATION
REMOVE ADDITION PARTIALLY
THIS WALL REMAINS, NEW OPENING
REMOVE FOUNDATION

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

2

8/12/15
9/4/15

DEMOLITION NOTED EXISTING NORTH ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

NORTH ELEVATION
MAIN HOUSE
WEATHERPROOFING SPECIFICATIONS:

Exhibit 4
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New building paper and fire-rated class B cedar shingles.
new copper flashing, copper gutters and downspouts.

SIDING:

All existing siding to be removed back to framing.

New sheathing, new house wrap and 1/4" rainscreen gap
installed.
Siding type a: 3" horizontal bevel profile
Siding type b: 8" vertical board and batten

3

REFERENCE PHOTO OF EXISTING NORTH ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE

All siding is factory finished with japanese torching method
called shou sugi ban.

A6.0
A6.0

All existing roofing material to be removed back to sheathing.
Existing sheathing to be inspected and replaced or repaired
as needed.

MAIN HOUSE ELEVATIONS

ROOFING:

NORTH

copyright 2011 endrestudio
All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute the original
and unpublished work of the Architect / Engineer and may not be
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D
A7.0

NEW WINDOW , TYP.

NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.

NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.

MAIN
HOUSE

NEW SIDING TYPE B.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.

A6.1

NEW SIDING TYPE A.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW WINDOW, TYP.
NEW TIMBER

HONJO RESIDENCE

GUEST
HOUSE

NEW WINDOWS WITH WOOD SHUTTERS

1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

NEW FOUNDATION. SEE FOUNDATION
DRAWING.

KEY DIAGRAM

DESIGNERS:

1/16" = 1'-0"

JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141
KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

1

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

PROPOSED EAST ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

REMOVE ADDITION (BEYOND)

REMOVE DORMERS

REMOVE DORMER
REMOVE CHIMNEY
REMOVE WALL AND ROOF ABOVE
TEMPORARILY FOR STRUCTURAL WORK.
SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS.
REMOVE FOUNDATION

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

2

8/12/15
9/4/15

DEMOLITION NOTED EXISTING EAST ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

EAST ELEVATION
MAIN HOUSE
WEATHERPROOFING SPECIFICATIONS:

Exhibit 4
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New building paper and fire-rated class B cedar shingles.
new copper flashing, copper gutters and downspouts.

SIDING:

All existing siding to be removed back to framing.

New sheathing, new house wrap and 1/4" rainscreen gap
installed.
Siding type a: 3" horizontal bevel profile
Siding type b: 8" vertical board and batten

3

REFERENCE PHOTO OF EXISTING EAST ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE

All siding is factory finished with japanese torching method
called shou sugi ban.

A6.1
A6.0

All existing roofing material to be removed back to sheathing.
Existing sheathing to be inspected and replaced or repaired
as needed.

MAIN HOUSE ELEVATIONS

ROOFING:

NORTH

copyright 2011 endrestudio
All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute the original
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A
A7.0

B
A7.0

C
A7.0

NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.

MAIN
HOUSE

NEW SIDING TYPE B.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW WINDOWS, TYP.
NEW SIDING TYPE A
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW FRENCH DOORS

HONJO RESIDENCE

GUEST
HOUSE

A6.2

NEW FOUNDATION. SEE FOUNDATION
DRAWING.

1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

NEW ROOF

KEY DIAGRAM

DESIGNERS:

1/16" = 1'-0"

JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141

NEW WINDOWS TYP.
NEW DOOR

KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

1

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

PROPOSED SOUTH ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS AND ROOF
REMOVE CHIMNEY
REMOVE DORMERS
REMOVE WALL AND ROOF ABOVE
TEMPORARILY FOR STRUCTURAL WORK. SEE
STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS.
REMOVE FOUNDATION

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS, ROOF
AND FOUNDATION.

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

2

8/12/15
9/4/15

DEMOLITION NOTED EXISTING SOUTH ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

SOUTH ELEVATION
MAIN HOUSE
WEATHERPROOFING SPECIFICATIONS:

Exhibit 4
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New building paper and fire-rated class B cedar shingles.
new copper flashing, copper gutters and downspouts.

SIDING:

All existing siding to be removed back to framing.

New sheathing, new house wrap and 1/4" rainscreen gap
installed.
Siding type a: 3" horizontal bevel profile
Siding type b: 8" vertical board and batten

3

REFERENCE PHOTO OF EXISTING SOUTH ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE

All siding is factory finished with japanese torching method
called shou sugi ban.

A6.2
A6.1

All existing roofing material to be removed back to sheathing.
Existing sheathing to be inspected and replaced or repaired
as needed.

MAIN HOUSE ELEVATIONS

ROOFING:

NORTH

copyright 2011 endrestudio
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D
A7.0

NEW DOUBLE DOORS

NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.

NEW WOOD CANOPY

A6.3

MAIN
HOUSE

NEW SIDING TYPE B.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.

NEW WOOD GARAGE DOOR
EXISTING WALL REMAINS

NEW SIDING TYPE A
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW DOOR

HONJO RESIDENCE

GUEST
HOUSE

NEW WINDOWS TYP.

1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

NEW FOUNDATION. SEE FOUNDATION
DRAWING.

KEY DIAGRAM

DESIGNERS:

1/16" = 1'-0"

JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141
KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

1

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

PROPOSED WEST ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

REMOVE DORMER

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS AND ROOF

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS, ROOF,
AND FOUNDATION.

REMOVE DORMER

THIS WALL TO REMAIN

REMOVE WALL AND ROOF ABOVE
TEMPORARILY FOR STRUCTURAL WORK. SEE
STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS.

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS, ROOF,
AND FOUNDATION.

REMOVE CHIMNEY
REMOVE FOUNDATION

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

2

8/12/15
9/4/15

DEMOLITION NOTED EXISTING WEST ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

WEST ELEVATION
MAIN HOUSE
WEATHERPROOFING SPECIFICATIONS:
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New building paper and fire-rated class B cedar shingles.
new copper flashing, copper gutters and downspouts.

SIDING:

All existing siding to be removed back to framing.

New sheathing, new house wrap and 1/4" rainscreen gap
installed.
Siding type a: 3" horizontal bevel profile
Siding type b: 8" vertical board and batten

3

REFERENCE PHOTO OF EXISTING WEST ELEVATION - MAIN HOUSE

All siding is factory finished with japanese torching method
called shou sugi ban.

A6.3
A6.1

All existing roofing material to be removed back to sheathing.
Existing sheathing to be inspected and replaced or repaired
as needed.

MAIN HOUSE ELEVATIONS

ROOFING:

NORTH

copyright 2011 endrestudio
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NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW SIDING TYPE A.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW FOUNDATION. SEE FOUNDATION
DRAWING.
REMOVE ADDITION WALLS, ROOF AND
FOUNDATION.

MAIN
HOUSE

1+2

REMOVE FOUNDATION

HONJO RESIDENCE

3+4

GUEST
HOUSE

1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

7+8

5+6

1

EXISTING NORTH ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE

2

1/4" = 1'-0"

PROPOSED NORTH ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

REMOVE WALL AND ROOF ABOVE
TEMPORARILY FOR STRUCTURAL WORK.
SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS.

REFERENCE PHOTO OF EXIST.
NORTH ELEV. - GUEST HOUSE

DESIGNERS:

KEY DIAGRAM

JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141

1/16" = 1'-0"

KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

E
A7.0

NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW DOORS

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

NEW POSTS, TYP.

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

NEW WINDOWS, TYP.
NEW SIDING TYPE A.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW FOUNDATION. SEE FOUNDATION
DRAWING
REMOVE ADDITION WALLS AND
FOUNDATION
REMOVE DOOR
REMOVE FOUNDATION

3

EXISTING EAST ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE

4

1/4" = 1'-0"

PROPOSED EAST ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE

REFERENCE PHOTO OF EXISTING EAST ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE

1/4" = 1'-0"

NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW SIDING TYPE A.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.
NEW DOORS

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

NEW WINDOW, TYP.

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

8/12/15
9/4/15

NEW FOUNDATION. SEE FOUNDATION
DRAWING
REMOVE WALL AND ROOF ABOVE
TEMPORARILY FOR STRUCTURAL WORK.
SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS.
ADDITION WALLS AND FOUNDATION
REMOVED, ROOF REMAINS
ADDITION WALLS ROOF AND
FOUNDATION REMOVED
REMOVE FOUNDATION

5

EXISTING SOUTH ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE

6

1/4" = 1'-0"

PROPOSED SOUTH ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE

REFERENCE PHOTO OF EXISTING SOUTH ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE

1/4" = 1'-0"

GUEST HOUSE
ELEVATIONS
NEW ROOFING.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.

E
A7.0

NEW WINDOWS

NORTH

NEW SIDING TYPE A.
SEE WEATHERPROOFING SPECS.

REMOVE DOOR
REMOVE WINDOW
REMOVE WALL AND ROOF ABOVE
TEMPORARILY FOR STRUCTURAL WORK.
SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS.
REMOVE FOUNDATION

NEW DOORS

7

EXISTING WEST ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

8

NEW POSTS

PROPOSED WEST ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

REFERENCE PHOTO OF EXISTING WEST ELEVATION - GUEST HOUSE

A6.4
A6.2

REMOVE ROOF

GUEST HOUSE ELEVATIONS

Exhibit 4
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NEW FOUNDATION. SEE FOUNDATION
DRAWING
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A

B

C

REMOVE DORMER

EXISTING CEILING
HEIGHT 7'- 0"
NEW ACCESS HATCH
NEW WALL
REMOVE ADDITION

STORAGE
ATTIC

8' 0"
NEW CEILING HEIGHT

ATTIC

REMOVE WALL TEMPORARILY TO
ACCOMMODATE INSTALLATION OF
NEW STRUCTURAL MOMENT FRAME.
SEE STRUCTURAL PLANS.
NEW WINDOWS

D

GUEST
BEDROOM

D

HONJO RESIDENCE
1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

MAIN HOUSE
GARAGE /
BIKE STORAGE

E

DINING
ROOM

DESIGNERS:
A

B

C
JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141

GUEST HOUSE
E

A

KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

BUILDING SECTION A - MAIN HOUSE

KEY DIAGRAM

1/4" = 1'-0"

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

1/10" = 1'-0"
NEW ACCESS HATCH
REMOVE ADDITION WALLS AND ROOF
REMOVE WALL TEMPORARILY TO
ACCOMMODATE INSTALLATION OF
NEW STRUCTURAL MOMENT FRAME.
SEE STRUCTURAL PLANS.

8' 0"
NEW CEILING HEIGHT

REMOVE DORMER
NEW WOOD CANOPY

HALLWAY

ATTIC

NEW ROOF

BUNK ROOM

GUEST
BEDROOM

EXISTING CEILING HEIGHT 7'- 0"
NEW WINDOW
REMOVE ADDITION WALLS, ROOF
AND FOUNDATION
NORTH WALL REMAINS, NEW GATE

8' 0"
NEW CEILING HEIGHT

ATTIC
NEW SKYLIGHTS

HALLWAY

MASTER
SUITE

7' 11"
EX. CEILING HT.

EXISTING CEILING
HEIGHT 7'- 0"

MASTER
BEDROOM

NEW GARAGE DOOR

FRONT
ENTRANCE

KITCHEN

GARAGE /
BIKE STORAGE

KITCHEN

CLO.

POWDER
ROOM
ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

B

BUILDING SECTION B - MAIN HOUSE

D

1/4" = 1'-0"

8/12/15
9/4/15

BUILDING SECTION D - MAIN HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

REMOVE DORMER

SITTING
ROOM

C

1/4" = 1'-0"

NEW WINDOW

MASTER
BEDROOM

POWDER
ROOM

BUILDING SECTION C - MAIN HOUSE

BUILDING SECTIONS

REMOVE CHIMNEY

STORAGE
ATTIC
NORTH

LIVING
ROOM

LIVING
ROOM

E

BUILDING SECTION E - GUEST HOUSE
1/4" = 1'-0"

PORCH

REMOVE ADDITION WALLS
AND ROOF
NEW POSTS
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A7.0
A7.0

STORAGE
ATTIC

REMOVE WALL TEMPORARILY TO
ACCOMMODATE INSTALLATION OF
NEW STRUCTURAL MOMENT FRAME.
SEE STRUCTURAL PLANS.

BUILDING SECTIONS

CLO.

7' 11"
EX. CEILING HT.

ATTIC

copyright 2011 endrestudio
All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute the original
and unpublished work of the Architect / Engineer and may not be
duplicated, used or disclosed without the written permission of the
Architect / Engineer.

NEW SHEATHING

NEW SHEATHING

NEW WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPER

NEW WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPER

NEW ROOFING, SEE WATERPROOFING SPECS

NEW ROOFING, SEE WATERPROOFING SPECS

NEW COPPER FLASHING

NEW COPPER FLASHING

EXISTING RAFTERS TRIMED BACK FOR
STRUCTURAL WORK. NEW RAFTERS SISTERED
TO EXISTING. NEW OVERHANG 2", RAFTER
TAILS EXPOSED.

EXISTING RAFTERS TRIMED BACK FOR
STRUCTURAL WORK. NEW RAFTERS SISTERED
TO EXISTING. NEW OVERHANG 2", RAFTER
TAILS EXPOSED.

NEW WALL FRAMING

NEW WALL FRAMING

HONJO RESIDENCE

A
NEW BRONZE WINDOW, FLASHED AND
COUNTER-FLASHED, TYP.

NEW BRONZE WINDOW, FLASHED AND
COUNTER-FLASHED, TYP.

NEW AISI 316 SS FLASHING

NEW AISI 316 SS FLASHING

NEW WALL FRAMING

NEW WALL FRAMING

B

MAIN HOUSE

1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

DESIGNERS:
JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141

KEY DIAGRAM
1/10" = 1'-0"

KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER
PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

EXISTING ROOF

NEW ROOF

NEW SHEATHING

NEW SHEATHING

NEW WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPER

NEW WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPER

NEW ROOFING, SEE WATERPROOFING SPECS

NEW ROOFING, SEE WATERPROOFING SPECS

NEW COPPER GUTTER

NEW COPPER GUTTER

NEW COPPER FLASHING

NEW COPPER FLASHING

EXISTING RAFTERS TRIMED BACK TO 12"
OVERHANG. RAFTER TAILS EXPOSED.

NEW WOOD CEILING
RAINSCREEN VENT, TYP.

NEW MOMENT FRAME

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

EXISTING WALL

RAINSCREEN VENT, TYP.

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

NEW BRONZE WINDOW, FLASHED AND
COUNTER-FLASHED, TYP.

EXISTING WALL

8/12/15
9/4/15

NEW BRONZE WINDOW, FLASHED AND
COUNTER-FLASHED, TYP.

NEW AISI 316 SS FLASHING
NEW SIDING TYPE A, SEE WATERPROOFING
SPECS
NEW AISI 316 SS FLASHING
RAINSCREEN DRAINAGE GAP, TYP.
EXISTING FLOOR FRAMING
EXISTING FLOOR FRAMING
NEW SHEATHING
NEW SHEATHING
NEW WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPER
NEW WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPER
NEW SIDING TYPE A, SEE WATERPROOFING
SPECS

EXTERIOR DETAILS

NEW WOOD DECK, SEPARATED FROM
BUILDING STRUCTURE

RAINSCREEN DRAINAGE GAP, TYP.
NEW FOUNDATION, SEE STRUCTURAL PLANS
NEW FOUNDATION, SEE STRUCTURAL PLANS

NORTH

WALL SECTION A - MAIN HOUSE
1 1/2" = 1'-0"

B

WALL SECTION B - MAIN HOUSE
1 1/2" = 1'-0"

A8.0
A6.4
A7.0

A

BUILDING SECTIONS
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HONJO RESIDENCE
1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

DESIGNERS:
JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141
KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER
PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

1

PHOTO RENDERING OF PROPOSED PROPERTY FROM NORTH

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

8/12/15
9/4/15

RENDERED VIEWS

NORTH
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PHOTO RENDERING OF PROPOSED PROPERTY FROM NORTHEAST

A9.0
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HONJO RESIDENCE
1307 WEST CLIFF DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060

DESIGNERS:
JONNA ALEXANDER GREEN
790 22ND AVENUE #7
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
P. (612)751-4141
KATE COURTEAU
5 DUNCAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P. (617)513-3558

ARCHITECT / ENGINEER

1

PHOTO RENDERING OF PROPOSED PROPERTY FROM WEST

PAUL ENDRES
4053 HARLAN ST. #113
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
P. (510)898-6960

ISSUES/REVISIONS

DATE

PRELIMINARY REVIEW SET
DISCRETIONARY PERMIT SET

8/12/15
9/4/15

RENDERED VIEWS

NORTH
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PHOTO RENDERING OF PROPOSED PROPERTY FROM EAST

A9.1
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Dept. of Planning and Community Development
809 Center Street, Room 206
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(831) 420-5100

~

January 19, 2016

Date:

Attn: Ryan Moroney, Coastal Planne
California Coastal Commission
Central Coast District
725 Front St., Ste 300
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

To:

From:

City of Santa Cruz Planning Department

,IAN 2

2 201 6

Please be advised of the following actions:

[8J

January 6. 2016

Zoning Administrator hearing of

(Date)

C8J Local appeals have not been filed on the following case:

0

Local appeals have been filed on the following case:

File No CP15-0157

Address: 1307 West Cliff Drive
D Were previously submitted.

[8J Adopted findings and conditions are attached.

D

Planning Commission hearing of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(date)

D Local appeals have not been filed on the following case:
D Local appeals have been filed on the following case numbers:
Address:-----==---------File No.:
0 Adopted findings and conditions are attached. 0 Were previously submitted.

0

City Council hearing of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(date)

D Local appeals have not been filed on the following case:
D Local appeals have been filed on the following case numbers:
File No.:
Address:
--~~--------Adopted findings and conditions are attached. 0 Were previously submitted.

0
D

This project is not appealable to the California Coastal Commission.
24.04186.

Section

Action Agenda for coastal permits acted upon is attached.
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EXHIBIT "B"
FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL FOR THE PROJECT ON PROPERTY AT
1307 West Cliff Dr.-Application #CP15-0157
Coastal and Design Permits to remodel a legal nonconforming single-family residence
in the OF-R/CZ-0/SP-0/WCD-0 zone district.

FINDINGS
Coastal Permit, Section 24.08.250
1.

Maintain views between the sea and the first public roadway parallel to the
sea.
The improvements to the residential structures will not affect coastal views as ·the
location, massing, and volume of the structures will remain unchanged.

2.

Protect vegetation, natural habitats and natural resources consistent with the
Local Coastal Land Use Plan.
The proposed improvements to the single-family home will not cause substantial
environmental damage, or substantially injure fish, wildlife, or their habitats. The
project includes a landscape plan that proposes the removal of non-native plants and
replanting of native coastal bluff meadow planting, as well as the pruning of existing
Monterey Cypress and Eucalyptus trees to improve their structure, reduce weight,
balance their canopy, and lessen erosion around the surface of the trees.

3.

Be consistent with any applicable design plans and/or area plans
incorporated into the Local Coastal Land Use Plan.
The project site is within the West Cliff Drive Overlay zone. The standards include
special requirements for calculating height, floor area ratio, setbacks, and
landscaping. The project as proposed is consistent with the WCD development
standards.

4.

Maintain public access to the coast along any coastline as set forth in the
Local Coastal Land Use Plan.
This project will not affect public access to the coast therefore, this finding is not
applicable.

5.

Be consistent with the Local Coastal Land Use Plan goal of providing visitorserving needs as appropriate.

P:\_Public\PACKETS\2016\ZA \01.06.16\1307WCD_Revised Coastal Findings.EX B' Coastal Findings
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This project will not affect visitor- servtng needs therefore, this finding is not
applicable.

6.

Be consistent with the Local Coastal Land Use Plan goal of encouraging
coastal development uses as appropriate.
This is a proposal to remodel an existing legal nonconforming single family dwelling;
therefore this finding is not applicable.

Shoreline Protection Overlay District, Section 24.10.2430

7.

The project protects trees and vegetation and sensitive wildlife habitat.
The proposed improvements to the single-family home will not cause substantial
environmental damage, or substantially injure fish, wildlife, or their habitats. The
project includes a landscape plan that proposes the removal of non-native plants and
replanting of native coastal bluff meadow planting, as well as the pruning of existing
Monterey Cypress and Eucalyptus trees to improve their structure, reduce weight,
balance their canopy, and lessen erosion around the surface of the trees.

8.

The project is consistent with the following criteria for bluff or cliff
development:
a. The development is sited and designed to assure stability and
structural integrity of its expected economic life span and minimize
alterations to natural land forms.
The project involves the remodel of an existing legal nonconforming
single-family house that has been located on the coastal bluff since 1940.
The proposed improvements to the structure, including a new foundation
and seismic system will assure stability and structural integrity of the
home's expected economic life span and will not impact any natural land
forms.
A geotechnical investigation prepared by Haro, Kasunich and Associates
explored and evaluated the surface and subsurface soil conditions on the
site, and provides geotechnical criteria for the design and construction of
the new foundation elements for the proposed project. The new
foundation elements are to be embedded two feet below existing grade to
bear upon the dense cemented sands. The remodeled structure will also
include full gutters to collect and control roof runoff which is to be
conveyed to either the street storm drain or to discharge upon the bedrock
exposed below the soil mantle on the seaward side of the parcel.
Concentrated surface runoff will not be allowed to flow toward or over the
top of the coastal bluff.
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An approved Administrative Permit (Permit 3-92-78) from the Coastal
Commission for the installation of 300 cubic yards of rip rap to an existing
1400 cubic yards of rip rap seawall as maintenance and repair in 1992.
This approved shoreline protection stabilizes the bluff and therefore bluff
setbacks are not applicable.
As part of the remodel, the applicant is proposing to replace the
foundations that are failing as well as new lateral elements to help improve
seismic performance. Deputy Building Official Eric Simonson inspected
the structures and found that the foundations are failing due to the poor
soils conditions that the original 1940s buildings are sitting on, as well as
the lack of proper reinforcements in the concrete. He also reviewed the
geotechnical investigation prepared by Haro, Kasunich and Associates and
agreed with their recommendations. It his professional opinion that the
foundation systems and lateral elements for these structures need attention
as soon as possible in order to improve the structural integrity and safety
of the occupants.
b. The development will not create or contribute significantly to
problems of erosion or geologic instability on the site or on
surrounding geologically hazardous areas.
The remodel of the existing legal nonconforming single-family house will
not create or contribute significantly to problems of erosion or geologic
instability on the site or on surrounding geologically hazardous areas. A
geotechnical investigation has been prepared with recommendations to
more firmly embed a new foundation mitigating severe seismic shaking,
and implementing gutters to collect and control roof runoff which is to be
conveyed to either the street storm drain or to discharge upon the bedrock
exposed below the soil mantle on the seaward side of the parcel.
Concentrated surface runoff will not be allowed to flow toward or over the
top of the coastal bluff.
c. The development minimizes alteration of cliffs, bluff tops, faces or
bases, and will not interfere with sand movement.
The remodel of the existing legal nonconforming single-family house
utilizes the ·existing footprint and will not alter the existing cliff or bluff
top, therefore not interfering with sand movement.
d. The development which proposes use of retaining walls shall be
allowed only to stabilize slopes. Sea walls at the toe of sea cliffs to
check marine erosion shall be allowed only where there is no less
environmentally damaging alternative.
An approved Administrative Permit (Permit 3-92-78) from the Coastal
Commission for the installation of 300 cubic yards of rip rap to an existing
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1400 cubic yards of rip rap seawall as maintenance and repair in 1992.
This approved shoreline protection stabilizes the bluff and therefore bluff
setbacks are not applicable.
The project proposes the installation of a small retaining wall along the
outboard edge of the existing driveway. The driveway is currently being
undermined by runoff from surface drainage due to a West Cliff Drive
storm drain outlet that has frequently overflowed. In order to maintain the
driveway and prevent further erosion, a soil pin wall has been designed
and recommended by Haro, Kasunich and Associates Inc. A supplemental
geotechnical report has been included as part of the submittal. No sea wall
is proposed as part of this application.
e. The development within one hundred feet of any cliff or bluff line
shall follow the recommendations of an approved geologic report by a
registered geologist. The area where such a report is required may be
increased where the issue of slope stability requires a greater distance
from any cliff or bluff line.
The remodel of the existing legal nonconforming single-family house will
not create or contribute significantly to problems of erosion or geologic
instability on the site. A geotechnical investigation has been prepared
with recommendations to more firmly embed a new foundation mitigating
severe seismic shaking, and implementing a full gutter system to collect
and control roof runoff, directing it toward the street storm drain system.
Additionally, an approved Administrative Permit (Permit 3-92-78) from
the Coastal Commission for the installation of 300 cubic yards of rip rap
to an existing 1400 cubic yards of rip rap seawall as maintenance and
repair in 1992. This approved shoreline protection stabilizes the bluff and
therefore bluff setbacks are not applicable.

9.

The project provides maximum erosion protection, using accepted
engineering practices and other methods and specifications -set forth in this
title.
The applicant will be required to provide erosion control measures with the
building permit application materials. The remodeled structure will also include
full gutters to collect and control roof runoff which is to be conveyed to either the
street storm drain or to discharge upon the bedrock exposed below the soil mantle
on the seaward side of the parcel. Concentrated surface runoff will not be
allowed to flow toward or over the top of the coastal bluff.

10.

The project maintains public view corridors between the sea and the first
public roadway parallel to the sea and maintains natural views of the
coastline.
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The improvements to the residential structures will not affect coastal views as the
footprint, massing, and volume of the structures will remain unchanged.

11.

The project protects paleontological resources as prescribed in the Land Use
Plan.
The site is not located within a mapped paleontological sensitive area.

12.

The project is compatible with the established physical scale of the area.
The project involves a remodel of an existing single-family house with no
additions or increase in massing or volume. The 75 year old structure will remain
compatible with the established physical scale of the area.

13.

The project is consistent with the design review guidelines of this title and the
policies of any applicable area plan.
The property is located in the West Cliff Drive Overlay District which has
specific regulations regarding building height, building envelope, setbacks, floor
area ratio (FAR), parking, landscaping, and fencing. The project involves the
remodel of an existing single-family house with no additions or increase in
massing or volume; therefore with no expansion most of the regulations are not
applicable for this project. The project does propose some new landscaping, and
meets the West Cliff Overlay standards by landscaping unpaved portions of the
exterior and side yards,, removing non-native plants and replanting with native
coastal bluff meadow planting. Existing fencing is proposed to remain.

14.

The project is consistent with the policies of the Local Coastal Program, the
General Plan, and the California Coastal Act.

The project site is within the Coastal Zone Overlay District, the Shoreline
Protection Overlay District, and the West Cliff Drive Overlay District as defined
in the General Plan/Local Coastal Plan. The project is consistent with the
applicable policies in the General Plan/Local Coastal Plan in that the legal
nonconforming residential use is proposed to be remodeled and maintain current
footprints. There is no expansion of use, no additional units are being proposed,
and the main house and guest unit are proposed to maintain their current
footprints, with some later additions proposed to be removed.
The interior
remodel of the house will reduce the number of bedrooms from four to two, so the
intensity of the use is being reduced.
In order to maintain the legal
nonconforming status of the residential use, the structure will remain intact with
more than 50-percent of the exterior walls to remain as part of the remodel. An
in-depth review of the demolition plans has been completed to insure that more
than 50-percent of the exterior walls are proposed to remain, and that the remodel
does not qualify as a demolition.
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The proposed improvements to the structures qualify as normal and routine
maintenance with the exception of the replacement of the foundation and new
lateral elements to help improve seismic performance. The Deputy Building
Official has inspected the structures and it his professional opinion that the
foundation systems and lateral elements for these structures need attention as soon
as possible in order to improve the structural integrity and safety of the occupants.
Improvements to the structures and landscaping will enhance the visual quality of
the site from the public view shed, and drainage improvements will help direct \Vater
from the cliff to help prevent erosion and protect not only the subject property, but
the public right-of-way for future public access to West Cliff Drive.
Findings 6 and 7 do not apply.
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Action Agenda

ZONING ADMINISTRATOR
Regular Meeting
10:00 a.m., Wednesday, January 6, 2016
City Council Chambers
809 Center Street

The following is an unofficial representation of the Zoning Administrator's actions.
Minutes are official upon approval.
·

Call to Order by Zoning Administrator Eric Marlatt
Oral Communications-None
Announcements - No action shall be taken on these items.
Public Hearings
Old Business - None
New Business
1. 1307 West Cliff Drive

CP15-0157

APN 003-284-05

Coastal and Design Permit to remodel a legal nonconforming single-family residence in the
of-r/czo/spojwcd zone district. (Environmental Determination: Categorical Exemption)
(HONJO SHIGEFUMI & AMY, owner/filed: 9/17/2015) RB
This project requires a Coastal Permit which is appealable to the california Coastal Commission after all
possible appeals are exhausted through the City.

Recommendation: That the Zoning Administrator acknowledge the
environmental determination and approve the Coastal Permit and Design
Permit and per the findings noted in the staff report and the Conditions of
Approval, listed as Exhibit "A".
Action: The Zoning Administrator acknowledged the environmental
determination and approved the Coastal Permit and Design Permit per the
findings noted in the staff report and the Conditions of Approval, listed as
Exhibit "A".
2. 705 8t 725 Front Street 8t 118 Cooper

CP15-0179

APN 005-081-59

Administrative Use Permit and Design Permit to develop Abbott Square into a community
plaza and public market including seven eating and drinking establishments (four restaurants,
two food kiosks and one bar) with outdoor seating, low risk alcohol service, and incidental,
live, outdoor entertainment on a property located in the CBD zone district. (Environmental
Review: Categorical Exemption) (Santa Cruz COUNTY OF, owner/filed: 10/21/2015) SH

Recommendation: That the Zoning Administrator acknowledge the
environmental determination and approve the Administrative Use Permit and
Design Permit per the findings noted in the staff report and the Conditions of
Approval, listed as Exhibit "A".
Exhibit 5
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Action: The Zoning Administrator continued the item to the Zoning
Administrator meeting of January 20, 2016, per the applicant's request. This
item will not be re-advertised or re-noticed.
3. 409, 411, 411-B S.BRANCIFORTE AVE
CP15-0176
APN 010-111-06
Variance for setbacks for the 411-B 5. Branciforte unit and Conditional Driveway Permit to
allow the relocation of a driveway serving one of three units resulting in two parking spaces
located within the front yard setback of the 409 5. Branciforte unit in the RL Zone District.
(Environmental Determination: Categorical Exemption) (BUSE DOREEN TRUSTEE, owner/filed:
10/13/2015) NC

Recommendation: That the Zoning Administrator acknowledge the
environmental determination and approve the Variance and Conditional
Driveway permit per the findings noted in the staff report and the Conditions
of Approval, listed as Exhibit "A".
Action: The Zoning Administrator acknowledged the environmental
determination and approved the Variance and the Conditional Driveway Permit
per the findings noted in the staff report and the Conditions of Approval, listed
as Exhibit "A". Revised condition #11.

Adjournment-1 0:49am
The next Zoning Administrator meeting will be held on January 20, 2016 at 10:00 a.m.
in the City Council Chambers.

Any writing related to an agenda item for the open session of this meeting distributed to the Zoning Administrator
less than 72 hours before this meeting is available for inspection at the City Planning Department, 809 Center
Street, Room 107 or on the City's website www.cityofsantacruz.com . These writings will also be available for
review at the Zoning Administrator meeting in the public review binder at the rear of the Council Chambers.
Appeals must be received by the Planning Department within ten (10) calendar days following the date of the
action from which such appeal is being taken. An appeal must be accompanied by a five hundred fourteen dollar
($514) filing fee, unless the item involves a Coastal Permit that is appealable to the California Coastal Commission,
725 Front St., Suite 300, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 in which case there is no fee.
The City of Santa Cruz does not discriminate against persons with disabilities. Out of consideration for people with
chemical sensitivities, we ask that you attend fragrance free. Upon request, the agenda can be provided in a
format to accommodate special needs. Additionally, if you wish to attend this public meeting and will require
assistance such as an interpreter for American Sign Language, Spanish, or other special equipment, please call the
City Clerk's Department at 420-5030 at least five days in advance so that we can arrange for such special
assistance, or email CityClerk®cityofsantacruz.com . The Cal-Relay system number: 1-800-735-2922.
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PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
809 Center Street- Room 206- Santa Cruz, CA 95060- (831) 420-5100

ZONING PERMIT
PROJECT #:CP15-0157
OWNER:

HONJO SHIGEFUMI & AMY
1307 W CLIFF DR
SANTA CRUZ CA 95060

APPLICANT:

HAMILTON SWIFT AND ASSOCIATES
500 CHESTNUT STREET
SANTA CRUZ CA 95060

APN(s)/Address(es):

003-284-05/1307 WEST CUFF DR
The following permit(s) was/were approved on 01/06/2016 by the Zoning Administrator and will be
effective on 01/19/2016 unless appealed. If the final ·day for filing an appeal (ten calendar days
foil wing the approval date) occurs on a weekend day or holiday, the final filing date shall be
exten d to the following workday. If no appeal is filed, the effective date shall be the day after the
final ap al filing date.

~

Coastal Permit*

~

Design Permit

By=-------------;-------------------Eric Marlatt, Zoning Administrator
This permit is issued to the owner of the property. In executing this permit, applicant/owner agrees to
comply with all terms of permit(s), including conditions of approval, if any. Permit must be exercised
within 36 months of date of issuance (above) unless otherwise indicated in conditions of approval. See
reverse for information regarding appeals and property reassessment.
* Coastal Permit- This Coastal Permit is appealable to the California Coastal Commission following
appeal to the Planning Commission and City Council. Appleals must be filed within
ten ( 10) working days after final action by City Council. There is no fee. Appeal
forms are available in the Regional Office of the Coastal Commission: 725 Front St,
Suite 300, Santa Cruz CA 95060.
CC: County Assessor's Office
File

Coastal Commission
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In accordance with Chapter 24.04 of the Santa Cruz Municipal Code, any interested
person may appeal a final action of a hearing body or staff. Appeal of a decision of
the City Planning Director or the Zoning Administrator must be made to the Planning
Commission through the Planning Department. Appeals of a decision of the City
Planning Commission or Historic Preservation Commission must be made to the City
Council through the City Clerk. All appeals must be made in writing and state the nature
of the application and the basis upon which the decision is considered to be in error.
Appeals must be accompanied by the required appeal fee. **Appeals must be
received no later than ten ( 10) calendar days following the action from which the
appeal is being taken. If the tenth day falls on a weekend or holiday, the appeal
period is extended to the next business day.
Whenever any permit is denied or withdrawn, no new application for the same or
substantially the same project may be filed for a period of one year from the date of
said denial or withdrawal. Where an application has been denied without prejudice,
application for the same or substantially the same project may be filed within said
period of one year.
In accordance with Section 65863.5 of the Government Code, a copy of this permit has
been sent to the County Assessor. It is the Assessor's duty, under Section 402.2 of the
Revenue and Taxation Code, to reassess the property to the extent permitted by law.
If, after receiving your notice of assessment, your opinion of value differs from the ·
Assesor's valuation, you have the right of protest and appeal. Contact the Assessor's
Office immediately to discuss the valuation. If there is still a difference of opinion, you
may request a hearing before the Assessment Appeals Board. Application for such
hearing must be filed in writing with the Clerk of the County Board of Supervisors,
County Courthouse, 701 Ocean St, Santa Cruz CA 95060, between July 2 and August
26 of each tax year.
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EXHIBIT"A"
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL FOR THE PROJECT AT
1307 West Cliff Drive- Application No. CP14-0157
Coastal and Design Permits to remodel a legal nonconforming single-family residence in the
OF-RICZ-0/SP-0/WCD-0 zone district.

1.

If one or more of the following conditions is not met with respect to all its terms, then this
approval may be revoked.

2.

All plans for future construction which are not covered by this review shall be submitted to
the City Planning and Coriununity Development Department for review and approval.

3.

This permit shall be exercised within three (3) years of the date of final approval or it shall
become null and void.

4.

The applicant shall be responsible for the completeness and accuracy of all forms and
supporting material submitted in connection with any application. Any errors or discrepancies
found therein may result in the revocation of any approval or permits issued in connection
therewith.

5.

All final working drawings shall be submitted to the Zoning Administrator for review and
approval in conjunction with the building permit application. The plans submitted for
building permits shall have the same level of articulation, detailing, and dimensionality as
shown in the approved plans. All approved exterior finishes and materials shall be clearly
notated on the building permit plans.

6.

The applicant and contractor who obtains a building permit for the project shall be required to
sign the following statement at the bottom of these conditions, which will become conditions
of the building permit:
"I understand that the subject permit involves construction of a building (project)
with an approved Design Permit. I intend to perform or supervise the performance
of the work allowed by this permit in a manner which results in a finished
building with the same level of detail, articulation, and dimensionality shown in
the plans submitted for building permits. I hereby acknowledge that failure to
construct the building as represented in the building permit plans, may result in
delay of the inspections process and/or the mandatory reconstruction or alteration
of any portion of the building that is not in substantial conformance with the
approved plans, prior to continuation of inspections or the building final."

Signature of Building Contractor

Date
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

For 1307 West Cliff Drive- CP14-0157

7.

Except as modified by other conditions of approval, the development of the site shall be in
substantial accordance with the approved plans prepared by Endres Studio Architecture
Engineering (dated 9/4115), and on file in the Department of Planning and Community
Development of the City of Santa Cruz except as modified herein. All aspects of construction
must be completed prior to occupancy. Major modifications to plans or exceptions to
completion may be granted only by the City authority which approved the project.

8.

All requirements of the Building, Fire, Water, and Public Works Departments shall be
completed prior to occupancy and continuously maintained thereafter.

9.

During all grading and subsurface excavations (including utility-line trenching), construction
will be halted if significant archaeological resources are discovered. For the purpose of this
use permit, significant archaeological resources shall include the remains of previous Indian
living areas or human burials. In the instance of Indian living areas, these objects shall be
recorded and mapped prior to further excavation on that portion of the site. In the event
human burials are discovered during excavation, work shall be halted and the County
Coroner, the Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Association (NICP A), and other
appropriate authorities shall be notified. Mitigation measures developed by the applicant and
authorized archaeologists shall be subject to the approval of the Planning Department.

10.

All refuse and recycling activities during construction shall be done in accordance with
Chapter 6.12 of the Santa Cruz Municipal Code. Be aware that private companies offering
refuse or debris box services are not allowed to operate within the City limits, except under
certain limited circumstances detailed in Chapter 6.12.160.

11.

The final landscape plan shall be in substantial accordance with the approved plans submitted
and on file in the Department of Planning and Community Development of the City of Santa
Cruz.

12.

All landscaping shall be installed prior to final utility release or issuance of occupancy
permits.

13.

Prior to site grading or any disturbance all trees and/or tree stands indicated for preservation in
the approved plans shall be protected through fencing or other approved barricade. Such
fencing shall protect vegetation during construction and shall be installed to the satisfaction of
the Director of Planning and Community Development.

14.

The applicant shall implement all recommendations presented in the Tree Assessment &
Pruning Specification prepared by Maureen Hamb- Certified Arborist on April I, 2015.

15.

The applicant shall implement all recommendations presented in the Geotechnical
Investigation for the Proposed Remodel ofMain Residence and Guest House 1307 West Cliff
Drive (January 2015) and the Supplemental Geotechnical Recommendation for the Driveway
Retaining Wall (September 4, 2015) prepared by Haro, Kasunich and Associates, Inc.
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
For 1307 West Cliff Drive- CP14-0157

16.

All new mechanical equipment and appurtenances, including gas and water meters, electrical
boxes, roof vents, air conditioners, antennas, etc. visible from the public way and from
adjacent properties, shall be screened with material compatible with the materials of the
building and shall be subject to the approval of the Zoning Administrator.

17.

Final colors shall be approved by the Zoning Administrator prior to application for building
permits.
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ZONING ADMINISTRATOR
AGENDA REPORT
DATE:
AGENDA OF:

January 6, 2016

ITEM NO:

CP15-0157

RECOMMENDATION:

December 17, 2015

1307 West Cliff Drive

That
the
Zoning
Administrator
acknowledge
the
environmental determination and approve the . Design and
Coastal Permits based on the findings listed below and the
Conditions of Approval listed in Exhibit "A".

PROJECT DATA
APN: 003-284-05

Property Owner:
Representative:

Shigefumi Honjo
Hamilton Swift and Associates

Application Type:

Coastal and Design Permits to remodel a legal nonconforming
single-family residence in the OF-R/CZ-0/SP-0/WCD-0 zone
district.

Zoning:

OF-R (Ocean Front Recreational), CZO (Coastal Zone Overlay),
SPO (Shoreline Protection Overlay), and WCD (West Cliff Drive
Overlay)
Legal nonconforming use, consistent as conditioned with the OFR/CZ-0/SP-0/WCD-0 zone district

Project Consistency:

General Plan:
Project Consistency:

CR (Coastal Recreation)
Legal nonconforming use, consistent as conditioned with the General
Plan designation

Land Use

Two story, single family dwelling with an attached guest unit
Two story, single family dwelling with an attached guest unit
One and two-story residences

- existing:
- proposed:
- in area:

Lot Area:

21 ,257 square feet

Parking:
Required:
Provided:

Three spaces
One covered spaces, two uncovered space

Environmental Review:

Categorical Exemption 15301 Class 1(d)

Planning Staff:

Ryan Bane, Senior Planner
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ZA Meeting of January 6, 2016
SUBJECT: 1307 West Cliff Drive- CP15-0157
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BACKGROUND

The project site is an irregularly shaped lot on the ocean side of West Cliff Drive near the
intersection of West Cliff Drive and Fair Avenue. With the north side of the lot abutting West
Cliff Drive, the remaining portions of the parcel are bounded by coastal bluff. The lot is
currently developed with a two-story single-family house and detached guest house that were
built in 1940. The four-bedroom, two-bath house is fairly original, and it appears minimal
maintenance has been done to the structure over the years. The property is zoned OF-R (Ocean
Front Recreational District) which does not permit residential uses. Therefore the existing
single-family house is considered a legal nonconforming use.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposal involves the remodel of the existing main house and guest house. Improvements
include:
Main House

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Foundation, including raising the structure by 6" to have proper soil clearance;
Upgrade seismic system, including new lateral elements to help improve seistnic
performance. Lateral elements include the vertical system as well as diaphragm transfer
in the floors and roof to the vertical system.
Removal of approximately 200 square feet of storage area along the west and north side
of the main house.
Removal of the wood fireplace and chimney.
Interior improvements to the first and second floors, including the moving of interior
walls to reconfigure the floor plans.
New electrical, mechanical and plumbing systems to bring the house up to current
building code.
Exterior improvements to include new windows, doors, trim, siding, copper gutters and
roofing. Additionally new air and water barriers will be installed under the new siding.
Extension of the front porch area and removal of dormers facing both the street and the
ocean side.
New deck ( 1' above grade) with stairs to the back yard area.

Detached Cottage

•
•
•

New kitchenette, conversion of the closet to a full bathroom, and the addition of a 65
square foot covered porch along the east elevation.
Removal of the existing bathroom pop-out (45 square feet):
New French doors, windows, trim, siding, copper gutters and roofing. Additionally new
air and water barriers will be installed under the new siding.
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The new exterior improvements will employ two types of siding, including 3-inch horizontal
bevel profile siding and .8-inch vertical board and batten siding, both of which will be factory
finished with a Japanese torching method called · shou sugi ban. This process acts as an
additional weather retardant and will slightly darken the wood siding. New windows will have
decorative wood shutters, and new cedar shingles with copper flashing are proposed for the roof.

Landscaping
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove existing non-native plants and replant with native coastal bluff meadow planting.
Retain and repair existing vernacular beach stake fence (2' height max).
Retain and restore gravel or crushed granite pathways.
Remove lawn and replant with no-mow grass.
Three new small canopy fruit trees.
Relocate existing fire-pit and seating (wood burning only).
New safety fence along a portion of the bluff edge (4" open mesh, non-reflective metal
finish, 3 '-6" tall)
New native flowering perennials.
Existing Cypress and Eucalyptus trees to be trimmed.

A tree assessment report was prepared by certified arborist Maureen Hamb to analyze two
Monterey Cypress trees and one Eucalyptus tree on the property. It was concluded that the trees
are generally healthy with minor to moderate structural defects. Pruning to improve the structure
and reduce the weight and balance of the canopy is recommended, as well as continued
monitoring of the erosion around the surface of the trees. The report was reviewed by City
Urban Forester Leslie Keedy who agreed with the assessment.

Retaining Wall
The installation of a small retaining wall is proposed along the outboard edge of the existing
driveway. The driveway is currently being undermined by runoff from surface drainage due to a
West Cliff Drive storm drain outlet that has frequently overflowed. In order to maintain the
driveway and prevent further erosion, a soil pin wall has been designed and recommended by
Haro, Kasunich and Associtates Inc. A supplemental geotechnical report has been included as
part of the submittal.
ANALYSIS

Coastal Permit
The proposed project is located in within both the Coastal Zone Overlay (CZ-0) and Shoreline
Protection Overlay (SP-0) Districts. The project site is located within the appealable area of the
Coastal Zone, and does not qualify for a Coastal Permit exemption or exclusion due to Section
24.08.230.1 (5)(B)(2) which requires a Coastal Permit for projects "Where the structure is located
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on a beach, wetland, or seaward of the mean high-tide line; where the residence or proposed
improvement would encroach within fifty feet of the edge of a coastal bluff'. The structure and
related improvements are within fifty feet of the edge of the coastal bluff, therefore a Coastal
Permit is required. The site will maintain its legal nonconforming status as a residential use in
the OF-R (Ocean Front Recreational District), with no expansion of the structure or residential
use. As proposed, the project is consistent with applicable policies of the Local Coastal Program,
which seeks to minimize the impact of development on coastal resources.
Design Permit

Section 24.08.41 0(17) requires approval of a Design Permit for any structures within the West
Cliff Drive Overlay. While no new structures are proposed as part of this application, the
proposed improvements are significant enough that a Design Permit has been included as part of
the approval.
·
The project involves the remodel of an existing single-family house with no additions or increase
in massing or volume. With the structures maintaining their locations with no new additions,
most of the West Cliff Overlay regulations are not applicable for this project. The project does
propose some new landscaping, and meets the West Cliff Overlay standards by landscaping
unpaved portions of the exterior and side yards, removing non-native plants and replanting with
native coastal bluff meadow planting. Improvements to the structures and landscaping will
enhance the visual quality of the site from the public view shed, and drainage improvements will
help direct water from the cliff to help prevent erosion and protect not only the subject property, but
the public right-of-way for future public access to West Cliff Drive.
Nonconforming Status

The property is zoned OF-R (Ocean Front Recreational District) which does not permit
residential uses. Therefore the existing single-family house is considered a legal nonconforming
use. Due to the legal nonconforming status of the single-family use, Sectiop 24.18 of the Zoning
Ordinance applies to the parcel. The purpose of this chapter is to provide for the control,
improvement and termination of uses or structures which do not conform to the regulations of the
underlying zoning district. The following sections of the Nonconforming Ordinance are
applicable to the subject site and proposed improvements:
•

24.18.20(2) - Any legal nonconforming use may be continued, provided there is no
increase in the intensity of such use.

No additional units are being proposed, nor is there any expansion of the use.
•

24.18.20(3) -Any legal nonconforming building or structure shall not be made more
nonconforming.
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The main house and guest unit are proposed to maintain their current footprints, with
some later additions proposed to be removed. Therefore the structures will not be made
more nonconforming.
•

24.18.20(6)- Nothing in this chapter shall prevent the strengthening or restoring to
a safe condition of any part of any building or structure declared unsafe by the
building official.

As part of the remodel, the applicant is proposing to replace the foundations that are
failing as well as new lateral elements to help improve seismic performance. Deputy
Building Official Eric Simonson inspected the structures and found that the foundations
are failing due to the poor soils conditions that the original 1940s buildings are sitting on,
as well as the lack of proper reinforcements in the concrete. He also reviewed the
geotechnical investigation prepared by Haro, Kasunich and Associates and agreed with
their recommendations. It his professional opinion that the foundation systems and lateral
elements for these structures need attention as soon as possible in order to improve the
structural integrity and safety of the occupants.
•

24.18.060 - Any nonconforming use may be n,.aintained and continued, provided
there is no expansion in the area or volume occupied or devoted to such
nonconfo.r ming use, and further provided there is no increase in the intensity of
such nonconforming use except as otherwise provided in this title.

The main house and guest unit are proposed to maintain their current footprints, with
.some later additions proposed to be removed. Therefore there is no expansion in the area
or volume occupied or devoted to the nonconforming residential use, nor is there any
increase in the intensity.
•

24.18.080(1)- Normal and routine maintenance or nonstructural alterations of any
structure for the purpose of preserving its existing condition, retarding or
eliminating wear and tear or physical depreciation, rendering the space more
usable, or complying with the requirements of law shall be permitted.

The proposed improvements to the structures qualify as normal and routine maintenance
with the exception of the replacement of the foundation and new lateral elements to help
improve seismic performance. The Deputy Building Official has inspected the structures
and it his professional opinion that the foundation systems and lateral elements for these
structures need attention as soon as possible in order to improve the structural integrity
and safety of the occupants.
•

24.18.080(3) -Buildings containing nonconforming residential uses may be altered .
to improve livability, provided no structural alterations shall be made which would
increase the number of dwelling units or the butk of the building.
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There is no increase in dwelling units proposed, as the single-family residential use is
proposed to remain unchanged. Additionally, the bulk of the building is being reduced as
approximately 200 square feet of later additions are being demolished.

In order to maintain the legal nonconforming status of the residential use, the structure must
remain intact with more than 50-percent of the exterior walls to remain as part of the remodel.
An in-depth review of the demolition plans has been completed to insure that more than 50percent of the exterior walls are proposed to remain, and that the remodel does not qualify as a
demolition. Therefore the nonconforming structure remains intact and can be maintained as a
nonconforming residential use.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The project is exetnpt from environmental review under the Caltfomia Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA). The project qualifies for the "Existing Facilities" exemption according to Section
15301 Class l(d) of the CEQA Guidelines as the project involves "restoration or rehabilitation of
deteriorated or damaged structures, facilities, or mechanical equipment to meet current standards
of public health and safety."
SUMMARY
The proposed improvements to the legal nonconfonning single-family residence are consistent
with City land use policies and zoning regulations and will enhance an aging structure that is
currently unsafe due to a failing foundation and outdated seismic system. It is recommended that
the Zoning Administrator approve the project based on the Findings below and subject to the
attached Conditions of Approval in "Exhibit A."
FINDINGS
Coastal Permit, Section 24.08.250
1. Maintain views between the sea and the first public roadway parallel to the sea.

The improvements to the residential structures will not affect coastal views as the location,
massing, and volume of the structures will remain unchanged.

2. Protect vegetation, natural habitats and natural resources consistent with the Local
Coastal Land Use Plan.
The proposed improvements to the single-family home will not cause substantial
environmental damage, or substantially injure fish, wildlife, or their habitats. The project
includes a landscape plan that proposes the removal of non-native plants and replanting of
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native coastal bluff meadow planting, as well as the pruning of existing Monterey Cypress
and Eucalyptus trees to improve their structure, reduce weight, balance their canopy, and
lessen erosion around the surface of the trees.
3. Be consistent with any applicable design plans and/or area plans incorporated into the
Local Coastal Land Use Plan.
The project site is within the West Cliff Drive Overlay zone. The standards include special
requirements for calculating height, floor area ratio, setbacks, and landscaping. The project as
proposed is consistent with the WCD development standards.
4. Maintain public access to the coast along any coastline as set forth in the Local Coastal
Land Use Plan.
This project will not affect public access to the coast therefore, this finding is not applicable.
5. Be consistent with the Local Coastal Land Use Plan goal of providing visitor-serving
needs as appropriate.
This project will not affect visitor- serving needs therefore, this finding is not applicable.
6. Be consistent with the Local Coastal Land Use Plan goal of encouraging coastal
development uses as appropriate.
This is a proposal to remodel an existing legal nonconforming single family dwelling;
therefore this finding is not applicable.
Shoreline Protection Overlay District, Section 24.1 0. 243 0

7. The project protects trees and vegetation and sensitive wildlife habitat.
The proposed improvements to the single-family home will not cause substantial
environmental damage, or substantially injure fish, wildlife, or their habitats. The project
includes a landscape plan that proposes the removal of non-native plants and replanting. of
native coastal bluff meadow planting, as well as the pruning of existing Monterey Cypress
and Eucalyptus trees to improve their structure, reduce weight, balance their canopy, and
lessen erosion around the surface of the trees.
8. The project is consistent with the following criteria for bluff or cliff development:
a. The development is sited and designed to assure stability and structural
integrity of its expected economic life span and minimize alterations to
natural land forms.
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The project involves the remodel of an ex1st1ng legal nonconforming singlefmnily house that has been located on the coastal bluff since 1940. The proposed
improvements to the structure, including a new foundation and seismic system
will assure stability and structural integrity of the home's expected economic life
span and will not impact any natural land forms.

b. The development will not create or contribute significantly to problems of
erosion or geologic instability on the site or on surrounding geologically
hazardous areas.
The remodel of the existing legal nonconforming single-family house will not
create or contribute significantly to problems of erosion or geologic instability on
the site or on surrounding geologically hazardous areas. A geotechnical
investigation has been prepared with recommendations to more firmly embed a
new foundation mitigating severe seismic shaking, and implementing a full gutter
system to collect and control roof runoff, directing it toward the street storm drain
system.

c. The development minimizes alteration of cliffs, bluff tops, faces or bases, and
will not interfere·with sand movement.
The remodel of the existing legal nonconforming single-family house will not
alter the existing cliff or bluff top and will not interfere with sand movement.

d. The development which proposes use of retaining walls shall be allowed only
to stabilize slopes. Sea walls at the toe of sea cliffs to check marine erosion
shall be allowed only where there is no less environmentally damaging
alternative.
The project proposes the installation of a small retaining wall along the outboard
edge of the existing driveway. The driveway is currently being undermined by
runoff from surface drainage due to a West Cliff Drive storm drain outlet that has
frequently overflowed. In order to maintain the driveway and prevent further
erosion, a soil pin wall has been designed and recommended by Haro, Kasunich
and Associates Inc. A supplemental geotechnical report has been included as part
of the submittal. No sea wall is proposed as part of this application.

e. The development within one hundred . feet of any cliff or bluff line shall
follow the recommendations of an approved geologic report by a registered
geologist. The area where such a report is required may be increased where
the issue of slope stability requires a greater distance .from any cliff or bluff
line.
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The remodel of the existing legal nonconforming single-family house will not
create or contribute significantly to problems of erosion or geologic instability on
the site. A geotechnical investigation has been prepared with recommendations to
more firmly embed a new foundation mitigating severe seismic shaking, and
implementing a full gutter system to collect and control roof runoff, directing it
toward the street storm drain system.
9.

The project provides maximum erosion protection, using accepted engineering
practices and other methods and specifications set forth in this title.

The applicant will be required to provide erosion control measures with the building
permit application materials.
10.

The project maintains public view corridors between the sea and the first public
roadway parallel to the sea and maintains natural views of the coastline.

The improvements to the residential structures will not affect coastal vtews as the
location, massing, and volume of the structures will remain unchanged.
11.

The project protects paleontological resources as prescribed in the Land Use Plan.

The site is not located within a mapped paleontological sensitive area.
12.

The project is compatible with the established physical scale of the area.

The project involves a remodel of an existing single-family house with no additions or
increase in massing or volume. The 75 year old structure will remain compatible with the
established physical scale of the area.
13.

The project is consistent with the design review guidelines of this title and the
policies of any applicable area plan.

The property is located in the West Cliff Drive Overlay District which has specific
regulations regarding building height, building envelope, setbacks, floor area ratio (FAR),
· parking, landscaping, and fencing. The project involves the remodel of an existing
single-family house with no additions or increase in massing or volume; therefore with no
expansion most of the regulations are not applicable for this project. The project does
propose some new landscaping, and meets the West Cliff Overlay standards by
landscaping unpaved portions of the exterior and side yards, removing non-native plants
and replanting with native coastal bluff meadow planting. Existing fencing is proposed to
remain.
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14.

The project is consistent with the policies of the Local Coastal Program, the General
Plan, and the California Coastal Act.

The project site is within the Coastal Zone Overlay District, the Shoreline Protection
Overlay District, and the West Cliff Drive Overlay District as defined in the General
Plan/Local Coastal Plan. The project is consistent with the applicable policies in the
General Plan/Local Coastal Plan in that the legal nonconforming residential use is proposed
to be retnodeled and maintain current footprints. There is no expansion of use and the
structures will not be made more nonconforming. Improvements to the structures and
landscaping will enhance the visual quality of the site from the public view shed, and
drainage improvements will help direct water from the cliff to help prevent erosion and
protect not only the subject property, but the public right-of-way for future public access to
West Cliff Drive.
Findings 6 and 7 do not apply.
Design Pernzit, Section 24.08.430

15.

The site plan shall be consistent with physical development policies of the General
Plan, any required or optional element of the General Plan, any area plan or specific
plan or other city policy for physical development. If located in the Coastal Zone, a
site plan shall also be consistent with policies of the Local Coastal Program.

The site plan is consistent with the physical development goals and policies of the 2030
General Plan, which seek to create diverse neighborhoods with well-defined character,
improve neighborhood quality and housing, and encourages high-quality design that
reinforces the community's unique character. The project is consistent with the applicable
policies in the General Plan/Local Coastal Plan, the Coastal Overlay Zone, and the West
Cliff Drive Overlay district. The legal nonconforming residential use is proposed to be
remodeled and maintain current footprints. There is no expansion of use and the
structures will not be made more nonconforming. Improvements to the structures and
landscaping will enhance the visual quality of the site from the public view shed, and
drainage improvements will help direct water from the cliff to help prevent erosion and
protect not only the subject property, but the public right-of-way for future public access to
West Cliff Drive.
16.

The exterior design and appearance of buildings and structures and the design of
the site plan shall be compatible with design and appearance of other existing
buildings and structures in neighborhoods which have established architectural
character worthy of preservation.
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The legal nonconforming residential use is proposed to be remodeled and maintain current
footprints. There is no expansion of use and the structures will not be made more
nonconforming. Improvements to the structure and landscaping will enhance the visual
quality of the site and will be compatible with the diverse architecture along West Cliff
Drive.
17.

Design of the site plan shall respect design principles in terms of maintaining a
balance of scale, form and proportion, using design components, which are
harmonious, materials and colors that blend with elements of the site plan and
surrounding areas. Location of structures should take into account maintenance of
view; rooftop mechanical equipment shall be incorporated into roof design or
screened from adjacent properties. Utility installations such as trash enclosures,
storage units, traffic-control devices, transformer vaults and electrical meters shall
be accessible and screened.

The legal nonconforming residential use is proposed to be remodeled and maintain current
footprints. There is no expansion of use and the structures will not be made more
nonconforming. Improvements to the structure and landscaping will enhance the visual
quality of the site and will have a compatible scale with other dwellings in the
surrounding single-family residential neighborhood. With no expansion, views will
remain unchanged. No rooftop equipme~t is proposed.
18.

Where a site plan abuts, or is in close proximity to, uses other than that proposed,
the plan should take · into account its effect on other land uses. Where a
nonresidential use abuts or is in close proximity to a residential use, the effect of the
site plan should maintain the residential quality of adjacent or nearby areas.

The existing and proposed uses are residential, adjacent to residential uses.
19.

The orientation and location of buildings, structures, open spaces and other features
of the site plan shall be such as to maintain natural resources including significant
trees and shrubs to the extent feasible, maintain a compatible relationship to and
preserve solar access of adjacent properties, and minimize alteration of natural land
forms, building proiJ..les, location, and orientation must relate to natural land forms.

The legal nonconforming residential use is proposed to be remodeled and maintain current
footprints. There is no expansion of use and the structures will not be made more
nonconforming. The project includes a landscape plan that proposes the removal of nonnative plants and replanting of native coastal bluff meadow planting, as well as the
pruning of existing Monterey Cypress and Eucalyptus trees to improve their structure,
reduce weight, balance their canopy, and lessen erosion around the surface of the trees.
The site stands alone on the ocean side of West Cliff Drive; therefore there will be no
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solar access impacts on adjacent properties. The coastal bluff will not be altered as the
structures are proposed to remain in their current location.
20.

The site plan shall be situated and designed to protect views along the ocean and of
scenic coastal areas. Where appropriate and feasible, the site plan shall restore and
enhance visual quality of visually degraded areas.
The improvements to the residential structures will not affect coastal views as the
location, massing, and volume of the structures will remain unchanged. The proposed
improvements to the structures and landscaping will enhance the visual quality of the site.

21.

The site plan shall minimize the effect of traffic conditions on abutting streets
through careful layout of the site with respect to location, dimensions of vehicular
and pedestrian entrances, exit drives and walkways; through the adequate provision
of off-street parking and loading facilities; through an adequate circulation pattern
within the boundaries of the development; and through the surfacing and lighting of
off-street parking facilities.
The proposed remodel reduces the bedroom count from four to two bedrooms, thereby
reducing the required parking from three to two spaces. On site circulation will remain
unchanged with the exception of the addition of a garage that will be accessed from the
existing courtyard between the main house and the guest house. The circular driveway
will remain.

22.

The site plan shall encourage alternatives to travel by automobile where
appropriate, through the provision of facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists,
including covered parking for bicycles and motorcycles where appropriate. Public
transit stops· and facilities shall be accommodated as appropriate, and other
incentive provisions co~sidered which encourage non-auto travel.
This finding is not applicable.

23.

The site shall provide open space and landscaping which complement buildings and
structures. Open space should be useful to residents, employees, or other visitors to
the site. Landscaping shall be used to separate and/or screen service and storage
areas, separate and/or screen parking areas from other areas, break up expanses of
paved area, and defme open space for usability and privacy.
The project includes a landscape plan that proposes the removal of non-native plants and
replanting of native coastal bluff meadow planting, enhancing the property visually from
the public view. The ocean side of the house as well as the courtyard between the main
house and guest house provide private usable open space for residents. Existing hedges
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and fencing screen parking and storage areas and define open space for usability and
privacy.

24.

. The site plan shall reasonably protect against external and internal noise, vibration
and other factors, which may tend to make the environment less desirable. The site
plan should respect the need for privacy of adjacent residents.
The proposed house will require issuance of a building permit. All of the applicable
regulations of the Uniform Building Code concerning external and internal noise,
vibration and other factors, which may tend to make the environment less desirable shall
be incorporated into the approved plans.

25.

Signs shall complement the site plan and avoid dominating the site and/or existing
buildings on the site or overwhelming the buildings or structures to which they are
attached. Multiple signs on a given site should be of a consistent theme.
This finding is not applicable.

26.

Building and structures shall be so designed and oriented to make use of natural
elements such as solar radiation, wind, and landscaping for heating, cooling and
ventilation.
The design of the home includes a southern orientation, with outdoor yard areas and a
small deck. The design includes operable doors and windows that will allow ventilation
and cooling.

27.

The site plan shall incorporate water-conservation features where possible,
including in the design of types of landscaping and in .the design of water-using
fixtures. In addition, water restricting showerheads and faucets shall be used, as
well as water-saving toilets utilizing less than three gallons per flush.
The Water Conservation Department will review and approve the building/landscape
plans to ensure they incorporate water conservation features.

28.

In aU projects in Industrial (I) Zones, building design shall include measures for
reusing heat generated by machinery, computers and artificial lighting.
This finding is not applicable.

29.

In all projects in Industrial (I) Zones, all buildings and structures shall be so
designed and oriented to make use of natural lighting wherever possible.
This finding is not applicable.
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30.

Heating systems for hot tubs and swimming pools shall be solar when possible but in
all cases energy efficient.

This finding is not applicable.
31.

Enhance the West Cliff Drive streetscape with appropriate building mass,
modulation, articulation, coloring and landscaping that is compatible with and
would not diminish the visual prominence of the public open space.

The project involves the remodel of an existing single-family house with no additions or
increase in massing or volume; therefore with no expansion most of the West Cliff
Overlay regulations are not applicable for this project. The project does propose some
new landscaping, and meets the West Cliff Overlay standards by landscaping unpaved
portions of the exterior and side yards, removing non-native plants and replanting with
native coastal bluff meadow planting. There is no expansion of use and the structures will
not be made more nonconforming. Improvements to the structures and landscaping will
enhance the visual quality of the site from the public view shed, and drainage
improvements will help direct water from the cliff to help prevent erosion and protect not
only the subject property, but the public right-of-way for future public access to West Cliff
Drive.

Submitted by:

Ryan Bane
Senior Planner
Attachments:
Exhibit A- Recommended Conditions of Approval
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EXHIBIT "A"
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL FOR THE PROJECT AT
1307 West Cliff Drive- Application No. CP14-0157
Coastal and Design Permits to remodel a legal nonconforming single-family residence in the
OF-R/CZ-0/SP-0/WCD-0 zone district.

1.

If one or more of the following conditions is not met with respect to all its terms, then this
approval may be revoked.

2.

All plans for future construction which are not covered by this review shall be submitted to
the City Planning and Community Development Department for review and approval.

3.

This permit shall be exercised within three (3) years of the date of final approval or it shall
become null and void.

4.

The applicant shall be responsible for the completeness and accuracy of all forms and
supporting material S"Qbmitted in connection with any application. Any errors or discrepancies
found therein may result in the revocation of any approval or permits issued in connection
therewith.

5.

All final working drawings shall be submitted to the Zoning Administrator for review and
approval in conjunction with the building permit application. The plans submitted for
building permits shall have the same level of articulation, detailing, and dimensionality as
shown in the approved plans. All approved exterior finishes and materials shall be clearly
notated on the building permit plans.

6.

The applicant and contractor who obtains a building permit for the project shall be required to
sign the following statement at the bottom of these conditions, which will become conditions
of the building permit:
"I understand that the subject permit involves construction of a building (project)
with an approved Design Permit. I intend to perform or supervise the performance
of the work allowed by this pern:l.it in a manner which results in a finished
building with the same level of detail, articulation, and dimensionality shown in
the plans submitted for building permits. I hereby acknowledge that failure to
construct the building as represented in the building permit plans, may result in
delay of the inspections process and/or the mandatory reconstruction or alteration
of any portion of the building that is not in substantial conformance with the
approved plans, prior to continuation of inspections or the builqing final."

Signature of Building Contractor

Date
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7.

Except as tnodified by other conditions of approval, the development of the site shall be in
substantial accordance with the approved plans prepared by Endres Studio Architecture
Engineering (dated 9/4115), and on file in the Department of Planning and Community
Development of the City of Santa Cruz except as modified herein. All aspects of construction
must be completed prior to occupancy. Major modifications to plans or exceptions to
completion may be granted only by the City authority which approved the project.

8.

All requirements of the Building, Fire, Water, and Public Works Departments shall be
completed prior to occupancy and continuously maintained thereafter.

9.

During all grading and subsurface excavations (including utility-line trenching), construction
will be halted if significant archaeological resources are discovered. For the purpose of this
use permit, significant archaeological resources shall include the remains of previous Indian
living areas or human burials. In the instance of Indian living areas, these objects shall be
recorded and mapped prior to further excavation on that portion of the site. In the event
human burials are discovered during excavation, work shall be halted and the County
Coroner, the Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Association (NICPA), and other
appropriate authorities shall be notified. Mitigation measures developed by the applicant and
authorized archaeologists shall be subject to the approval of the Planning Department.

10.

All refuse and recycling activities during construction shall be done in accordance with
Chapter 6.12 of the Santa Cruz Municipal Code. Be aware that private companies offering
refuse or debris box services are not allowed to operate within the City limits, except under
certain limited circumstances detailed in Chapter 6.12.160.

11.

The final landscape plan shall be in substantial accordance with the approved plans submitted
and on file in the Department of Planning and Community Development of the City of Santa
Cruz.

12.

All landscaping shall be installed prior to final utility release or issuance of occupancy
permits.

13.

Prior to site grading or any disturbance all trees and/or tree stands indicated for preservation in
the approved plans shall be protected through fencing or other approved barricade. Such
fencing shall protect vegetation during construction and shall be installed to the satisfaction of
the Director of Planning and Community Development.

14.

The applicant shall implement all recommendations presented in the Tree Assessment &
Pruning Specification prepared by Maureen Hamb- Certified Arborist on Aprill , 2015.

15.

The applicant ·shall implement all recommendations presented in the Geotechnical
Investigation for the Proposed Remodel ofMain Residence and Guest House 1307 West Cliff
Drive (January 2015) and the Supplemental Geotechnical Recommendation for the Driveway
Retaining Wall (September 4, 2015) prepared by Haro, Kasunich and Associates, Inc.
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
For 1307 West Cliff Drive- CP14-0157

16.

All new mechanical equipment and appurtenances, including gas and water meters, electrical
boxes, roof vents, air conditioners, antennas, etc. visible . from the public way and from
adjacent properties, shall be screened with tnaterial compatible with the materials of the
building and shall be subject to the approval of the Zoning Administrator.

17.

Final colors shall be approved by the Zoning Administrator prior to application for building
permits.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AG

EDMUND G. BROWN

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION

•
.

CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE
725 FRONT STREET, SUITE 300
VOICE (831) 427-4863

.

'

SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060-4508
FAX (831) 427-4877

APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Please Review Attached Appeal Information Sheet Prior To Completing This Form.
SECTION I.
Name:

Jack Zajac

Mailing Address:
City:

Appellant(s)

1316 West Cliff Drive

Santa Cruz

SECTION II.
1.

Zip Code:

95060

Phone:

831 426-9157

Decision Being Appealed

Name of local/port government:

City of Santa Cruz

2.

Brief description of development being appealed:

This is an appeal of the City of Santa Cruz, Zoning Administrator's approval of a remodel/redevelopment (down to
two walls of studs with new foundation) of a legal non-conforming Cotswald cottage built in 1937 in the Ocean
Front Recreational, Coastal Zone Overlay, Shoreline Protection Overlay and West Cliff Drive Overlay zone district.

3.

Development's location (street address, assessor's parcel no., cross street, etc.):

1307 West Cliff Drive

4.

Description of decision being appealed (check one.):

VE

FEB 0 2 2016

~

Approval; no special conditions

D
D

Approval with special conditions:
Denial

Note:

EC

CALI FORNIA
~QAG.TAb
QQMM,I££10N
('~ 1·, ·· 8 · 1 ~ · '1,:\p :>. = a::: ::: :
' .R -

~

J,

':;

1

For jurisdictions with a total LCP, denial decisions by a local government cannot be
appealed unless the development is a major energy or public works project. Denial
decisions by port governments are not appealable.

TO BE COMPLETED BY COMMISSION:
APPEAL NO:

A-3-0TC- t[Q -DOllo

DATE FILED:
D1STR1CT:
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 2)
5.

t21
D
D
D

Decision being appealed was made by (check one):
Planning Director/Zoning Administrator
City Council/Board of Supervisors
Planning Commission
Other

6.

Date of local government's decision:

7.

Local government's file number (if any):

January 6, 2016

SECTION III. Identification of Other Interested Persons
Give the names and addresses of the following parties. (Use additional paper as necessary.)
a.

Name and mailing address of permit applicant

Shigefumi and Amy Honjo c/- Hamilton Swift & Associates

b. Names and mailing addresses as available of those who testified (either verbally or in writing) at
the city/county/port hearing(s). Include other parties which you know to be interested and
should receive notice of this appeal.
( 1) John Bergwall and Gillian Greensite 130 Liberty St. Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(2) Kate Hawley and Paul Whitworth 519 Meder St. Santa Cruz 95060

(3) Sophia Palmer and Kevin Flannery 225 Getchell St. Santa Cruz 95060

(4) Ruth Hanson 555 Meder St. Santa Cruz 95060; Celest Barro 1016 Seabright, Santa Cruz 95062
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 3)
SECTION IV. Reasons Supporting This Appeal
PLEASE NOTE:
•
•

•

Appeals of local government coastal permit decisions are limited by a variety of factors and requirements of the Coastal
Act. Please review the appeal information sheet for assistance in completing this section.
State briefly your reasons for this appeal. Include a summary description of Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan,
or Port Master Plan policies and requirements in which you believe the project is inconsistent and the reasons the
decision warrants a new hearing. (Use additional paper as necessary.)
This need not be a complete or exhaustive statement of your reasons of appeal; however, there must be sufficient
discussion for staff to determine that the appeal is allowed by law. The appellant, subsequent to filing the appeal, may
submit additional information to the staff and/or Commission to support the appeal request.

Reasons for the appeal of the project at 1307 West Cliff Drive: a legal non-conforming structure subject
to significant limitations in the way of alterations.
This Cotswald cottage, built in 1937 by local cellist Bessie Boyd Miller with its detached music room is
an iconic Santa Cruz landmark. Known as the "Tide Cliff Studio" it gained later prominence in the Clint
Eastward film "Sudden Impact". Its unique location as the only residential structure on the ocean side of
West Cliff Drive, its history and its Cotswald architecture set it apart from all other West Cliff Drive
structures. Its future status is of wide concern.
The application is inconsistent with the city's non-conforming use/structure ordinance which allows for
"normal and routine maintenance or non-structural alterations ... for the purpose of preserving the
existing condition, retarding or eliminating wear and tear or physical depreciation." LCP Section
24.18.080. The plan to remove everything except the studs of two walls; rebuild a new house; remove
the current foundation and build a new 6 inch higher foundation and a reinforced retaining wall for the
driveway are not consistent with the ordinance .
The applicants applied for and were issued a permit for exploratory demolition on 9/21/2015. This
suggests that the intent was to demolish the structure. Real Estate agents' photos show a superb interior
with high gloss hardwood floors, pristine white interior walls, ceilings and a remodeled kitchen. The
detached cottage is similarly well-appointed. There is no mention of any structural or maintenance
problems with the sale of this cottage.
In the Agenda Report of 1/6/2016, the city acknowledges that the approved new foundation and new
lateral elements fall outside of the permitted alterations but can be supported for inclusion since deputy
building official Eric Simonson said such alterations are needed because "the foundations are failing due
to poor soils condition." This was comunicated to the Zoning Administrator verbally and no site
specific, detailed inspection report was generated by the city as documentation. Prior to this date, the
applicant hired Haro, Kasunich and Associates Inc. in January to prepare a Geotechnical Investigation
for the cottage and guest house as remodeled. Haro et al. recommend "all new foundation loads be
supported by new foundation elements." It is clear that load requirements for new structures rather than
the existing structures were the intent of the geotechnical evaluation. Haro et al. did not assess the
existing foundation due to "the difficulty involved" according to their report. Neither did they document
any soils problems associated with the current foundation.
The project is inconsistent with the "West Cliff Drive Overlay District Part 42: 10. Nonconforming
structures" which requires a reconstruction permit if a proposed reconstruction varies in any way in
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exterior design from the previous building being repaired or replaced. No such permit was applied for
despite the fact that the proposed new design varies from the current design. The new design replaces
the dormer windows with sky lights. The south facing wall loses the fireplace and that wall will be
replaced with glass. New decks are approved for the main and detached cottage.
Under the LCP, SP-0, CZ-0 and WCD Overlay, the city approved the new structure by claiming that it
will "enhance the visual quality of the site from the public viewshed"; that it will use "materials and
colors that will blend with elements of the surrounding areas". The current Cotswald cottage with its soft
blue palette blends harmoniously with the ocean and sky as viewed from West Cliff Drive. It catches
and reflects the morning light. The new structure will employ a dark brown, burnt application for the
siding which does not blend with sea and sky, pale foggy mornings nor reflect the bright morning sun. It
will stand out like a hole in the sky. It could blend with a mountain "element" but not with the
"elements" of the central California coast. The south-west exposure of the house is proposed to be all
glass, a design choice to enhance the visual quality for the owners but not for the public. Given the curve
of the shoreline, this glass exposure will be visible from the west along the path as well as from the
ocean.
Under the LCP, the city claims there will be no erosion problems with the redevelopment. This appeal
questions that conclusion. Removing the current foundation with jackhammers; digging a new
foundation; boring ten foot deep pilings for a new retaining wall for the driveway; adding new decks,
removing 4 inches of organic material ( Haro et al) might well have a significant erosion and geological
stability impact on this relatively tiny outcrop along our coast. There are 3 heritage trees on this
property. While none is slated for removal, such disturbance of soil and intrusion into this longundisturbed soil and rocky platform may well have negative impacts on trees, soil and rocks.
In conclusion, this appeal is filed for all the people whose lives are enriched by this iconic home on the
ocean side of the CA coast in Santa Cruz. Such spots are rare and will become more so. This is a good
thing because it means the coastal view eventually returns to the people. While we love this historic
cottage, we understand that beyond maintenance it is not intended to be strengthened for longevity. The
redevelopment project at 1307 West Cliff Drive, besides removing a beloved Santa Cruz landmark, is
designed and engineered for longevity. This is not consistent with the LCP and the above-cited
ordinances.
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 4)
SECTION V.

Certification

The information and facts stated above are correct to the best of myI our knowledge.

Signat
Date:

Note: If signed by agent, appellant(s) must also sign below.
Section VI.

Agent Authorization

I/We hereby
authorize
to act as myI our representative and to bind me/us in all matters concerning this appeal.

Signature of Appellant(s)
Date:
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
APPEAL FILED TUESDAY FEB 2N°. 2016 for 1307 West Cliff Drive, Santa Cruz.

ri; ~
0

\<(__<o
Addendum to Appeal: Submitted February 3rd. 2016
Further issues of concern:

1. Addressing the issue of erosion under Coastal Permit Section 24.08.250 and
under Findings, the city states under c) liThe remodel of the existing legal
nonconforming single-family house will not alter the existing cliff or bluff top
and will not interfere with sand movement." Under d) the city states that a
retaining wall is needed since "the driveway is currently being
undermined by run off from surface drainage due to a West Cliff Drive
storm drain outlet that has frequently overflowed." Under e) the city
states that the project will not contribute towards more erosion and that the
project will be" implementing a full gutter system to collect and control
roof runoff, directing it toward the street storm drain system." More
runoff to an existing overflowing street storm drain? This contradiction
needs clarifying.
2. There is a public access path to the beach and coast very close to the
property line. This was omitted from the city's Agenda Report and approval
of the project. It is a narrow and steep path. Analysis and discussion of any
potential impact on this fragile public path from the drilling of pilings for a
retaining wall; the disruption from hammering out the old foundation plus
the impact of increased water flow from the new guttering system should
have been undertaken. If the path is washed out public access will end. It
should be noted that in one of the real estate listings for the sale of this
property the beach below was stated to be a private beach. It well may
become just that if this project results in making the public access trail
impassable.
3.

The date of the Geotechnical Report from Haro, Kasunich et al. was January,
2015. The year was omitted in the appeal letter.

4. Photos include: the existing Cotswald cottage with distinctive dormers and
thatchite roof and the public access path; one of the downstairs rooms taken
from the real-estate listing page; one of the existing kitchen and one of an
existing upstairs bedroom. Thes show the quality of the interiors.
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24.08.230.3
geographic region of the state following the
zoning administrator's request.
(Ord. 95-02 § 4, 1995: Ord. 94-53 § 2, 1994:
Ord. 94-33 § 14, 1994: Ord. 89-39 § 1, 1989:
Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

·-24.08.230.3 NOTICE OF EXCLUSION.
Notices of- exclusion · shall be issued on
forms prepared for that purpose by the department of planning and community development and shall indicate the developer's
name, street address, if any, and assessor's
parcel number( s) of the project site, a brief description of the development, and the date(s)
of application for any other permit(s). A copy
of the notice of exclusion shall be provided to
the Coastal Commission and to any person
who has requested such notice within five
working days of issuance. The notice of exclusion may be issued at the time of project ap. plication but shall not become effective until
all other approvals and permits required for
the project are obtained. A copy of all terms
and conditions imposed by the city shall be
provided to the Coastal Commission.
(Ord. 94-53 § 3, 1994: Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part),
1985).
24.08.230.4 CHALLENGES TO
DETERMINATION OF
COASTAL PERMIT
REQIDREMENT,
EXCLUSION OR
APPLICABLE PROCESS.
In the case of disputes over Santa Cruz
· City's determination of coastal permit requirement, exclusion or applicable hearing and
appeals procedures, the planning director shall
request an opinion of the Executive Director
of the Coastal Commission. Local acceptance
for filing and/or processing of the permit application shall cease until the department of
planning and community development . receives the determination of appropriate process from the Executive Director of the Coastal
Commission or the Coastal Commission.
(Supp. No.2- 12/28/95)

(Ord. 94-53 § 4, 1994: Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part),
1985).

24.08.230.5 EXCEPTION.
Nothing in this part shall prevent demolition or the strengthening or restoring to a safe
condition of any building or structure declared
unsafe. by the building official or fire marshal·.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
24.08.240
COASTAL ACCESS.
Access easements may be required to create
and/or maintain existing public access to the
coastline or in accordance with Local Coastal
Plan policy.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
24.08.250
FINDINGS REQUIRED.
The hearing body must find that the development is consistent with the General Plan,
the Local Coastal Land Use Plan and the Local Coastal Implementation Program and will:
1. Maintain views between the sea and
the first public roadway parallel to the sea;
2. Protect vegetation, natural habitats and
natural resources consistent with the Local
Coastal Land Use Plan;
3. Be consistent with any applicable design plans and/or area plans incorporated into
the Local Coastal Land Use Plan;
4. Maintain public access to the coast
along any coastline as set forth in the Local
Coastal Land Use Plan;
5. Be consistent with the Local Coastal
Land Use Plan goal of providing visitorserving needs as appropriate;
6. Be consistent with the Local Coastal
Land Use Plan goal of encouraging coastal
development uses as appropriate.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
24.08.260

NOTICE OF FINAL
ACTION.
Within seven calendar days of the final local action on a coastal permit, the city shall
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24.10.1910
ciation provided that: (1) The medical marijuana product is used solely by a bona-fide
medical marijuana provider association for
distribution to its member patients at a legally
authorized dispensary operation within the
'city; (2) security measures satisfactory to the
Santa Cruz Police Department are met; (3)
off-street freight loading and parking requirements of Section 24.12.240(q) are met; and
(4) no marijuana product is consumed on-site.
(Ord. 2000-12 § 5, 2000: Ord. 88-60 § 29,
1988; Ord. 88-26 § 15, 1988: Ord. 85-05 § 1
(part), 1985).

24.10.1840 USE DETERMINATION.
Any other use or service establishment determined by the zoning administrator to be of
the same general character as the foregoing
principal permitted uses, and which will not
impair the present or potential use of adjacent
properties, may be pemiitted. A use permit
shall be required and processed pursuant to
Part 1, Chapter 24.08,-Use-Penriits, of this title.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

24.10.1850 DISTRICT REGULATIONS.
1.

General.
Provision

Classification or
·Type ofUse

a. Height of Buildings -Maximum

•

Principal (stories & feet)

• Accessory (stories & feet)
b. Minimum lot area (net)
(acres)
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Lot width (feet)
Front yard (feet)
Rear yard (feet)
One side yard (feet)
Both side yards -total (feet)
Distance between buildings
on same lot (feet)

. 3 & 50
2 & 25
20
500
50
50
20
50
20

2. Other Requirements. Other regulations
which may be applicable to site design in this
zone are set forth in General Site Design
Standards, Part 2, Chapter 24.12.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

Part 20: OF-R OCEAN FRONT
(RECREATIONAL) DISTRICT
24.10.1900 PURPOSE.
The purpose and intent of the Ocean Front
(Recreational) District is to ensure the protection of coastal resources and views; to provide
public access and maintenance of public use; to
assure that coastal development is consistent
with the Coastal Land Use Plan and General
Plan; and to promote the safe occupancy and
the reasonable use of lands subject to continuous erosion, such as coastal cliffs and beaches.
This section of the Zoning Ordinance is also
part of the Local Coastal Implementation Plan.
(Ord. 94-33 § 48, 1994: Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part);
1985) ..

24.10:1910 PRINCIPAL PERMITTED
USES.
1. Beach and surf access ways, public or
private; public beach-recreation activities; but
not including the use of any building or
structure, other than stairways and handrails;
2. Outdoor classes, public or private; for
scientific research, art, and other subjects;
3. Parking areas or lots, public or pr,ivate;
but not including the use of any building or
structure;
4. Picnic grounds and barbecue facilities,
public or private, including .tables, benches,
and fire ·pits; but not including any other
structure or building;
5. Public fishing facilities;
6. Safety structures, including, but not
limited to, wru11ing signs, barricades, retaining
walls, erosion control facilities, lifeguard towers built by, or under the direction of, or with
special approval of the city.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

24-120.15
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24.10.1920

24.10.1920

USE PERMIT
REQUIREMENT.

and welfare through regulations of uses in areas ·which are unprotected from flooding or
are required to carry the flood flows of a
1. The following uses are subject to approval of an administrative use permit and a . stream. New construction in the Floodplain
design permit:
.
District is regulated so that it is protected
against damage and located to avoid causing
a.
Beach, surfing and fishing equipment;
excessive increases in flood heights or velocib. Fish market;
ties. This section of the Zoning Ordinance is
c. Identification signs, appurtenant to
also part of the Local Coastal Implementation
uses permitted on the premises;
Plan.
d. Navigation aids and devices not in(Ord. 94-33 § 49, 1994: Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part),
volving the erection of a structure;
1985).
e. Walls or fences, not to exceed three
and one-half feel in height.
24.10.2010 PRINCIPAL PERMITTED
2. The following uses are subject to apUSES.
proval of a special use permit:
1. Agriculture;
a.
Navigation aids and devices involving
2.
Crop and tree farming;
the erection of a structure;
3. Nurseries.
b. Public restroom facilities;
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
c. Temporary structures.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

24.10.2020 . ACCESSORY USES.

24.10.1930

USE DETERMINATION.

Any other use or service establishment determined by the zoning administrator to be of
the same general character as the foregoing
principal permitted uses, and which will not
impair the present or potential use of adjacent
properties, may be permitted. A use permit
shall be required and processed pursuant to
Part 1, Chapter 24.08, Use Permits, of this title.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

24.10.1940 DISTRICT REGULATIONS.
1. General. With the exception of navigational aids and devices, all buildings shall
·have a maximum height of one story or ten
feet. Yard distances shall be established as
part of use permit approval.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

Part 21: F-P FLOODPLAIN DISTRICT
24.10.2000 PURPOSE.
The purpose and intent of the Floodplain
District is to protect the public health, safety,

(Supp. No. 14- 1/13/2005)

Garages, barns, and other structures customarily appurtenant to a permitted use.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

24.10.2030

USE PERMIT
REQUIREMENT.

1. The following uses are subject to approval of an administrative use permit and a
design permit:
a. Ranch and farm dwellings incidental
to a principal agricultural use.
2. The following uses are subject to approval of a special use permit and a design
permit:
a. Recreational facilities, bridges, roads,
utility transmission lines;
b. Riding stables for the keeping of
horses on sites at least five acres in size.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

24.10.2040 USE DETERMINATION.
Any other use or service establishment determined by the zoning administrator to be of
the same general character as the foregoing
principal permitted uses, and which will not
impair the present or potential use of adjacent
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Part 25: SP-0 SHORELINE PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT
24.10.2400 PURPOSE.
The purpose of the Shoreline Protection Overlay District is to preserve and protect the coastal.
and environmental resources in the city of Santa Cruz. It is furthermore intended that the Shoreline
Protection Overlay District accomplish the following: minimize cut, fill, earthmoving, riprap
placement, grading operations, and other such man-made intrusions in coastal areas; to control
erosion; to protect development from geological or other coastal related hazards; to protect public
views; to protect and enhance shoreline access for the public; to protect paleontological resources;
to generally implement the policies of the Local Coastal Land Use Plan. This district lies generally
between the sea and the first public road paralleling the sea, or within three. hundred (300) feet of
the mean high tide line pf the sea, whichever is the greater distance. This section of the Zoning
Ordinance is also part of the Local Coastal Implementation Plan.
(Ord. 94-33 §53, 1994: Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

I

---<

24.10.2410 GENERAL PROVISIONS.
Any proposed exterior construction or remodeling resulting in increased building height,
earthmoving, riprap or shoreline alteration, or land alteration activity, or other exterior coastal
development activity shall be subject to a coastal permit. Coastal permit exemptions and
categorical exclusions may be setforth in resolution by the city council which reflects only those.
developments identified by Coastal Act, Section 30610 and applicable Commission regulations;·
and which will go into effect after approval by the Coastal Commission.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), ·1985).
,24.1 0.2420 HEARING BODY REVIEW.
Prior to issuing a coastal permit in the Shoreline Protection Overlay District, the hearing body
must find that the coastal development or other·activity is consistent with the.purposes.oUhis part,
the General Plan and the Local Coastal Land Use Plan. If the coastal qevelopment involves other
permits, the appropriate hearing body shall consider all permits concurrently.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).

l
I

1
•...

24.10.2430 REVIEW -CRITERIA.
r
Before approving a coastal permit in the Shoreline Protection Overlay District, the hearing body
must find that the proposed development will:
1. Protect trees and vegetation and sensitive wildlife habitat;
2. Be consistent with the following criteria for bluff or cliff development:
a.· The development is sited-and designed to assure stability and structural integrity
of its expected economic life span and minimize alterations to natural land forms.
b. The development will not.create or contribute significantly to problems of erosion
or geologic instability on the site or on surrounding geologically hazardous areas.
c. The development minimizes alteration of cliffs, bluff tops, faces or bases, and will .
not interfere with sand movement.
·
d. The development which proposes use of retaining walls shall be allowed only to
stabilize slopes. Sea walls at the toe of sea cliffs to check marine erosion shall be allowed only
where there is no less environmentally damaging alternative.
e. The development within one hundred feet of any cliff or bluff line shall follow the
recommendations of an approved geologic report by a registered geologist. The area where such
a report is required may be increased where the issue of slope stability requires a greater distance
from any cliff or bluff line.
3. Provide maximum erosion protection, using accepted engineering practices Exhibit
and other7
·
methods and specifications set forth in this title;
A-3-STC-16-0016
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4. Maintain public view corridors between the sea and the first public roadway parallel to
the sea and maintain natural views of the coastline;
5. Protect paleontological resources as prescribed in the Land Use Plan;
6. Protect and enhance free public access to or along the beach, and sign such access
when necessary;
7. Include mitigation measures prescribed in any applicable environmental document;
8. Be compatible with the established physical scale of the area;
9. Be consistent with the design review guidelines of this title and the policies of any
applicable area plan;
10. ·ae consistent with the policies of the Local Coastal Program, the General Plan, and
the California Coastal Act.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
24.10.2440 APPEALS.
Coastal development applications within the Shoreline Protection Overlay District may be
appealed to the State Coastal Commission in accordance with the coastal appeal procedures
established in Section 24.04.186 in this title.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
Part 26: CZ-0 COASTAL ZONE OVERLAY DISTRICT
24.10.2500. PURPOSE.
The Coastal Zone District is an Overlay Zone, the boundaries of which are determined by the
California Coastal Act of 1976. The purpose of the Coastal Zone is to provide a means of carry!ng
out the policies of the Coastal Act and the city's Local Coastal Land Use Plan. Within the Coastal
Zone is an area which requires further, special consideration. The SP-0 Shoreline Protection
Overlay District is a subdistrict of the Coastal Zone Overlay, immediately adjacent to the ocean
1where certain Coastal Act policies are particularly significant and require special review. This
section of the Zoning Ordinance is also part of the Local Coastal Implementation Plan.
(Ord. 94-33 § 54, 1994: Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
24.10.2510 GENERAL.
A coastal permit shall be required of all development in the Coastal Zone District in addition to
other permits required by the. Zoning Ordinance or Municipal Code, except as herein excluded in
exception provisions, Section 24.10.2520. The regulations of the Coastal Zone Overlay and
Shoreline Protection Overlay apply in addition to underlying zones and their regulations.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
24.10.2520 EXEMPTIONS.
Because not all development in the Coastal Zone has bearing on the purpose and goals of the
Coastal Act, certain coastal development types and areas may be exempted from the
requirements of a coastal permit. These exemptions and categorical and/or geographical
exclusions shall be those set forth by the city council, and will go into effect after approval by the
Coastal Commission.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
Part 27: MIXED USE OVERLAY DISTRICT
24.10.2600 PURPOSE.
The purpose of the Mixed Use Overlay District is to promote the General Plan policy for mixed
use and live work development opportunities within the city, by establishing an overlay zone that
may be applied to multifamily residential districts that are located on arterial streets or in areas
appropriate for mixed use developments.
Exhibit 7
(Ord. 96-07 § 1 (part), 1996).
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24.10.4065
all sites abutting a Neighborhood ConservaNeighborhood Conservation Overlay District,
tion Overlay District.
a valid Certificate of Occupancy shall be reIn addition to the regulations of the underquired for each transfer of the property within
lying zoning districts, all development, redethe District. Certificates will ·not be issued for
velopment and building expansions on sites
properties with a recorded Notice of Violaabutting Neighborhood Conservation Overlay
tion. Certificates will be issued when units
Districts shall comply with the following:
comply with applicable codes.
1. Siting: All development shall :be de(Ord. 2000-18 § 3 (part), 2000).
signed in a manner that is compatible, to the j
·
·
extent possible, ·with the existing residential · Part 42: WEST CLIFF DRIVE OVERLAY
structures in the abutting Neighborhood· ConDISTRJ CT*
servation Overlay District.
* Editor's Note: As adopted by. Section 6 of Or2. Design: All development shall be
dinan~e 2000-27, this part was designated as Part
subject to a design permit and must be in
32 of Chapter 24.1 0, and the sections numbered
as § 24.10.3200, et seq. At the direction of the
compliance with adopted design guidelines.
city clerk, it was editorially renumbered to be
3. Height: While the regulations of the
Part
42 (§ 24.10.4200 et seq.) to avoid conflict
underlying zoning district. will control· height,
with previously designated section numbers.
all development, redevelopment and building
expansions on sites abutting the Neighborhood Conservation District and within 30 feet
24.10.4200 PURPOSE.
of existing adjacent Conservation District
The purpose of the West Cliff Drive Overresidential structures; shall transition in height
lay District is to promote quality residential
and bulk to create a visually compatible reladevelopment on and adjacent to West Cliff
. tionship with existing structures. Distinctive
Drive that positively enhances the public
architectural features may be allowed addispace or realm along West Cliff Drive. The (_
tional height if permitted by the underlying
West Cliff Drive Overlay District· will predistrict~ and if compatible with the' neighborserve, protect and enhance West Cliff Drive as
ing district.
an important social and environmental city
. 4. Parking: All parking must be screyned
and community space; reinforce the residenfrom view from the first floor of existing resitial neighborhood character of the north side
dential structures in the Conservation District.
of West Cliff Drive; preserve the public view
This screening m~y be accomplis~ed by' walls,
toward the ocean from streets which intersect
trellises, fencing, and/or landscaping. All dewith West Cliff Drive; and enhance the streetvelopment must sub~~ .~.P..arking/landscaping 'scape by requiring landscaping and modulaplan.
· ... · ·.
.·
· ··
tion of building forms on buildings facing
5. All lighting-must be designed so that
West Cliff Drive. This section of the Zoning
the light source is not visible from the adj aOrdinance is also part of the Local Coastal
cent residential properties nor are the light
Implementation Plan. Please also see Part 25,
rays directed or reflected into or on adjacent
Sections 24.10.2400 et al for properti~s lying
residential properties.
within the Shoreline Protection Overlay Dis(Ord. 2000-18 § 3 (part), 2000).
trict.
COrd. 2000-27 § 6 (part), 2000).
) 24.10.4065 CERTIFICATE OF

J

lz4.10.4210

OCCUPANCY REQUIRED.
In order to ensure safe and sanitary housing
and rehabilitation of structures within the

(Supp. No. I 0- 5/24/200 I)

APPLICABILITY ..

The West Cliff Drive Overlay District
regulations shall apply to the areas so

24-126
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24.10.4230
designated on the official zoning map of the
city (attached hereto) and shall be combined
with the underlying zone for such area. This
district generally includes all properties with
frontage along West Cliff Drive from Bay
Street to Swanton Road and properties on intersecting streets lying within 100 feet of the
northerly West .Cliff Drive right-of way line.
(Ord. 2000-27 § 6 (part), 2000).

/24.10.4220 PERMIT REQUIREMENTS.
All principal pennitted and use permit required uses shall "be those· of the' underlying
zone.
(Ord. 2000-27 § 6 (part), 2000).

A4.10.4230 DISTRICT REGULATIONS.
1. 'Development standards shall be those
of the underlying zone, except as modified by
this section.
2. Building Height. The maximum permitted 'height for ·the principal buildi11g shall
be two stories and 30 feet. The maximum
height for an accessory -structure shall be one
story and 15 feet. The height shall be measured from the top of the structure to the existing o:f·cteated: •finished· :grad~, ··whichever _is
lower.
3. Building Envelope. In addition to
meeting the building height requirements, no
portion of the principal or accessory buildings,
with the exception ·of chimneys not more than
six square feet in horizontal dimension,, shall
encroach in a building·envelope plane defi11ed
by a line 'beginning at a point six feet above
the lowest point along the front .property line
and extending over the property at an angle of
35 degrees from the horizontal plane. Architectural elements ·such as. 1bell.towers, spires,
turrets, widow walks, cupolas, flag poles, etc.
may extend 10 feet above the height limitation, subject to design permit review. (See
diagram.)

Rear Propeny Une-----l!

DUILOING Er<VELOPH
Not 10 Seal~

4. Building Setbacks.
a. Front Yard Setback.
(1) 20 foot minimum front yard setback
with no more than 60 percent of the width of
the lot ·at the setback line occupied by the .
building. The remaining portions of the
building must be setback a minimum of five
feet from the front setback line. (See diagram.)
Balance of the structure
must be. setback a
niinimum of 5' from
face of building located
on the front setback line

···at
width

(2)'_.Jf;~.)~~~ge is provided within the front

portib'ri 'of t~.E\ pro:eerty, the face o~. the gar~ge
shall be setback a minimum of ten feet behind
the closest front facade .of the residential
building toward the street.
b. Side Yard Setbacks.
(1) Lots 100 feet or less in width:
(i) The combined width of the first floor
side setbacks shall be a minimum of 20 _percent of the lot width. The minimum interior
side yard setback shall be five feet and minimum exterior side yard shall be eight feet;
(ii) The second floor and above, the combined width of the sideyards shall be a minimum of 30 percent of the lot width. The
minimum interior side yard setback at seven

24-126.1
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24.10.4240

:;;

and a half (7 .5) feet and mmnnum exterior
side yard shall be 10 feet.
(iii) The setbacks for accessory buildings
shall be the same as the principal building.
(2) Lots with more than 100 feet width:
(i) The combined width of the first floor
side setbacks shall be a minimum of 30 percent of the lot width. The minimum interior
side yard setback shall be ten feet and exterior
side yard shall be 20 feet;
(ii) The second floor and above, the combined width of the side yard~ shall be a minimum of 35 percent of the lot width. The
minimum interior side yard setback at 15 feet
and the minimum exterior side yard shall be
25 feet.
(iii) The setbacks for accessory buildings
shall be the same as the principal building.
c.
Rear Yard Setbacks.
(1) 20 feet minimum rear sethack for the
principal building.
5. Height of First Floor or Grade. The
height of the first floor of any structure shall
not be greater than five feet above the average
elevation of the top of the curb parallel to the
front yard property line. (See diagram.)

Open fences only in front yard except if

~'}t~~§~ 5' - limned to maximum hctght

c. Garages located in the rear 50 percent
of the lot shall be granted floor area ratio
credit up to 500 square feet.
7. Off-Street Parking.
a. Not more than 25 percent of the lot
width can be devoted to driveway access
within the front yard setback and in no case
may the driveway access be less than 10 feet
in width nor exceed 18feet in width.
b. All driveways shall lead to covered
parking equipped with garage doors.
c. No carports are permitted that are visible from the public right-of-way.
8. Landscaping. A1l unpaved portions of ·
the front and exterior side yards shall be improved and maintained with appropriate landscaping materials. Not more than 35 percent
of the front and exterior side yard setback area r,'
may paved or developed in non-plant materi- ·,
als.
9. Fencing. The maximum height of a
fence located within the front setback is three
and one-half feet. All fencing within the frqnt
yard shall be visually open such as a picket or
wrought iron style fence. No opaque walls are
permitted unless the fence or wall is setback
from the front property line (or exterior side
yard) a minimum of six feet and the property
between the wall and the property line is fully
landscaped.
10. Nonconforming Structures. A reconstruction pennit shall not be required to repair
or reconstruct a nonconforming structure except if the proposed reconstruction varies in
any way in exterior design from the previous
building being repaired or replaced.
(Ord. 2000-27 § 6 (part), 2000).

/-

6. Floor Area Ratio.
a.
The gross floor area ratio for lots
12,500 square feet and less located in the
West Cliff Drive Overlay District shall be as _.~./
follows:
v 24.10.4240 DESIGN REGULATIONS .
.50- (Ax .02)/1000 =B
1. All projects involving exterior construction or remodeling resulting in any inA is the amount of square footage over
crease of the floor area developed under this
5,000 square feet
part will require a design pennit pursuant to
8 is the gross floor area ratio
Chapter 24.08 Part 5.
b. The gross floor area ratio for lots
(Ord. 2000-27 § 6 (part), 2000).
greater than 12,500 square feet shall be FAR
.35.
(Supp. No. 10- 5/24/2001)
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Chapter 24.18
NONCONFORMING USES AND STRUCTURES*
*
Editor's Note: Chapter 24.18, Nonconforming Uses and Structures, has been amended in
its entirety by Ordinance 90-15, adopted 5-22-90. Prior ordinances contained in this chapter
include portions of Ords. 85-05 and 89-10.
24.18.010
Purpose.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide for the control, improvement and termination of
uses or structures which do not conform to the regulations of this title for the district in which
they are located. This section of the Zoning Ordinance is also part of the Local Coastal
Implementation Plan.
(Ord. 94-33 § 76, 1994: Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).
24.18.020
General Application.
1.
Any lawfully established puilding or structure, use of a building or structure,
existing at the effective date of this title, or of any amendments thereto, that does not conform to
the regulations for the district in which it is located, shall be deemed to be legally nonconforming
and may be continued, except as otherwise provided in this chapter.
2.
Any legal nonconforming use may be continued, provided there is no increase in
the intensity of such use.
3.
Any legal nonconforming building or structure shall not be made more
nonconforming.
4.
A building, structure or part thereof for which a building permit was issued prior
to the enactment of amendments to this title making aspects of the building or structure
nonconforming may be completed provided that work is prosecuted continuously and without
delay. When completed, such building shall be deemed to be a legal nonconforming structure ·
and shall thereafter be subject to the regulations set forth herein.
5.
A building, structure, or use nonconforming only because of noncompliance with
setbacks from a watercourse or wetland as required in Section 24.08.2100, shall be considered
legally nonconforming.
6.§..;.
Nothing in this chapter shall prevent the strengthening or restoring to a safe
condition of any part of any building or structure declared unsafe by the building official.
(Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).
24.18.030
Nonconforming Structures- Enlargement and Alterations.
A nonconforming structure may be enlarged or structurally altered, provided that it is not
made more nonconforming.
1.
Exception. When a single-family residence has nonconforming side or rear yards,
additions to such structures shall be permitted on the first floor, while maintaining side and rear
yards no less than existing yards, and provided a design permit is obtained.
(Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).
24.18.040
Nonconforming Structures and Uses- Reconstruction.
A nonconforming structure which is damaged or destroyed by fire, flood, wind,
emihquake, or other disaster may be repaired or reconstructed. A nonconforming structure
damaged to more than fifty percent of its value as determined by the chief building official shall
require approval of a reconstruction permit (Chapter 24.08, Part 20). Buildings or structures
damaged more than fifty percent as described above that are nonconforming only because of
noncompliance with setbacks from a watercourse or wetland as required in Section Part 21 may
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be reconstructed subject to a building permit only provided that the General Requirements in
Section 24.08.2030 are met.
(Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).

24.18.050
1.

Nonconforming Use- Change.

24.18.060

Nonconforming Use- Expansion Prohibited.

Where a nonresidential use is nonconforming because of failure to meet parking
requirements, another nonconforming use may be substituted, provided its sole nonconformity
pertains to parking and its parking requirement does not exceed the parking requirement for the
use it replaces.
2.
When a nonconforming use in a residential R- District is changed to a permitted
use, it shall meet the Zoning Ordinance requirement for the permitted use.
(Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).

Any nonconforming use may be maintained and continued, provided there is no
expansion in the area or volume occupied or devoted to such nonconforming use, and further
provided there is no increase in the intensity of such nonconforming use except as otherwise
provided in this title.
(Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).

24.18.070
1.

Nonconforming Use- Discontinuance.

Any nonconforming, nonresidential use that is nonconforming due to district use
regulations and/or violates performance standards and which is discontinued or abandoned or
otherwise ceases operation for a period of six months or more shall not be resumed, and all
subsequent use of such structure or portion of structure or site shall conform to this title. An
administrative use permit shall be required for a new use exceeding the parking requirement for
the use it replaces. The approving body shall find that the reduction in parking requirements will
not adversely affect parking on adjacent and nearby streets and properties.
2.
Whenever any pmi of a building, structure or land occupied by a nonconforming
use is changed to or replaced by a use conforming to the provisions of this title, regardless of the
period of time such conforming use occupies the building, such premises shall not thereafter be
used or occupied by a nonconforming use.
3.
Any uses nonconforming by reason of noncompliance with performance
standards established herein shall be deemed illegal until compliance with performance standards
is achieved.
4.
Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (1 ), above, any nonconforming use
which operates on property being acquired by the city or redevelopment agency by eminent
domain or under threat of condemnation and which is required to discontinue or otherwise cease
operation because of construction activities unde1iaken by the city or redevelopment agency may
resume said use without losing its status as nonconforming: (1) within two years; or (2) within
six months after the city's or redevelopment agency's construction activities are completed so as
to enable said use to resume, whichever is later. Nothing contained in this subsection shall be
construed as having any effect upon the city's or redevelopment agency's proprietary interest in
property acquired by eminent domain or under threat of condemnation.
(Ord. 2000-19 § 1, 2000: Ord. 98-13 § 1, 1998: Ord. 92-19 § 1, 1992; Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).
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24.18.080
Nonconforming Use- Maintenance, Repairs and Nonstructural Alterations
to buildings.
1.
Normal and routine maintenance or nonstructural alterations of any structure for
the purpose of preserving its existing condition, retarding or eliminating wear and tear or
physical depreciation, rendering the space more usable, or complying with the requirements of
law shall be permitted.
2.
Structural alterations or enlargement of the building containing nonconforming,
nonresidential uses shall be permitted only to accommodate a conforming use, or when made to
comply with the requirements of the law.
3.
Buildings containing nonconforming residential uses may be altered to improve
liveability, provided no structural alterations shal~ be made which would increase the number of
dwelling units or the bulk of the building.
(Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).
24.18.090
Nonconforming Use- Conversion to Conditional Use.
Any use legally existing on the effective date of this title, or amendments thereto, which
is listed as a conditional use in the district in which it is located but which has never obtained a
conditional use permit, shall be and remain a nonconforming use until a conditional use permit is
obtained as provided in this title.
(Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).
24.18.100

Reserved.

24.18.110
Burden of Proof.
1.
In any administrative or judicial proceeding wherein it is claimed that a structure
or use is allowable as a nonconforming structure or use, the party asserting that such
nonconforming status exists shall have the burden of providing proof of the same.
2.
In any administrative proceeding such burden of proof shall be met only if the
following findings can be made:
a.
That the structure or use was lawful when commenced; and
b.
No conditions have occurred since then that would require its abatement; and
c.
No unlawful expansion, enlargement, or intensification of this structure or use has
occurred and remains in place.
(Ord. 90-15 § 1, 1990).
Chapter 24.22

DEFINITIONS

24.22.498
Lot Area, Net.
The area within the lot lines with less than thirty-percent slope and not within a riparian
corridor as defined in Section 24.08.2110 (g) or a Floodplain (F-P) District., ffil)' stremn or
permanent body of v,rater.
(Ord. 85-05 § 1 (part), 1985).
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GOAL S 1:

Minimize geologic hazards to people and property that result from conditions
of the land and human activity.

Policies and Programs:

1.1

~ 1.1.1

ij
--

Control development deemed hazardous due to steep and unstable slopes.
(See policy EQ 3.2.)

J

Require engineering geology reports when, in the opinion of the
Planning Director, excavation and grading have the potential to
create unstable soil conditions.

~

'~

~ 1.2

R

Mitigate hazards posed by cliff retreat. (See policy EQ 3.3}
1.2.1

For development adjacent to cliffs, require setbacks for buildings
equal to 50 years of anticipated cliff retreat.

~ 1.2.2

Require site specific geologic investigations for all development
within 100 feet of existing coastal bluffs.

R

Revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff
retaining walls, and other construction that alters natural shoreline
processes shall be · permitted when required to serve coastaldependent uses or protect existing structures or public beaches in
danger from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate
adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply. (See policies under
EQ 4.1.3, PR 1.7.6)

1.2.3

:1!11'

I
I

C. SEISMIC HAZARDS
Earthquakes strike quickly, without warning, and with their secondary effects (landslides,
Exhibit 7
tsunamis, liquefaction), can leave an aftermath of extensive damage, injury, and death.
While there are no formally recognized faults within the City, it lies within 15A-3-STC-16-0016
miles of at
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~ 3.4.9 Encourage the State Department of Par-.3 CillO Recreation to prepare
and implement a management plan for Natural Bridges Marsh
pursuant to policies NB 1.5, NB 1.5.1-1.5.4 in ASP pp. 461-468.

~ 3.4.10 Implement the Neary Lagoon Management Plan as excerpted in ASP
pp. 473-491.

1
~

~

~

~
4

~ 3.4.11 Implement the San Lorenzo River Enhancement and Design Plans as
summarized in ASP pp. 494-509.

4

~
~

~ 3.4.12 Implement the Moore CreekCorridor Management and Access Plan
as excerpted in ASP pp. 453-458. (See policy EQ 3.1.5)
~ 3.5

Protect coastal recreation areas, maintain· all existing coastal access points
open to the public, and enhance public •access, open space quality and
r~creational enjoyment in a manner that :is consistent with the California
Coastal Act. (See policies under EO 4.1 apd PR 1.7)
!

~ 3 .5.1 Protect coastal bluffs and beaches from intrusion by non-recreational
1

structures and incompatible uses and along the shoreline, require new
development or remodeling to be sited and designed so as to avoid a
"wall" of buildings.

~ 3.5.2 Ensure that development does not iflterfere with the public's right to
access the ocean (where acquired through use or other legislative
authorization).
·

~ 3.5.3 Require new development and public works projects to provide public
access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and along the
coast, except where it is inconsistent with public safety, protection of
fragile coastal resources, or where adequate access exists nearby.

I
I

I

~ 3.5.4 Wherever feasible and appropriate, distribute public facilities (including parking areas) throughout the coastal recreation area to mitigate ·
the impacts of 'overcrowding or over-use by the public of any single
area.

~ 3.5.5 Develop and implement plans to maximize public access and enjoyment of recreations areas along the coastline. (See Policy PR 1.7.)

4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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••
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE
725 FRONT STREET, SUITE 300
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
PHONE: (831) 427-4863
FAX: (831) 427-4877
WEB: WWW.COASTAL.CA.GOV

=;

January 5, 2016

Eric Marlatt, Zoning Administrator
City of Santa Cruz
809 Center Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
ATTN: Ryan Bane, Senior Planner

Subject:

1307 W. Cliff Drive
Coastal Commission Staff Comments on Coastal Permit No. CP15-0157

Dear Mr. Marlatt:
We have reviewed the staff report for the above-referenced project that was received in our
office on December 28, 2015 and have the following comments:

1. Nonconforming Use/Ocean Front Recreation Zoning District. The project involves
extensive redevelopment of an existing legal, nonconforming single family residence,
including: a new foundation (which would raise the structure by 6 inches); an upgraded
septic system; new electrical, mechanical and plumbing systems; exterior improvements
including new windows, doors, trim, siding, copper gutters and roofing, and a new deck.
The project also proposes significant improvements to an existing detached unit,
including a new kitchenette, bathroom and French doors. Additionally, a new retaining
wall is proposed along the outward edge of the existing driveway.
i

I

d
~
""\

I·

The City's nonconforming use/structure ordinance is part of the certified Local Coastal
Program (IP Section 24.18.01 0). The underlying purpose of any nonconforming
use/structure ordinance is ultimately the elimination of the nonconformity over time. In
order to achieve this end, the ordinance limits the scope and extent of allowable
improvements to nonconforming structures to normal and routine maintenance for the
purpose of preserving its "existing condition" (IP Section 24.18.060(1)) and allows for
limited alterations to "improve livability" (IP Section24.18.060(3)).
In this case, the parcel at issue is zoned Ocean Front Recreation (OF-R), and is located
within the Shoreline Protection Overlay (SPO) and West Cliff Drive Overlay (WCD).
The purpose of the OF-R zoning district is "to ensure the protection of coastal resources
and views; to provide public access and maintenance of public use; to assure that coastal
development is consistent with the Coastal Land Use Plan and General Plan; and to
promote the safe occupancy and the reasonable use of lands subject to continuous
erosion, such as coastal cliffs and beaches." (IP Section 29.10.1900). Residential use is
not a permitted use in this zoning district, and single family dwellings are not

'

I
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allowed (IP Section 24.10.1910). Thus, the existing residence is nonconforming with
respect to the standards of the OF-R zoning district.
As a general matter, we are concerned that the scope and extent of the proposed .
redevelopment project will result in the indefinite continuation of the nonconforming
structure and use at this location, particularly with respect to the foundation
improvements. More specifically, it does not appear that the scope and extent of the
proposed redevelopment is consistent with the language or intent of the nonconforming
use ordinance as it goes well beyond what would nonnally be considered "normal and
routine" maintenance for the purpose of preserving the "existing condition." Moreover,
the proposed redevelopment of the detached cottage appear to be in direct conflict with
the directives of the nonconforming use ordinance because a new kitchenette and the
conversion of a closet to a full batln·oom 1 would increase the intensity of the
nonconforming residential use of this structure in direct conflict with IP Section
24.18.060.
In addition, the staff report states that "[i]n order to maintain the legal nonconforming
status of the residential use, the structure must remain intact with more than 50-percent of
the exterior walls to remain as part of the remodel. An in-depth review of the demolition
plans has been completed to insure that more than 50-percent of the exterior walls are to
remain, and that the remodel does not qualify as demolition." However, we are not aware
of any reference to this standard in the nonconforming use ordinance. What is the basis
for this statement/standard? As discussed above, a significant amount of work is being
proposed beyond the exterior walls.
2. Shoreline Protection Overlay. Additionally, the subject property is zoned in the
Shoreline Protection Overlay District. The purpose of the Shoreline Protection Overlay
District is to "preserve and protect the coastal and environmental resources in the city of
Santa Cruz. It is furthermore intended that the Shoreline Protection Overlay District
accomplish the following: minimize cut, fill, earthmoving, riprap placement, grading
operations, and other such man-made intrusions in coastal areas; to control erosion; to
protect development from geological or other coastal related hazards; to protect public
views; to protect and enhance shoreline access for the public; to protect paleontological
resources; to generally implement the policies of the Local Coastal Land Use Plan" (IP
Section 24.1 0.2400). Moreover, the Shoreline Protection Overlay requires that the
reviewing body (i.e. Zoning Administrator) make extensive findings as set forth in IP
Section 24.10.2430, including that the development "minimizes alterations of cliffs, bluff
tops, faces or bases, and will not interfere with sand movement."
In this case, the staff report references a geologic report and supplement and discusses the
required findings, however, the report does not appear to discuss the stability of the site
in relation to the appropriate bluff setback, or in relation to the existing shoreline

The staff report references the removal of an existing bathroom "pop out" in the detached cottage, however it is not clear
whether this pop out was constructed with the benefit of a permit.
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protection (rip rap revetment) or to what extent the existing structures are reliant on this
shoreline protection. We previously identified to City staff that it appears that a
significant portion of this rip rap revetment is unpermitted. Moreover, it is unclear
whether the shoreline protection is located on public property, including, potentially
public trust land owned by the State Lands Commission. We believe that these issues
should be more fully explored prior to authorizing the proposed redevelopment project.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. We look forward to continuing to work
with the City and Applicant as this project moves through the local review process. If you would
like to discuss the project, please do not hesitate to contact me at the address and phone number
listed above.

SinrZ; ~
Ryan Moroney.
{
District Supervisor
Califomia Coastal Commission

1
I
i
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Ryan Moroney
California Coastal Commission
Central Coastal Office
725 Front Street, Suite 300
Santa Cruz, Ca. 95060-4506

March 23, 2016

RE: Response to Appeal No. A-3-STC-16-0016; 1316 West Cliff Dr.
Mr. Moroney:
I am writing to respond to the appeal filed on 2/2/16 regarding the City of Santa Cruz's approval
of a Coastal Development Permit allowing the remodel of an existing house and guest house
located at 1307 West Cliff Drive. As that permit plainly conforms to the City’s Local Coastal
Program, the appeal does not raise a “substantial issue” of conformance with the LCP.
These structures were built approximately 78 years ago and many of their components have
either fallen into a state of disrepair or outlived their useful lifespan. To ensure these structures
are safe to occupy, structurally sound, and current with new building code requirements, the
homeowners must repair and maintain them. Likewise, some improvements are necessary.
The existing residential use is a lawful non-conforming use under the City’s municipal code.
The property is located within the OFR (Ocean Front Recreational) zone district. Single family
homes are generally not a permitted use within this district. Because the houses were built
before this designation was placed on the property, the use is considered a non-conforming use.
Non-conforming structures can be remodeled. In fact the City's regulations state under what
circumstances remodeling is allowed. As will be discussed more fully below, and as the City
implicitly concluded when it issued a permit, this project is consistent with these regulations.
1. Nonconforming Regulations
The City's Non-Conforming Use regulations govern the proposed work to be performed on these
structures. Indeed, the City Zoning Administrator found the proposal to be consistent with these
codes.
The following code sections support the owners’ ability to remodel the house in accordance with
the proposed plans:
Section 24.18.010: "The purpose of [the Non-Conforming Use regulations are] to provide for the
control, improvement and termination of uses or structures which do not conform to the
regulations of this title for the district it is located."


This code section is not intended just for the elimination of non-conforming uses, but also
provides for the control and improvement of such non-conforming uses. In fact, the code
provides for the continuation of a non-conforming use as long as the use is not expanded
or intensified. Here, this project is in keeping with this regulation because it allows for
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control (i.e., conditions of approval, building permits) and improvements (repair and
renovation of the structures that are unsafe, deteriorated or not in keeping with current
building code requirements).
24.18.020(2): "Any legal nonconforming use may be continued, provided there is no increase in
the intensity of sure use."


Here, no increase in square footage is proposed. In fact, the square footage of the house
is being reduced and no additional bedrooms are being proposed. (See Sheet A2.0 of
architectural plans). Therefore, without an increase in square footage or any additional
bedrooms, there would be no increase in intensity for residential uses (and none of the
typical triggers for additional parking needs).

Section 24.18.020(6): "Nothing in this chapter shall prevent the strengthening or restoring to a
safe condition of any part of any building or structure declared unsafe by the building official."


Here, according to a City of Santa Cruz building inspector, the structures are unsafe
because of a failing foundation. During the permitting process, and in order to ensure
that the proposal is in keeping with this requirement, the City required the owners to
apply for a special inspection by the Building Official to inspect the house and the
foundation. They also required a review of the foundation and the soils by a structural
engineer and a geotechnical engineer, respectively. These inspections were performed by
Paul Endres, licensed structural engineer and Rick Parks, licensed geotechnical engineer.
The results of their investigation are attached. (See Attachment 1, 3, and 5). Based on
this information and the inspections performed by the Dean Jones, City building
inspector, and Nancy Concepcion, associate planner for the City, Deputy Building
Inspector Eric Simonson concluded that "the foundation supporting these structures are
failing due to poor soil conditions the original 1940's buildings are sitting on as well as
lack of proper reinforcement in the concrete." He recommended we improve the
structural integrity and safety of the foundation system as soon as possible. (See
attachment 10). The proposed project seeks to follow that recommendation by
strengthening and restoring these structures to a safe condition.

Section 24.18.060: "Any nonconforming use may be maintained and continued provided there is
no expansion in the area or volume occupied or devoted to such nonconforming use except as
otherwise provided in this title."


As stated above, the homeowners are asking to be allowed to maintain and make safe the
existing structures, not increase the volume or expand the area. The structures are being
reduced in size. Also the removal of the fireplace chimney and the dormers from the
main house will reduce the bulk of the house.

Section 24.18.080(1): "Normal and routine maintenance or nonstructural alterations for the
purpose of preserving its existing condition, retarding or eliminating wear and tear or physical
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depreciation, rendering the space more usable, or complying with the requirements of law shall
be permitted."1


Much of the proposed work would fall under what the City defines as routine
maintenance and repair. This includes remodel work such as painting, window and door
replacement, siding and trim repair or replacement, reroofing, plumbing and electrical
repairs, and upgrades, etc. The City has also ruled that the remodel work cannot remove
more than 50% of the exterior wall; or that work would constitute reconstruction and
would not be allowed. (See Attachment 11). Therefore, we were asked to submit
calculations demonstrating that the remodel was in fact under the 50% threshold. These
calculations show that we propose to keep 51.9% of the exterior wall of the main house
and 63% of the wall of the guest house. (See sheet A2.0 of architect's plans).

Section 24.18.080(3): Buildings containing nonconforming residential uses may be altered to
improve livability, provided no structural alterations shall be made which would increase the
number of dwelling units or the bulk of the building."


Nothing is being proposed that would increase the number of units or increase the bulk or
mass of the units.

2. House Design
Notwithstanding appellants’ assertion that this house is a landmark and a Cotswold Cottage
design, this house is not a historic structure or landmark. At the hearing the Zoning
Administrator stated that in 2012 the City conducted a review of several homes in the City to
determine if they had any historic significance. He stated that this house was not considered
historic and did not have any elements of historic significance. As for the assertion that this
house is a Cotswold Cottage, the project architect has considered this statement and finds it to be
without merit (See attachment 7). These sort of cottages from the Cotswold area of England
were built in medieval times with slate or thatch roofs and brick, stone or stucco siding. This
house is neither historic nor of the Cotswold design.
In fact there is no one style of house that is typical along West Cliff Drive or the surrounding
streets. There are a variety of styles and designs. But the thing that sets this house apart is that it
is located on the ocean side of West Cliff Drive with no other houses surrounding it. The main
purpose for replacement of the dilapidated wood siding is to provide proper weatherproofing.
The proposed replacement siding will have a torched finish which increases longevity and is
more durable in sea locations. The proposed finishes will also be more complimentary to the
natural setting by blending in more with the surrounding landscape. The architect has also stated
that the dormers are being removed because they leak and are causing water damage to the
house. The installation of the skylights to replace them is to allow more natural light into the
structure. This is completely in keeping with the requirements of maintenance and repair of the
existing house. And since this is not a historic structure, this type of change is permitted and
consistent with City code and the LCP.
This section applies only to ordinary maintenance and repairs, not structural alterations, which
are addressed in another section. (See city code section 24.18.020(6) above).

1
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3. Trees
The appellants have offered no justification as to why the project would have a negative effect on
the trees. By contrast, the City staff, our project arborist, and our landscape architects agree that
the project, as proposed, will be beneficial for the trees. Maureen Hamb, certified arborist for the
project, inspected and evaluated the two Monterey cypress trees and the eucalyptus on the
property. (See Attachment 6). She concluded that both the Cypress and Eucalyptus are in
generally good health but are subject to ongoing erosion. She recommends site erosion be
controlled and the trees be pruned. These recommendations have been incorporated into the
conditions of approval for the project. In addition the conditions of approval also require that all
trees be protected by fencing during construction and said fencing shall be installed to the
satisfaction of the Planning Director. So there is already direct oversight for the protection of the
tress by the City of Santa Cruz.
4. Erosion and Drainage
The proposed project stands to improve the property’s erosion issues. The City has for a long
time had an undersized storm drain pipe that has just recently been replaced which was causing
erosion underneath the property driveway as well as the public walkway adjacent to the property.
Part of this project would repair the driveway and install a soil pin retaining wall along the edge
of the driveway to ensure no further erosion will occur. This recommendation came from the
project geotechnical engineer, Rick Parks. (See attachment 1 and 2). Mr. Parks also confirmed
that the removal of the dilapidated foundation will not cause more erosion. Also, the installation
of the soil pin retaining wall will not negatively affect the public walkway adjacent to the
property. In fact, because the wall will aid the prevention of erosion, that, when coupled with the
repair of the storm drain by the City, there should be very positive effects on the public pathway.
In addition, based on the recommendation from the project arborist, Maureen Hamb, the existing
ice plant on the property is being removed because it does not help prevent erosion. She
recommends replacing the ice plant with native, non-invasive coastal adapted plants. (See
attachment 6). The project landscape architect, Joni Janecki and Associates have prepared a
landscape and erosion control plan that meets these recommendations. (See Plan Sheets L1.0
and L1.1 and attachment 8).
The proposed project would also improve site drainage problems. The site as it exist today is
poorly drained. The existing concrete deck is being replaced with a wooden deck set wide
enough apart to allow for improved drainage. The structures will also have gutters installed to
collect and control roof runoff and properly convey it. These were recommendations from the
project geotechnical engineer. (See attachment 1 and 4). The proposed site and landscape plan
both are intended to correct drainage and erosion control issues that have gone unchecked for
several years.
5. Reconstruction Permit
The appellants have said that the project is inconsistent with the West Cliff Drive Overlay
District because a Reconstruction Permit was not required. Section 24.08.2000 (Reconstruction
Permits) states, "A nonconforming building or structure which was damaged as a result of a
natural disaster by more than fifty percent as determined by the building official, may be repaired
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or reconstructed by first obtaining a reconstruction permit." The general requirements state,
"Except as provided below, a reconstruction permit shall be filed with the department of
planning and community development within one year from the disaster. Reconstruction shall be
started within two years from issuance of the reconstruction permit and diligently prosecuted to
completion." It is clear that the Reconstruction Permit is required to review nonconforming
structures that have been damaged as a result of a natural disaster. Here, there was no damage as
a result of natural disaster, and hence no need for a Reconstruction Permit. Thus, the appellants’
argument has no merit: the proposed repair and maintenance does not require a Reconstruction
Permit
Conclusion
There is no substantial issue whether this project is consistent with the City of Santa Cruz
regulations and the Local Coastal Plan. The fact that the appearance of the remodeled structures
will be different from the existing structures is not in violation of any provision of the LCP. The
remodel will reduce the square footage and bulk of the structures, improve the view of the public
by having the structures blend in more with the natural surroundings, and address the issue of
ongoing erosion that will be beneficial to the public pathway adjacent to the property. The
appellants’ arguments are not supported by the facts. Nor have they provided any expert analysis
to challenge the inspections, plans, calculations or opinions of the project experts or the City
staff. Therefore I ask that you uphold the City's action and find that there is no Substantial Issue
to hold a hearing.

Thanks for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Deidre Hamilton
Cc:

Shige and Amy Honjo
Kate Courteau
Ryan Banes
David Ivester
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Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Geotechnical Response to Coastal Commission Appeal, dated 3/15/16
Supplement Geotechnical Recommendations Driveway retaining wall, dated 9/4/15
Supplemental Geotechnical Recommendations for Seismic Upgrades, dated 5/12/15
Geotechnical Investigation for the proposed remodel of Main Residence and Guest
House, dated 1/8/15
5. Letter from Paul Endres regarding structural repairs, dated 5/1/15
6. Tree Assessment and Pruning Specifications prepared by Maureen Hamb, dated 4/1/16
7. Architectural Response to Coastal Commission Appeal, dated 3/18/16
8. Landscape Architect Response to Coastal Commission Appeal from Joni Janecki, dated
3/17/16
9. Zoning Permit with Finding and Conditions
10. Email correspondence from Eric Simonson, Deputy Building Official, regarding
foundation, dated 6/1/15
11. Memorandum from Eric Marlatt, Principal Planner to Current Planners regarding
Alteration/Remodel vs. Reconstruction of a Nonconforming Structure, dated 1/22/15
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BRISCOE IVESTER & BAZEL LLP
155 SANSOME STREET
SEVENTH FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94104
(415) 402-2700
FAX (415) 398-5630

David M. Ivester
(415) 402-2702
divester@briscoelaw.net

By Electronic and Regular Mail
September 22, 2016
Sharif Traylor
Enforcement Officer
California Coastal Commission
Central Coast District
725 Front Street, Suite 300
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Re:

Shigefumi and Amy Honjo, 1307 West Cliff Drive, City of Santa Cruz;
Violation File No. V-3-15-0124

Dear Mr. Traylor:
INTRODUCTION
I write on behalf of Shigefumi and Amy Honjo (the “Honjos”) in response to your letter
of February 23, 2016, characterizing a portion of the riprap revetment on their property at 1307
West Cliff Drive (“Property”) as “unpermitted” and calling for them to resolve a violation of the
Coastal Act.
While we readily agree that the riprap revetment constitutes “development” within the
meaning of the Coastal Act, we disagree with the characterization of the revetment as
unpermitted. As explained below, the Coastal Commission permitted the revetment in 1983 and
1992, and both the Honjos and their predecessors have relied on the Commission’s authorization
in maintaining the revetment and the house and cottage on the Property.
In any event, as also explained below, even if the revetment were unpermitted, the time to
bring an action to press any such claim has long since expired.
We ask that the Commission staff review the circumstances and confirm that the
revetment is permitted and may be maintained by the Honjos.
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BACKGROUND
The City of Santa Cruz (“City”) constructed the West Cliff Drive bike path in 1977. In
support of this project, Larimore Cummins, then owner of the Property at 1307 West Cliff Drive,
donated a 100-foot strip of the property to the City.
Around 1980, to help maintain its newly built path, the City placed riprap to the west of
the Property. The City placed this riprap under the overhanging bluff and extended it onto the
beach. Unfortunately, the riprap led to increased erosion of the bluff along the waterward edge
of the Property, particularly on the bluff’s concave westerly section.
In the winter of 1983, strong winter storms and heavy surf hit the California coast. Santa
Cruz, and West Cliff Drive specifically, saw significant coastal bluff erosion. The Property was
no exception. Concerned by the impacts of this erosion on his residence, Dr. Cummins contacted
Les Strnad of the Coastal Commission to propose a construction project that would help limit
bluff erosion. Mr. Strnad, who at the time was Supervisor of Permits for the Central Coast
District of the Commission, took an active role in the project and coordinated aspects of it with
the contractor (Granite Construction Company), the engineer, and the City. After an on-site
meeting, Mr. Strnad agreed that Dr. Cummins should have a shoreline protection device installed
as soon as the weather allowed. Dr. Cummins and Mr. Strnad then met with City staff to discuss
the project. At that meeting, the Commission, through Mr. Strnad, approved the proposed work
on an emergency basis. The City likewise authorized the work. (Exs. 1, 2, 3, 4.)
Construction began in 1983 with placement of riprap and gabion baskets. Granite
Construction Company, which did the work, completed most of the construction in 1983.
Because the crane being used to place the riprap was not large enough to reach portions of the
riprap project as shown in the engineering plans, Dr. Cummins agreed to have Granite
Construction complete the job the next time it was in the area with a large enough crane. In
1992, Granite Construction returned to West Cliff Drive to complete some work for the City, and
informed Dr. Cummins it then had a crane large enough to finish the riprap project.
Dr. Cummins then sought further approval from the City and Commission to complete
his project. He sent a letter (Ex. 5) to the City and Commission explaining “most of the rip rap
[was] placed as planned” in 1983, but “the outermost rip rap could not be placed because of the
size of the only available crane.” Noting that Granite Construction was doing a project on West
Cliff Drive for the City, he said he “would like to have them complete [his] project.” He added
that his engineer had “looked over the current state of the project and agrees that his original plan
remains appropriate.” His engineer, Don Ifland, also sent a letter (Ex. 6) to the City and
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Commission explaining that the “northerly portion of the riprap [was] installed” in 1983 in
keeping with plans they had prepared and submitted at that time, but “[b]ecause of the limited
reach of the crane used to place the riprap, the southerly portion of the riprap could not be
completed at that time.” He opined that “the project should be completed per our original plans.”
On November 20, 1992, the Commission’s Executive Director issued Administrative
Permit No. 3-92-78 to approve the project. (Ex. 7.) Les Strnad, then Chief of Permits, signed
the permit on behalf of the Executive Director. The permit described the approved project much
as Dr. Cummins and his engineer had proposed it with respect to completion of the riprap
seawall: “To install 300 cu. yds. of rip-rap to an existing ±1400 cu. yd. rip-rap seawall as
maintenance and repair.” The permit prescribed that all work shall conform to “specifications of
engineered drawings prepared by Ifland & Associates dated 7/20/83.” That drawing, a single
sheet showing the entire riprap project with overlapping handwritten circles and notations
generally depicting what was “completed in 1983” and the “remainder to be completed,” was
stamped by the Commission as “Approved.” (Ex. 8.)
Dr. Cummins and Granite Construction then proceeded to complete the riprap revetment
in keeping with the permit. The revetment has since served its purpose of protecting the bluff
and the improvements on the Property landward of the bluff.
The Honjos purchased the Property from Dr. Cummins and, in 2015, proposed
remodeling the house. The City’s approval of that proposal was appealed to the Commission.
The Honjos then received a letter dated February 23, 2016, from you characterizing the
riprap revetment as unpermitted development and calling on them to resolve a violation of the
Coastal Act. Whether this letter was somehow prompted by or otherwise related to the appeal of
the remodel decision, we do not know. In the letter, you noted that placement of riprap to form a
revetment is “development” within the meaning of the Coastal Act. (We agree with that much.)
You also stated that “[w]e have searched our records and have not found a coastal development
permit (“CDP”) issued by the City or the Commission that authorizes the above-described
development.” You noted that an application submitted in 1983 for placement of riprap had been
deemed incomplete, so no permit decision was made. You also noted that CDP No. 3-92-78 was
approved and issued to Dr. Cummins in 1992, but said—without explanation—that it was for
“the placement of an additional 300 cubic yards of riprap to an existing +/- 1,400 cubic yard
riprap revetment on the subject property downcoast of where the existing (unpermitted) riprap
was located.” (Emphasis in original.)
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DISCUSSION
I.

The Commission Authorized The Riprap Revetment in 1983

The Coastal Act excuses typical permitting procedure when emergency conditions exist.
(Pub. Resources Code §§ 30611, 30624; Cal. Code Reg., tit. 14, §§ 13136 et seq.) During an
emergency, permits may be issued without a hearing, without an opportunity for the public to
participate, or without an opportunity for the Commission to fully consider the facts and
circumstances of the case. (Pub. Resources Code § 30624; Cal. Code Reg., tit. 14, §§ 13140 et
seq.) Moreover, there is no requirement that the permit be in writing, and, as past Commission
decisions illustrate, verbal authorization is often appropriate during emergencies. (See e.g.,
Coastal Commission Appeal No. A-5-LGB-14-0037 (Koga Properties) at 23 (“The rock
revetment was constructed in 1988 with a verbal emergency authorization from the Executive
Director.”).)
Here, the Commission, through its Supervisor of Permits, Mr. Strnad, verbally authorized
the work based on emergency conditions in 1983—as did the City. Because verbal authorization
is sufficient, and because none of the procedures for obtaining a standard CDP were required
under the circumstances, the Commission correctly authorized the riprap revetment in 1983.
II.

The Commission Authorized The Riprap Revetment in 1992

In any event, the Commission authorized the riprap revetment in 1992 in CDP No. 3-9278. In response to Dr. Cummins’s proposal to “complete [his] project” “per [his engineer’s]
original plans,” the CDP authorized him “[t]o install 300 cu. yds. of rip-rap to an existing ±1400
cu. yd. rip-rap seawall as maintenance and repair” and, in doing so, “conform to . . .
specifications of engineered drawings prepared by [his engineer] dated 7/20/83,” which the
Commission expressly “approved.” (Ex. 8.)
No where did the CDP say that it authorized only an additional 300 cubic yards of riprap
somehow distinct from the then existing riprap revetment. Nor did it speak about placing riprap
downcoast or somehow otherwise apart from the existing riprap. Rather it said that the riprap
would be installed “to” an existing riprap seawall. That indeed is exactly what occurred. The
riprap installed in 1992 was placed not only next to the 1983 riprap to extend the revetment, but
also on the 1983 riprap to form two layers of riprap—with the 1983 riprap deep behind the 1992
riprap. (Ex. 9.) No where did the CDP say that the “existing” riprap revetment was unpermitted.
Rather it said that the riprap would be installed to the “existing” riprap seawall “as maintenance
and repair” of that seawall.
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It bears noting in this regard that the CDP was issued as an “administrative permit” under
Public Resources Code section 30624, which authorizes the Executive Director to issue such
permits for, inter alia, “improvements to any existing structure.” The Commission cannot in
keeping with this section somehow authorize improvements to a structure while at the same time
disavowing the structure’s authorization. Why, for instance, authorize improvement of a house,
say by replacement of the roof, only to claim the house is unpermitted and call for its removal?
Certainly, it should not be supposed that in authorizing the Executive Director to issue
administrative permits for improvements to any “existing” structure, the Legislature intended to
enable the Executive Director to facilitate improvement of “unpermitted” structures while
somehow also maintaining that, once improved as authorized, such structures would nonetheless
be unpermitted.
In several respects additional to those noted above, CDP No. 3-92-78 confirms that its
authorization encompasses the existing riprap revetment as maintained and repaired in 1992.
First, the Executive Director made a finding in the CDP characterizing the project as “[t]he
seawall repair,” thus encompassing the repair of the then existing seawall and not merely the
placement of some additional material next to the seawall. (Ex. 7, p. 3.) Second, the CDP also
specified that the work must “conform to Santa Cruz Grading Permit No. 131.” (Id.) That
permit described the project to encompass the entirety of the riprap seawall and both phases of its
construction: “Extension of seawall protection (riprap placement) of West Cliff Dr. (Phase I &
II) currently under const. Expand project to protect above noted address. (Based on OK from
Coastal Comm.)” (Ex. 10.) The stated purpose “to protect” the Property at 1307 West Cliff
Drive naturally can only be served by the project in its entirety, both phases of construction of
the riprap revetment, as set forth in the grading permit. Third, the Executive Director determined
in the CDP that the project is a category of development that qualifies for an administrative
permit under Public Resources Code section 30264, which authorizes such permits for
“improvements to any existing structure,” as discussed above. (Ex. 7, p. 2.) Fourth, the
Executive Director also determined that the project “is in conformity with the provisions of
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act of 1976 [and] will not prejudice the ability of the local government
to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3.” (Id.)
The Executive Director obviously considered the existing riprap revetment to be in conformity
with the Coastal Act when he issued the CDP to maintain and repair it, otherwise he would not
and could not have made that determination.
To the extent there could be any doubt on this score, Les Strnad, the Commission’s Chief
of Permits who signed CDP No. 3-92-78 on behalf of the Executive Director, has dispelled it.
Mr. Strnad, who has since retired from the Commission staff, has confirmed that he “understood
and intended [CDP No. 3-92-78] to authorize the entire rip rap revetment as installed in 1983 and
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repaired and maintained by the work in 1992.” (Ex. 2.) Mr. Strand also “personally signed the
Ifland plans for the [permit] showing both phases of construction, and had the plans stamped
‘approved’, to signify written approval of the entire rip rap revetment, (the 1983 emergency work
and the maintenance in 1992 proposed work).” (Id.)
In keeping with this understanding, for more than two decades, the City, Dr. Cummins
and then the Honjos, and (until February 23, 2016) the Commission treated the riprap revetment
at the Property as permitted and acted accordingly.
III. The Time To Bring An Action Claiming Installation Of The Riprap Revetment
Violated The Coastal Act Has Long Since Expired
A. Statute of Limitations
The period of limitations prescribed by statute for bringing an action claiming violation
of the Coastal Act is, at most, three years from the date of the alleged violation or, in some
instances, from the date of the Commission’s discovery of the alleged violation. The Coastal Act
provides that actions pursuant to section 30805 or 30822 to recover civil fines or penalties under
the Act must be commenced “not later than three years from the date on which the cause of
action for the recovery is known or should have been known.” (Pub. Resources Code §
30805.5.) To the extent that the Coastal Act does not specify periods of limitations for actions
under other sections of the Act, the pertinent period of limitation is provided by the general
statutes of limitations. (G.H.I.I. v. MTS, Inc. (1983) 147 Cal.App.3d 256, 276.) Code of Civil
Procedure section 340(a) provides a one-year period of limitations for actions “upon a statute for
a penalty or forfeiture.” Code of Civil Procedure section 338(a) provides a three-year period of
limitations for actions “upon a liability created by a statute, other than a penalty or forfeiture.”
The applicable statutes of limitations thus provide at most a three-year period for the
Commission to bring an action for violation of the Coastal Act.
Statutes of limitations generally begin to run when the cause of action accrues. (Code
Civ. Proc. § 312.) A cause of action generally accrues when, under the substantive law, the
wrongful act is done or the wrongful result occurs, and the consequent liability arises. (Norgart
v. Upjohn Co. (1999) 21 Cal.4th 383, 397; Myers v. Eastwood Care Center, Inc. (1982) 31
Cal.3d 628, 634.) An action upon liability created by statute generally accrues when an action
may be maintained by the administrative agency charged with enforcement of the law (Myers, 31
Cal.3d at 635), and the three-year limitations period under Code of Civil Procedure section
338(a) “runs . . . from the first time the challenge could be brought, i.e., the initial accrual of the
cause of action” (Travis v. County of Santa Cruz (2004) 33 Cal.4th 757, 774).
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In certain circumstances prescribed by the Legislature or recognized by courts, the
accrual of certain causes of action may be postponed “until the plaintiff discovers, or has reason
to discover, the cause of action.” (Fox v. Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. (2005) 35 Cal.4th 797,
807.) As noted above, the Legislature did just that with respect to actions pursuant to Public
Resources Code section 30805 or 30822.
The Legislature or courts also may regard certain violations to be “continuing” or to
“continually accrue,” with the effect generally that the period of limitations for such violations
continually begins anew. (See Aryeh v. Canon Business Solutions, Inc. (2013) 55 Cal.4th 1185,
1197.) Neither the Legislature nor the courts have determined specific violations of the Coastal
Act to be of this character. Indeed, at least one court that specifically considered the argument
that an alleged violation of the Coastal Act’s provisions governing development is “akin to the
tort of nuisance—of a continuous and recurring nature such that ‘the statute recommences to run
for each day that the violation exists’” declared itself “[u]npersuaded” and ruled that an action
predicated on such a violation accrues when the act occurs that gives rise to the claim and the
action may be maintained by the administrative agency charged with enforcement of the law.
(California Coastal Com. v. Alves (1986) 176 Cal.App.3d 952, 222 Cal.Rptr. 572, 583, 1986 Cal.
App. LEXIS 2497 (nonpub. opn.); Ex. 11, p. 9.) The Legislature has specified a maximum and
minimum amount a court may award for civil liability for certain intentional and knowing
violations of the Coastal Act in terms of dollars “per day for each day in which the violation
persists.” (Pub. Resources Code § 30820(b); see also Pub. Resources Code §§ 30821 &
30821.6.) Specifying how to calculate an amount, though, is different, fundamentally different,
than providing that a violation continually accrues. An action to recover penalties as calculated
under section 30820(b) must still be brought within the appropriate limitations period.
Here, under the general rule, the period of limitations began to run in 1983 when the
placement of riprap occurred and the Commission first could have challenged it as a violation of
the Coastal Act, and the period expired three years later—in 1986.
Even if the accrual of certain causes of action, such as those under Public Resources
Code section 30805 or 30822, was postponed until the cause of action is known or should have
been known, the period of limitations has long since run. The Commission, through its
Supervisor of Permits Les Strnad, was well aware of the placement of the riprap in 1983 since he
authorized it. To the extent that the Commission may have then considered the riprap
authorized, but thought that some further authorization was needed in the form of a written CDP
or the like, the Commission also knew that it had not provided any such authorization—
particularly since the Commission determined on August 26, 1983, that Dr. Cummins’s
application for such a CDP was incomplete and could not be filed or processed until the City
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completed its review under the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”). (Ex. 12.)
Thus, even if accrual of the cause of action was postponed until discovery, the period of
limitations began to run no later than August 26, 1983, and expired three years later on August
26, 1986.
Even if it is somehow supposed that the Commission did not know in 1983 of the
placement of riprap on the Property that year, the Commission obviously knew of it no later than
November 20, 1992, when it issued Administrative Permit No. 3-92-78 depicting the “existing”
riprap revetment “completed in 1983” which the Commission staff now characterizes as
unpermitted. Even by that reckoning, the period of limitations would have expired on November
20, 1995—over two decades ago.
B. Estoppel and Laches
For years the Commission and its staff acted in keeping with the understanding—and
even affirmatively stated—that the 1983 work was authorized and, moreover, the 1992 permit
approved the 1983 work. To reverse course after all these years would be contrary to two
equitable doctrines: estoppel and laches. These doctrines apply here and bar any untimely
action by the Commission.
“Generally speaking, four elements must be present in order to apply the doctrine of
equitable estoppel: (1) the party to be estopped must be apprised of the facts; (2) he must intend
that his conduct shall be [sic] acted upon, or must so act that the party asserting the estoppel had
a right to believe it was so intended; (3) the other party must be ignorant of the true state of facts;
and (4) he must rely upon the conduct to his injury.” (Driscoll v. City of Los Angeles (1967) 67
Cal.2d 297, 305.) The government is not immune from the doctrine, and it may be applied
“where justice and right require it.” (City of Long Beach v. Mansell (1970) 3 Cal.3d 462, 493.)
Here, all elements of estoppel are present. First, the Commission was apprised of the
facts when it authorized the 1983 work on an emergency basis and when it issued the 1992
permit based on the same engineering plan as the 1983 work. The Commission cannot now
claim, in good faith, that it did not know of the 1983 work. Mr. Strnad’s intimate knowledge of
the 1983 construction belies any such claims. Second, the Commission intended the property
owner to take action based on its regulatory action and inaction, or at minimum it was reasonable
to believe the Commission so intended. By authorizing the 1983 work and issuing the 1992
permit, and not then requesting any other permit or alleging any violation or threatening to take
any enforcement action, it is reasonable to conclude the Commission intended the property
owner rely on the permit as authorization for the entire project or, at the very least, signaled its
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acquiescence to the 1983 emergency work. Third, no property owners knew of the
Commission’s new or contrary position until 2016, when Commission staff sent the Honjos a
letter characterizing the 1983 work as a violation. Finally, because both past and present
property owners understood the 1992 permit to be for the entire project, they relied on the
Commission’s representations to their detriment. The property owners would have sought
additional permits in the 1990s had the Commission not asserted it was permitting both phases of
riprap construction. Accordingly, the Commission is estopped from bringing any enforcement
action.
Likewise, the doctrine of laches applies here. “Laches is an equitable defense based on
the principle that those who neglect their rights may be barred from obtaining relief in equity.
The defense of laches requires unreasonable delay plus either acquiescence in the act about
which plaintiff complains or prejudice to the defendant resulting from the delay.” (Bakersfield
Elementary Teachers Assn. v. Bakersfield City School Dist. (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th 1260, 1274,
internal citations and quotations omitted.) The Commission both acquiesced to what it now
claims is unpermitted development and unreasonably delayed enforcement. The Commission is
therefore barred from seeking equitable relief by the doctrine of laches.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, we ask that the Commission confirm that the revetment is
permitted and may be maintained by the Honjos.
Sincerely,
BRISCOE IVESTER & BAZEL LLP

David Ivester
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Max Rollens
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Les Strnad <lestrnad@att.net>
Wednesday, September 21, 2016 2:31 PM
Max Rollens
Deidre Hamilton
Re: 1307 West Cliff Drive, Santa Cruz

Max as you requested I have commented on the summary of our
discussion and to the best of my knowledge this represents what I believe
to be the facts that occurred in 1983.
If I can be of further help please give me a call.
In friendship,
Les Strnad, CZMA
From: Max Rollens <mrollens@briscoelaw.net>
To: Les Strnad <lestrnad@att.net>
Sent: Wednesday, September 21, 2016 1:07 PM
Subject: 1307 West Cliff Drive, Santa Cruz

Dear Les,
Thank you for speaking with me on Monday, September 19, 2016, about the property at 1307 West Cliff
Drive. As we discussed, I write to ask for your help in confirming some pertinent facts, particularly that in your
role on the Commission staff, you authorized the rip rap revetment in 1983 based on emergency conditions and
again authorized the revetment in 1992 (encompassing both phases of construction) by administrative
permit. We understand the details based on our conversation to be substantially as follows:
1.
In 1983, strong winter storms in California caused significant bluff erosion at 1307 West Cliff
Drive.and along numerous areas of the central coast.
2.
You recall this residential property specifically because of its location westward of West Cliff
Drive.
3.
Granite Construction was constructing an authorized emergency rip rap revetment for the City of
Santa Cruz adjacent to the 1307 West Cliff Drive property and along a number of sites on West Cliff
Drive
4.
Dr. Cummins, the property owner at the time, requested Granite Construction also complete
emergency work at his property while the equipment was nearby.
5.
In 1983, you authorized the first phase of construction at 1307 West Cliff Drive on an emergency
coastal permit.
6.
Some emergency construction was completed during the storm period in 1983, but could not be
fully completed without a larger crane. That crane became available in 1992.
7.
In 1992, the California Coastal Commission approved an Administrative Permit No. 3-92-78 to
approve the project and as required by the Emergency Permit issued during the 1983 storm event, in
doing so, understood and intended the permit to authorize the entire rip rap revetment as installed in
1983 and repaired and maintained by the work in 1992. You personally signed the Ifland plans for the
CDP NO. 3-92-78 showing both phases of construction, and had the plans stamped “approved”, to
1
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signify written approval of the entire rip rap revetment,( the 1983 emergency work and the
maintenance in 1992 proposed work).
To the best of my recollection the seven summary points above, as revised, are the facts in my official
capacity as Supervisor of Regulation for the Central District of the California Coastal Commission in
1983.
Les Strnad, CZMA.
.
We very much appreciate your assistance in confirming the foregoing. All we need is a simple response such as
“yes, this is my recollection”—or if your recollection is different, correcting where necessary.
Thanks very much for your time. If you have any questions please feel free to respond to this email or call me
at (415) 402-2716. There is some urgency, as I mentioned, because we need to respond to Commission staff
soon.
Best,
Max

Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

MAX ROLLENS
155 Sansome Street, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, California 94104
Office: (415) 402-2700 Direct: (415) 402-2716
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Margaret Howlett
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

David Ivester
Monday, April 04, 2016 3:41 PM
Margaret Howlett
Max Rollens
FW: 1307 West Cliff Drive

S Drive
DAVID IVESTER
From: Deidre Hamilton [mailto:deidre@hamiltonswift.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 12:20 PM
To: David Ivester
Subject: FW: 1307 West Cliff Drive
Dr. Larimore Cummins is the previous owner.
Deidre
Deidre Hamilton
deidre@hamiltonswift.com

500 Chestnut St, Suite 100
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
831.459.9992 | Fax 831.459.9998
www.hamiltonswift.com

 Please consider the environment before printing this email.
From: Larimore Cummins [mailto:ljcummins@earthlink.net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 5:16 AM
To: deidre@hamiltonswift.com
Cc: dianne@lifesabeach.com
Subject: 1307 West Cliff Drive
Deidre,
Sorry for the length of this email, but am working on a mobile phone with limited ability to attach documents.
What follows are some recollections related to our anti-erosion project at 1307 West Cliff Drive. These recollections are as accurate as my memory will
support. Lesser details might change as I revisit my records upon returning home from vacation, but the higher level scenario is accurate.
As the property owner I was responsible for a construction project accomplished for the purpose of limiting erosion of the coastal bluff at 1307 West
Cliff, Santa Cruz, CA. This project was initiated during the winter storms of 1983 and completed in 1992. Construction was done by Granite
ConMstruction in accordance with a 1983 design created by Ifland Engineering. The project was accomplished over eight years in two phases; the first
in 1983 and the second in 1992. The reason for the two phases was that the crane used in 1983 was too small to complete the Ifland plan. Once the
small crane had accomplished what it was able to do, we agreed to resume the project when Granite was working in the area with larger equipment, as
they had many such projects for the City in recent prior years. When Granite began work on their next large City project in 1992 I requested that they
finish my project. Granite indicated that they would do so pending approval by the City of Santa Cruz and the Coastal Commission. Both of those
organizations were contacted and at their request the engineering plan was reviewed by Ifland to confirm that the design remained appropriate. This
1
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determinaton was made by Ifland and the project was completed. Both phases on this project were done in conjuction with anti-errosion and restoration
projects of the City of Santa Cruz.
I purchased the property at this location in 1975. The coastal bluff generally faces south-east in this area and therefore my reference to east and west
refers to the directions of left and right respectively as one stands on shore looking out to sea.
The home consists of a two-story house and a separate cottage located a few feet to the west of the house. The coastal bluff in this area consists of a
firm base of sedimentary rock that is about 15 feet high. Above that is a layer of top of which top soil and clay that is roughly 10 feet thick. Beach
sand comes and goes seasonally. The coastal bluff in front of the home is generally configured with concavity shoreward in its westerly section and
convexity seaward in its easterly section. The concavity to the west extended beyond my property to include a section of public beach. In 1975 within
this general concavity on the west were two shallow coves, the cove on public property was a few feet to the west of our cove. The City of Santa Cruz
built the West Cliff Drive Bike Path in approximately 1977. In support of the bike path, we donated a portion of our property along the West Cliff Drive to
accommodate the bike path. We did not ask nor receive payment from the City for this 100 foot strip of property.
As part of its ongoing anti-erosion efforts to protect the bike path and road, the City of Santa Cruz placed rip rap at the base of the bluff and in the cove
immediately to the west of my property in 1980 or '81. Prior to 1980 this cove can be seen to contain only a sandy beach on many photographs such as
post cards and various historical internet sites. The City's rip rap placement was located both under the overhanging bluff and extended out onto the
beach. This placement involved rather large boulders of a slightly different character (lots of white stone) than seen at other locations along the bluff.
Unfortunately, this placement of rip rap resulted in significant additional erosive force on my bluff, particularly on its concave westerly section. This
phenomenon was less well known at the time, but rapidly became obvious to me by personal observation. It is now widely acknowledge to occur as is
mentioned at the top of page 2 in Coastal's Feb 23 letter: "revetment will increase wave reflection, thus accelerating beach erosion". That is exactly what
happened to my property as a result of the City's 1980 rip rap placement, presumably with the Coastal Comission approval. The assymetry of surf action
was very much apparent during conditions of high tides and large surf. Prior to the City's rip rap the surge of sea water within the western cove was
symmetric in the sense that the direction of the water was generally perpedicular to shore when going toward shore on the way in and toward the sea on
the way out. The City's rip rap caused a build up of water in the westerly section of the concavity which then flowed easterly toward my property. This
resulted in the "effective tide" at my coastal bluff being higher that the "natural tide". During the severe winter storms and high tides of 1983, this
phenomenon added an additional foot or two to the effective tide at my property. The natural tides at the time were in excess of six feet. As a result we
lost some topsoil and a few pieces of bluff base.
During the storms of 1983 I contacted Les Strnad as I knew of his role in the Coastal Commision through mutual friends. He held a senior management
role in our region of the Coastal Commission. My recollection is that he was the administrative director of the cental coast region at that early phase of
the Coastal Commission. I called Les and he agreed to meet at my home to to discuss what could be done to protect my property. At that meeting and
throughout the process thereafter, Les provided considerable personal attention to my project. He communicated and coordinated several aspects of
my project with Granite, Ifland and the City as he was in daily dialog with them regarding other matters. His efforts and expertise in this regard were very
much appreciated at the time and have remained so for many years.
The situation was hectic all along the coast during the storms of 1983. Les and a fellow from Granite met with me at my home on West Cliff Drive. Les
had just returned from a trip to Half Moon Bay too deal with ongoing damage to a waterfront steak house restaurant in that area. I cannot recall the name
of the person from Granite with certainty, but I think his first name was George. Other names at Granite that come to mind as participating later in the
project are Norm, Tony and Chuck Michaelis. At the on-site meeting, it was determined that nothing could be done in terms of placing rip rap during the
storms, although some sheets of plastic visqueen were required to stabilize top soil at the bluff's edge. Both Les and Granite agreed that erosion
protection at the base of the bluff should be installed as soon as possible once the weather settled down. This would also allow sufficient time to have a
civil engineer render an opinion and draft a plan. Ifland Engineering was recomended for that purpose.
Les also suggested and arranged a meeting at the Santa Cruz City offices to discuss the project. At this meeting I brought up the issue of erosion on my
cliff being accelerated by the City's nearby rip rap placement in 1980 or '81. The representative for the City at this meeting was the same person
managing the ongoing City's anti-erosion projects at several locations along West Cliff Drive. When I expressed my concern about the negative impact
on my propery from City's rip rap, the City representative held up his hands and said “Let’s not go there. If the Coastal Commission doesn't have a
problem with your project, it is fine with us. Coastal has the lead on this”. My point here is that my concern regarding the negative impact of the City's
adjacent rip rap was understood and acknowledged, if not formally validated. From my perspective this conversation represented a "handshake
agreement" in which I would not pursue damages against the City. If I recall correctly, we actually did shake hands. And of course I took no further
action.
In past recollections of events I have mistakenly recalled this meeting as occurring in 1992, but it was definitely in 1983 as the issue of the 1980 City rip
rap was very prominent in my thinking at that time. It became less so once the City and Coastal gave the "go ahead" to protect my property. In past
communications regarding this project, I have mentioned an "emergency permit" related to the 1983 storms. In doing so I was referring collectively to
the events as described here. It is my understanding that verbal approval to move foreward upon submission of an application was the standard
procedure in response to events in those days. It was my understanding at the time (and remains so) that Granite moved forward with construction
based on having initial paperwork in place and Les' approval as representative of Coastal's approval.
Based on Coastal's Feb 23 letter, it appears that the application submitted by Granite on my behalf was returned without retension of a copy. I don't
recall receving that document, so maybe it was sent to Granite. If it was mailed to me I would have forwarded it to Granite. So hopefully it is in their
files. I do recall in the 1992 time frame Les told me that additional information was needed from Granite related to the 1983 work. He had spoken to
Granite about the matter and asked me to do the same, which I did. Upon issuance of the permit, I assumed that Coastal had received the information
that it needed.
Based on Coastal's Feb 23 letter, it appears that there is scant documentation in their files regarding the 1983 phase of my project. Despite the scarcity
of documentation, I am 100% certain that we had the approval of both the City and the Coastal Commission to proceed prior to comencement of work in
1983 based on the events as described here. We can also be assured that an esteemed organization like Granite Construction would not have moved
forward had they not shared the same perception.

my understanding (and remains my opinion) that the sign-off for the 1992 work was for the entire
project. Specifically in this regard, the Coastal Commision permit issued in 1992 was signed by Les Strnad, who was very
familiar with the 1983 work. The 1992 permit was issued in response to an application that explicitly requested approval to
finish the ongoing project. In written support of this application, Ifland Engineering explicitly recommended that the project
It has been

2
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be "finished". Wording of the 1992 permit required that all work be in compliance with the engineering plans that had
been drawn up and partially executed in 1983. The 1992 permit also describes the 1400+ cubic yards of rip rap that were
required to complete the Ifland plan, much of which had not yet been placed at the time of the 1992 application. This was
a single construction project accomplished in two phases with delays in both physical and administrative activity for
reasons that have been well documented. Several City erosion control projects along West Cliff Drive have been similarly
phased for various reasons.
On a final note regarding the Feb 23 letter, public acces to the beach in this area was enhanced rather than inhibited by our rip rap. Previously the public
had to descend a 7 foot vertical wall to get to the beach and climb the wall to exit. The beach in front of our property experienced more public use after
the rip rap was in place beause it was easier to scramble over the rip rap than scale the wall.
Regards,
Larimore Cummins

3
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Max Rollens
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deidre Hamilton <deidre@hamiltonswift.com>
Thursday, September 01, 2016 12:54 PM
David Ivester; Max Rollens
FW: West Cliff Drive

FYI
Deidre
Deidre Hamilton
deidre@hamiltonswift.com

500 Chestnut St, Suite 100
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
831.459.9992 | Fax 831.459.9998
www.hamiltonswift.com

 Please consider the environment before printing this email.
From: Larimore Cummins [mailto:ljcummins@earthlink.net]
Sent: Monday, February 29, 2016 7:30 AM
To: Deidre Hamilton
Cc: Dianne Periera
Subject: Re: West Cliff Drive
Ms Hamilton,
Based on my recent email to you Dianne Pereira has pointed out to me that I mistakenly identified your note as coming from Dee Murray, a land use
consultant employed by the Honjo's with whom I have had prior discussions regarding the anti-erosion project at 1307 West Cliff drive. Such was the
source of my reference to "our previous discussion". Please accept my apologies for that misidentification and for joining your conversation without
introduction.
However, having done so I would like to add some context and ask for guidance as how I can be of assistance in this matter. Since my note to you, I
have read the CCC letter of Feb 23rd more closely and see that their description is not consistent with what has been my perception of the scope on the
1992 permit. Granite Construction was handling the paperwork on the project and perhaps my understanding of what occurred in that regard is
inaccurate.
However I do have a reasonably clear recollection of the physical aspects of the project and a keen understanding of why the project was
required. Here is a brief overview to which I can add considerable detail as needed: As the property owner I was responsible for a construction project
accomplished for the purpose of limiting erosion of the coastal bluff at 1307 West Cliff. This project was initiated during the winter storms of 1983 and
completed in 1992. Construction was done by Granite Construction in accordance with a 1983 design created by Ifland Engineering. The project was
accomplished over eight years in two phases, the first of which was in 1983 and the second in 1992. The reason for the two phases was that crane used
in 1983 was too small to complete the Ifland plan. Once the small crane had accomplished what it able to do we agreed to resume the project when
Granite was working in the area with larger equipment, as they were doing many such projects for the City during those years. When Granite began
work on another such project in 1992 using larger equipment I requested that they finish my project. Granite indicated that they would do so pending
approval by the City of Santa Cruz and the Coastal Commission. Both of those organizations were contacted and at their request the engineering plan
was reviewed by Ifland to confirm that the design remained appropriate. This determinaton was made by Ifland and the project was completed.
I remain ready and willing to supply any and all information at my dispossal in support of CCC's resolution requirements as expressed in their Feb 23
letter. Please let me know how I can best do that. I will be happy to work with you or whoever is managing the CCC response, however I will be out of
country from 3/2/16 thru 3/9/16. During that time I will be available via email, but mobile phone connectivity will not be reliable.
Regards,
Larimore Cummins
831-750-8331
ljcummins@earthlink.net
1
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476-6300

"'fl\iei'Gl Medicine
and
Gutroenterology

Larimore Cummins, M.D.
1595 Soquel Drive, Suite 350
Santa Cruz, California 95065

August 10, 1992
Ken Thomas
Planning and community Development Dept.
city of santa Cru.z .
santa Cruz, CA95060
re:

completion of seawall project
1307 west Cliff Drive

Dear Mr. Thom?l,s:
During the period of ocean front damage ~y high
tides and surf lin 1983 I was issued an emergency permit
to protect my property at 1307 west Cliff Drive. Short
term measures got us through the crisis period and
subsequent. seawall construction was carried out by
Granite Construction Company based on a plan by Ifland
Eng ineers , Inc.•
The .plan called for placement of both rip rap and
gabion baskets. All of the gabions and most of the rip
rap were placed·as planned, however the outermost rip
rap could not be placed because of the size of the only
available crane. At that time it was determined that we
would complete the task~e next time Granite was in the
area with a crane which would be large enough for the
job. 'l'hey are now doing a project on west Cliff Drive
for the City of Santa Cruz and I would like to have them
complete my project.
I have spoken with Les Strnad, of the Coastal
commission, and he suggested that I start the approval
process with you~ I have also touched bases with Tom
Sharp, of City Public Works, and with Granite
Constru9tion. Their preliminary perspective · is
favorable as far as timing and availability of equipment
and materials. Don Ifland has come out and looked ovar
the current state of the project and agrees that his
original plan remains appropriate.
Hopefully we can proceed based on the previously
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granted permits 'from the city and Coastal commissione
Attached is a copy of Don Ifland's project plan. The
needed rip rap is circled on the separate photocopy.
Also enclosed is a photocopy of an aerialpho1:ograph .
taken in 1989wh~ch accurately represents the current
state of the pi-oj ect. .
.

~.

;.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. I
look forward to your reply. My phone number at work
(462-7512) should be the most convenient way to contact
me. Please direct mail to my home address noted below.

Yours very truly,

Larimore Cummins
Home: 426-1868
1307 .West Cliff Drive
santa Cruz, CA 95060

enc: Photocopy of Ifland Plan
Photocopy of 1989 photograph of property
cc: Les strnad, CA state Coastal Commission
Donald Ifland, Ifland Enqineers, Inc.
Mike Redinger, Granite Construction Co.
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3-92-78

FINDINGS FOR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DETERMINATION:

Page # 3 of 3

The seawall repair 1s being conducted in conjunction with Santa CruzC1·ty West

Cliff Drive Phase II Shoreline structure Installation of CDp·3-90-111-A2.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
1.

All work by contractor shall conform to Santa Cruz Ci ty Grad1 ng Permi t No •.
131 and specifications of engineered drawings prepared by If1and& Associates
dated 7/20/83.
.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF

PERMIT~ECEIPT/ACCEPTANCE

OF CONTENTS:

I/We acknowledge. that I1we have received a copy of this permit and have accepted
its contents including all conditions.'

1422P

",'
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Max Rollens
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deidre Hamilton <deidre@hamiltonswift.com>
Thursday, September 01, 2016 12:54 PM
David Ivester; Max Rollens
FW: West Cliff Drive

FYI
Deidre
Deidre Hamilton
deidre@hamiltonswift.com

500 Chestnut St, Suite 100
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
831.459.9992 | Fax 831.459.9998
www.hamiltonswift.com

 Please consider the environment before printing this email.
From: Larimore Cummins [mailto:ljcummins@earthlink.net]
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2016 5:53 PM
To: deidre@hamiltonswift.com
Cc: dianne@lifesabeach.com
Subject: West Cliff Drive
Deidre,
Today Dianne Pereira forwarded to me a copy of the Coastal Commission's February 23rd letter regarding 1307 West Cliff Drive. I was under the
impression that our paperwork was in order as of 2014, but clearly this letter certainly puts a different light on the situation. Please call me at my number
below to discuss how I can support the information needs of the resolution requirements as described in the letter.
Here are some preliminary comments regarding the content of the Feb 23 Letter. As per our previous discussions, I passed the Coastal Commission’s
information requests regarding the 1983 project along to Granite Construction. I can support Granite’s records with the original Ifland drawings that were
submitted to the City and Coastal Commission and can add some recollection of events.
Of the two layers of rip rap, the permitted 1992 layer is considerably larger. The rip rap was from a different source each year, as is readily apparent by
visual inspection. A sample of the earlier rock type can be seen immediately below the gabions in front of the cottage. Only a small portion of rip rap
called for in the Ifland design was installed due to the small size of crane available at the time. It is my understanding that the same design plans were
used for the 1992 permitted project as the final result is a good match with their plan. Importantly, the Feb 23 letter mentions the possibility of the rip rap
being located on tidal lands and/or obstructing access. I doubt if that is the case, but if so then it is the 1992 permitted rip rap that is the problem, not the
considerably smaller 1983 layer. The 1983 rip rap is deep behind the 1992 permitted rip rap. I would be happy to meet you on site to explain this in more
detail if that would help.
Again, please pass along to the Honjo’s my sincere regrets that the Coastal Commission has taken this action and let them know that I have additional
information to support the resolution requirements.
Regards,
Larimore
…
Larimore Cummins
831-750-8331

1
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GRADING PERMIT
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CITY OF SANTA CRUZ
INSPECTION SERVICES

For Inspe.ction CaU 429-3578
7e-1.. F - )f..@ME (J BUS~ Lie. NO. _-/.It.I:.....;.?~-~5:..-!.9--'~~_ __
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CONTRACTOR'S NAME
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APPLICATION IS HEREBY MADE FOR A PERMIT ON THE INFORMATION STATED ABOVE.
THIS PERMIT 'IS SUBJEC,T TO AlL THE RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING SUCH
WORK SET FORTH IN ORDINANCES OF THE CIlY OF SANTA CRUZ AND THE LAWS OF THE

/ . . .
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California Coastal Com. v. Alves
Court of Appeal of California, First Appellate District, Division One
January 23, 1986
No. A024184.
Reporter
222 Cal. Rptr. 572; 1986 Cal. App. LEXIS 2497; 176 Cal. App. 3d 952

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION, Plaintiff and Appellant, v. GREGORIA ALVES et
al., Defendants and Respondents.
Notice: NOT CITABLE - ORDERED NOT PUBLISHED
Subsequent History: [**1] As Modified on Denial of Rehearing February 20, 1986; Review
Denied April 24, 1986
Prior History: Superior Court of San Mateo County, No. 255969, Thomas M. Jenkins, Judge.
Counsel: John K. Van de Kamp, Attorney General, N. Gregory Taylor, Assistant Attorney
General, and Dennis M. Eagan, Deputy Attorney General, for Plaintiff and Appellant.
William F. Pagano, John J. Hartford, Donald M. Layne, Germino, Layne, Brodie, Runte, Maguire
& MacKay, Albert K. Martin, Michael N. Stafford, O'Rourke & Stafford, James A. Reuben and
Reuben, Quint & Valkevich for Defendants and Respondents.
Opinion by: NEWSOM

Opinion
[*576] NEWSOM, J.

On July 24, 1981, the California Coastal Commission (hereafter appellant or Commission) filed a
complaint against respondents as owners, developers and subdividers of a 105-acre parcel
(hereafter the property) located approximately 1.5 miles inland from the coast in San Mateo
County. Two causes of action pursuant to the California Coastal Act of 1976 (hereafter the
Coastal Act or Act) (Pub. Res. Code, § 30000 et seq.) 1 were alleged: 1) unlawful subdivisions of
the property; and 2) construction of a house and other improvements on one of the subdivided
parcels. The complaint [**2] sought civil fines in the amount of $10,000 from each respondent (§
30820), additional civil fines for intentional violations of the Act (§ 30821), and also requested
that an injunction issue 1) restraining further construction or sale of structures on the property; 2)
requiring removal of the partially completed house on the property; 3) restraining the sale of any
of the lots, and 4) requiring recombination of the subdivided lots into a single 105-acre parcel.
1

All further statutory references are to the Public Resources Code unless otherwise indicated.
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After a court trial, judgment was entered in favor of respondents. The following is a summary of
the pertinent evidence adduced at trial.
In the spring of 1976, the property was owned by Gregorio, Bernice, Joseph and Elaine Alves
(hereafter the Alves), who applied to the County of San Mateo for a permit to subdivide the 105acre lot into four parcels. Before completion of a tentative parcel map of the proposed subdivision
in May and June of 1976, respondents Robert Martel and Stelios Hagiperos agreed in writing to
purchase two of the four lots to be subdivided. Thereafter, Martel and Hagiperos made payments
on the [**3] property and shared the costs of the subdivision with the Alves.
On July 13, 1976, the San Mateo County Planning Commission conditionally approved the
subdivision. Some of the conditions for final approval were modified by the County Board of
Supervisors in November of 1976. The final parcel map was approved by the county on
December 31, 1976.
The Coastal Act was signed by the Governor on September 29, 1976, and became effective on
January 1, 1977. Among other things, the Act amended the Coastal Initiative of 1972 (Prop. 20)
by extending inland the boundary of the coastal zone to arguably include the property, thus
requiring approval by the Commission and a permit for any development thereon.
[*577] The final parcel map was recorded on January 19, 1977; it divided the property into four

parcels. By deeds dated January 27, 1977, Hagiperos and Martel received title to one parcel each.
A third parcel was subsequently jointly deeded to Hagiperos and Martel.
In response to an inquiry by Hagiperos, the Commission advised that approval for a well on one
of the parcels was required. Subsequently, on May 11, 1977, the Commission notified both
Hagiperos and Martel that "because the [**4] subdivision has not been approved by the Coastal
Commission, its legal status is uncertain . . . ." The Alves received a copy of this letter.
The Alves were prompted by the Commission's letter to apply on May 27, 1977, for a "vested
rights" exemption from the Coastal Act's permit requirements. The request for such exemption
was denied by the regional Commission on July 18, 1977, and the Alves' appeal of that decision
was also denied by the state Commission. No judicial review of the Commission's denial of the
vested rights claim was sought. The Commission also denied the Alves' application for approval
of the subdivision.
On November 21, 1977, Hagiperos applied to San Mateo County for a building permit to
construct a single family dwelling on one of the parcels. Then, in March of 1978, Hagiperos and
Martel jointly requested permission to subdivide the same parcel (Parcel C) into two lots. The
subdivision was approved and a final parcel map creating the two new lots was recorded on
October 11, 1979. The building permit was granted on January 7, 1980, and thereafter some
construction work on the house was performed before appellant filed its complaint.
In October of 1981, Hagiperos [**5] and Martel asked the County of San Mateo for clarification
as to the validity of the subdivision of the property under the Coastal Act and the county's
certified local coastal plan. Through its planning director, the county issued a certificate
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exempting the subdivision from the coverage of the Act on the ground that it was completed prior
to January 1, 1977. Appellant sought neither an administrative appeal nor judicial review of the
county's determination.
The Graves acquired one of the lots created by the 1981 subdivision. Once the Commission filed
the present action, however, they rescinded their purchase agreement and retransferred the lot to
Hagiperos and Martel.
We turn first to appellant's contention that the trial court erred in ruling that development of the
property was completed before January 1, 1977--the effective date of the 1976 Coastal Act by
which the property was purportedly included within the coastal zone--and that consequently the
Commission had no authority to seek sanctions against respondents. Appellant maintains that the
subdivision of the property was not complete until the final parcel map was recorded on January
19, 1977. Respondents, on the other [**6] hand, cite the approval of the final subdivision map on
December 31, 1976, as the completion date of the subdivision.
Under the Coastal Act, a subdivision unquestionably constitutes a "development" of land for
which approval must be obtained from the Commission. (§ 30106.) A critical inquiry before us is
the date upon which the subdivision was completed with reference to the effective date of the
Coastal Act.
Since the Coastal Act itself does not specify the date on which a subdivision is deemed a
completed development, the Commission relies upon a provision of the Subdivision Map Act,
Government Code section 66412.7, which states: "A subdivision shall be deemed established . . .
on the date of recordation of [the] . . . parcel map . . . ." But we do not find section 66412.7
dispositive here for two reasons: First, it was not enacted until after recordation of the initial fourlot subdivision of the property; second, the provisions of the Subdivision Map Act do not
necessarily apply to Coastal Act cases ( South Central Coast Regional Com. v. Charles A. Pratt
Construction Co. (1982) 128 Cal.App.3d 830, 845, 846 [180 Cal.Rptr. 555]).
[*578] Final approval of [**7] a parcel map constitutes recognition that all conditions for

subdivision imposed by the local governing body have been satisfied. ( Del Mar v. California
Coastal Com. (1984) 152 Cal.App.3d 49, 52 [199 Cal.Rptr. 225]) Once the final parcel map is
approved, the subdivision is complete, except for the purely ministerial act of recordation. (
Youngblood v. Board of Supervisors (1978) 22 Cal.3d 644, 653-654 [150 Cal.Rptr. 242, 586 P.2d
556].) As of December 31, 1976, no further governmental endorsement of the subdivision was
necessary; the subsequent act of recordation served only to provide notice of the development to
third parties. ( Lawyers Title Co. v. Bradbury (1981) 127 Cal.App.3d 41, 45 [179 Cal.Rptr. 363].)
Thus, the subdivision received formal governmental approval on that date, and hence it must be
considered a completed "development" before the effective date of the Coastal Act.
We acknowledge that the laudable goals of the Coastal Act are served by broadly construing the
effect of its provisions. The Coastal Act is a "major statement of overriding public policy
regarding the need to preserve the state's coastal resources . . . ." (South Central [**8] Coast
Regional Com. v. Charles A. Pratt Construction Co., supra, 128 Cal.App.3d 830, 844.) But we
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are not persuaded that, by exempting from its terms a subdivision which was finally approved
before the effective date of the Act, we will compromise the objectives of the law.
We accordingly find that the subdivision of the 105-acre parcel into four lots predated the Coastal
Act by which the property was made part of the coastal zone. It remains to be determined,
however, whether the subsequent "development" of the property--including the grant of a building
permit, construction work on the property, and a further subdivision creating two lots from one of
the original four--all of which unquestionably occurred after the Coastal Act became operative,
required prior approval by the Commission.
Respondents insist that they acquired a vested right to divide and otherwise develop the property
under section 30608, which provides: "No person who has obtained a vested right in a
development prior to the effective date of this division . . . shall be required to secure approval for
the development pursuant to this division . . . ." Appellant challenges respondents' right to
assert [**9] a vested right in the development, citing South Coast Regional Com. v. Gordon
(1977) 18 Cal.3d 832 [135 Cal.Rptr. 781, 558 P.2d 867] (hereafter "Gordon") as authority for the
proposition that failure to seek timely judicial review of the Commission's adverse determination
of an application for a vested rights exemption precludes subsequent presentation of such a claim
in the courts.
The record shows that the Alves made a claim for a vested rights exemption which was rejected,
first by the regional commission on July 10, 1977, and then by the state Coastal Commission on
September 7, 1977. Respondents did not file a petition for writ of mandate or take other action
seeking judicial review of the Commission's decision.
In Gordon, supra, 18 Cal.3d 832, the landowner attempted to assert a vested rights exemption for
the first time as a defense to an enforcement action by the Commission seeking fines and
injunctive relief for violation of the 1972 Coastal Act. He did not apply to the Commission for an
exemption. Our high court ruled "that Gordon was required to present his exemption claim to the
commission as a condition of raising the claim in the trial court" ( [**10] id., at p. 834),
explaining: "If developers were allowed to resort to the courts in the first instance, it would not
only frustrate one of the underlying purposes of the exhaustion doctrine, i.e., the need for judicial
intervention might be obviated by the outcome of the administrative proceedings, but would also
reward developers who made no attempt to fulfill the requirements of the act and the regulations,
while penalizing those who made a [*579] good faith effort to comply." ( Id., at p. 838.)
Gordon, however, is not dispositive here, if only because, in the present case, the Alves sought an
exemption from the Commission, whereas the landowner in Gordon completely ignored his
administrative remedies.
We thus turn to the Commission's other authority for its claim of waiver, section 30801, which
provides: "Any aggrieved person shall have the right to judicial review of any decision or action
of the commission or regional commission by filing a petition for a writ of mandate in accordance
with the provisions of Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure, within 60 days after such
decision or action has become final." It is now settled that failure to file a [**11] timely petition
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for writ of mandate as directed by this provision renders the Commission's decision immune from
attack in a collateral proceeding. ( Walter H. Leimert Co. v. California Coastal Com. (1983) 149
Cal.App.3d 222, 233 [196 Cal.Rptr. 739]; Briggs v. State of California ex rel. Dept. Parks &
Recreation (1979) 98 Cal.App.3d 190, 196, fn. 3 [159 Cal.Rptr. 390]; Sierra Club, Inc. v.
California Coastal Com. (1979) 95 Cal.App.3d 495, 503 [157 Cal.Rptr. 190].)
Notwithstanding the quoted provision, we conclude that respondents must be given the
opportunity to assert a vested-rights claim as a defense to the Commission's action for fines,
exemplary damages and injunctive relief. Section 30801 certainly is not designed to deprive an
aggrieved party of the right to raise legitimate defenses to an action by the Commission; on the
contrary, that statute provides rather than extinguishes the right to challenge a decision by the
Commission. Nor, in our view, does the exhaustion of remedies doctrine preclude presentation of
a vested-rights defense in the present action by the Commission, although we agree that a
collateral proceeding to challenge the [**12] Commission's denial of a vested- rights claim
instituted by the aggrieved party, such as a declaratory relief action, would be barred under this
tenet. ( Walter H. Leimert Co. v. California Coastal Com., supra, 149 Cal.App.3d 222, 232.) We
conclude that respondents' vested rights defense is cognizable in this action.
The doctrine of vested rights protects property owners from changes in land use regulations which
occur before completion of the owner's development project by permitting completion of the
development notwithstanding an intervening change in the law that would otherwise preclude it. (
Tosh v. California Coastal Com. (1979) 99 Cal.App.3d 388, 392 [160 Cal.Rptr. 170].)
Acquisition of a vested right requires a showing that the property owner has performed substantial
work or otherwise incurred substantial liability in good faith reliance upon a governmental permit.
( Santa Monica Pines, Ltd. v. Rent Control Board (1984) 35 Cal.3d 858, 864 [201 Cal.Rptr. 593,
679 P.2d 27]; Tosh, supra, at p. 393.) In light of the comprehensive purpose of the Coastal Act to
protect and preserve the natural and scenic resources of the coastal zone, our high [**13] court
has cautioned that "substantial doubts regarding the meaning and effect of the exemption
provision [citation] should be resolved against the person seeking exemption." ( Urban Renewal
Agency v. California Coastal Zone Conservation Com. (1975) 15 Cal.3d 577, 588 [125 Cal.Rptr.
485, 542 P.2d 645]; see also South Central Coast Regional Com. v. Charles A. Pratt
Construction Co., supra, 128 Cal.App.3d 830, 844.)
Mindful of this wise admonition, we nevertheless conclude that, under the particular and rather
unusual circumstances of the present case, respondents acquired a vested right to undertake and
complete such development of the property as was contemplated and implicitly sanctioned by the
original four-lot subdivision, without the need for further subdivision of the property. We are
cognizant of the settled rule that more than mere final map approval must be shown before a
vested right will attach to a development; proof of substantial [*580] liability in good-faith
reliance upon governmental approval is also required. ( Santa Monica Pines, Ltd. v. Rent Control
Board, supra, 35 Cal.3d 858, 867; Tosh v. California Coastal Com., supra, [**14] 99 Cal.App.3d
388, 393.) We find sufficient evidence of such liability in the present record, as it is apparent that
respondents incurred substantial expenditures in preparing the subdivision and in contemplation
of governmental approval of additional development of the subdivided property.
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We do not feel constrained to a contrary conclusion by Avco Community Developers, Inc. v.
South Coast Regional Com. (1976) 17 Cal.3d 785 [132 Cal.Rptr. 386, 553 P.2d 546], where our
high court declared that "neither the existence of a particular zoning nor work undertaken
pursuant to governmental approvals preparatory to construction of buildings can form the basis of
a vested right to build a structure which does not comply with the laws applicable at the time a
building permit is issued." (Id., at at p. 793.) Our conclusion, that respondents' vested right to
develop the property is limited in extent to those acts sanctioned by the original subdivision, is
essentially in accord with Avco. If, as the record seems to indicate, respondents were not entitled
to construct a house or other improvements on the property by virtue of the original four-lot
subdivision--that is, if the [**15] county required the second subdivision or governmental
approval other than a permit from the Commission for the construction contemplated by
respondents--such development would not find sanction in our application of the vested rights
rule. 2
We find no such vested right to further subdivide Parcel C into two lots. The 1978 subdivision
application was completed in 1979, well after the effective date of the Coastal Act. In fact, since
respondents knew the Commission had challenged their development of the property before the
second subdivision was even sought, the good faith requisite of vested rights is negated. And we
decline to hold that a vested right to complete the first subdivision, and attendant development,
entitled respondents to effectuate a subsequent, separate and distinct subdivision of the property
without compliance with Coastal Act requirements. ( Santa Monica Pines, Ltd. v. Rent Control
Board, supra, 35 Cal.3d 858, 867; Billings v. California Coastal Com. [**16] (1980) 103
Cal.App.3d 729, 735 [163 Cal.Rptr. 288].) Accordingly, we find that the second subdivision and
any development of the property made possible thereby finds no justification under the vested
rights rule.
We turn next to appellant's contention that the trial court erred in accepting respondents' statute of
limitations defense. The only remaining violation with which we are concerned is the second
subdivision of the property, which was completed in October of 1979 (the date of final approval
of the map) subdividing one of the four parcels (Parcel C) into two new lots, and any construction
on those two lots not authorized under the original subdivision.
Respondents argue that Government Code section 66499.37, part of the Subdivision Map Act
(Gov. Code, § 66410 et seq.), relates the statute of limitations applicable to actions brought by the
Commission under authority of the Coastal Act. It provides: "Any action or proceeding to attack,
review, set aside, void or annul the decision of an advisory agency, appeal board or legislative
body concerning a subdivision, or of any of the proceedings, acts or determinations taken, done or
made prior to such decision, or to determine [**17] the reasonableness, legality or validity of any
condition attached thereto, shall not be maintained by any person unless such action or
proceeding is commenced and service of summons effected within 90 days after the date of such
decision. Thereafter all persons are barred from any such action or proceeding or any defense of
2

We leave it to the trial court upon remand to determine the extent of respondents' vested rights to develop the property, if any, in
accordance with the views expressed herein.
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invalidity or [*581] unreasonableness of such decision or of such proceedings, acts or
determinations." (Italics added.)
The defect in respondents' position respecting the statute of limitations is that the Commission is
not proceeding under the Subdivision Map Act, nor is it challenging "the decision of an advisory
agency, appeal board or legislative body concerning a subdivision . . . ." Concededly, the
Commission is asserting that respondents' subdivision of the property constitutes an unapproved
"development" in contravention of the Act. But the validity of the subdivision under the
Subdivision Map Act is not at issue here. The Commission has instead brought suit under
authority of the Coastal Act contesting a "development," and seeking to enjoin violations of the
Coastal Act (§ 30803), and to impose civil fines (§§ 30820, 30821) and exemplary [**18]
damages (§ 30822). Significantly, in its action the Commission contested not only the unapproved
subdivisions, but also other "development" of the property.
In our view, then, the present proceeding is not one to attack or review a decision "concerning a
subdivision" within the meaning of Government Code section 66499.37. The Coastal Act imposes
separate and independent requirements with which the Commission asserts respondents did not
comply. Section 30600, subdivision (a) confirms this to be so by stating that a coastal
development permit must be obtained "[i]n addition to any other permit required by law from any
local government or from any state, regional or local agency. . . ." (See also § 30601; California
Coastal Com. v. Quanta Investment Corp. (1980) 113 Cal.App.3d 579, 587-588 [170 Cal.Rptr.
263].)
Also persuasive to us is the fact that while the Coastal Act fails to specifically incorporate section
66499.37 (or any other statute) as its statute of limitations for actions by the Commission to
recover fines or obtain injunctive relief, brief periods of limitations are imposed for actions to
review decisions of the Commission (§ 30801) or local governments [**19] "implementing a
certified local coastal program" (§ 30802). 3 Accordingly, we find it reasonable to conclude that
the Legislature did not intend the 90-day period of limitations contained in section 66499.37 to
apply to actions brought by the Commission to collect fines or exemplary damages, or restrain
violations of the Coastal Act, particularly in light of an overriding public purpose of protecting the
coastal zone which demands liberal application of the Coastal Act.
3

In pertinent part, section 30801 provides: "Any aggrieved person shall have a right to judicial review of any decision or action of the
commission or a regional commission by filing a petition for a writ of mandate in accordance with the provisions of Section 1094.5 of the
Code of Civil Procedure, within 60 days after such decision or action has become final."
Section 30802 provides: "Any person, including an applicant for a permit or the commission, aggrieved by the decision or action of a local
government that is implementing a certified local coastal program or certified port master plan, or is exercising its powers pursuant to Section
30600.5, which decision or action may or may not be appealed to the commission, shall have a right to judicial review of such decision or
action by filing a petition for writ of mandate in accordance with the provisions of Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure within 60
days after the decision or action has become final. The commission may intervene in any such proceeding upon a showing that the matter
involves a question of the conformity of a proposed development with a certified local coastal program or certified port master plan or the
validity of a local government action taken to implement a local coastal program or certified port master plan. Any local government or port
governing body may request that the commission intervene. Notice of this action against a local government or port governing body shall be
filed with the commission within five working days of the filing of this action. When an action is brought challenging the validity of a local
coastal program or certified port master plan, a preliminary showing shall be made prior to proceeding on the merits as to why such action
should not have been brought pursuant to the provisions of Section 30801."
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[**20] We are forced to look elsewhere for the statute of limitations applicable to actions by the

Commission. Without guidance from the Coastal Act, we must consult the general statutes of
limitation. ( G.H.I.I. v. [*582] MTS, Inc. (1983) 147 Cal.App.3d 256, 276 [195 Cal.Rptr. 211, 41
A.L.R.4th 653].)
The trial court found that the Commission's suit is governed by the one- year period of limitations
for actions "upon a statute for a penalty or forfeiture . . . ." (Code Civ. Proc., § 340, subd. (1).) In
contrast, Code of Civil Procedure section 338, subdivision 1, provides a three-year period of
limitations for actions "upon a liability created by a statute, other than a penalty or forfeiture." 4
There is no dispute that the duties and violations here at issue exist only by virtue of the Coastal
Act, and consequently were created by statute. ( Travelers Express Co., Inc. v. Cory (9th Cir.
1981) 664 F.2d 763, 766.) It thus remains to be determined whether the Commission's action is
one for a "penalty or forfeiture," so as to make applicable the one-year, rather than the three-year,
period of limitations of Code of Civil Procedure section 340, subdivision (1). [**21]
It is well settled that any law compelling a defendant to pay damages beyond or without reference
to actual loss is penal in nature. ( Ashland Oil Co. of Cal. v. Union Oil Co. of Cal. (T.E.C.A.
1977) 567 F.2d 984, 991; County of San Diego v. Milotz (1956) 46 Cal.2d 761, 766 [300 P.2d 1];
G.H.I.I.v. MTS, Inc., supra, 147 Cal.App.3d 256, 277-278.) Under this standard, that part of the
Commission's suit for exemplary damages (§ 30822) and additional civil fines for intentional and
knowing violations (§ 30821) of the Coastal Act must be characterized as actions for penalties.
Such actions seek to impose monetary punishment in excess of the harm inflicted upon the public,
and therefore are governed by the one- year limitations period. ( Rivera v. Anaya (9th Cir. 1984)
726 F.2d 564, 567-568; County of San Diego v. Milotz, supra, 46 Cal.2d 761, 766-767; G.H.I.I.
v. MTS, Inc., supra, 147 Cal.App.3d 256, 278-279.)
A more difficult question is presented by appellant's request for civil [**22] fines pursuant to
section 30820, the basic damages provision of the Coastal Act. We admit some difficulty in
discerning the distinction between penal and merely compensatory civil fine statutes.
Nevertheless, we are persuaded by two factors unique to the statutes here under consideration to
conclude that section 30820 does not extract a "penalty or forfeiture" within the meaning of Code
of Civil Procedure, section 340, subdivision (1).
First, a dual scheme of fines is fashioned by the Act: the basic damages provision is operative for
all violations; additional civil fines and exemplary damages, manifestly punitive, can be imposed
only for more egregious transgressions. We do not believe that the Legislature intended for the
former sanction to be given the same penal treatment as the latter.
Of greater significance, in our view, is the fact that section 30820 does not specify a fine
disproportionate to the wrong committed. Rather, it provides that each violation "shall be subject
to a civil fine of not to exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000)," thus permitting the trial court to
exercise its discretion in deciding upon an appropriate fine, with the critical constraint that the
4

These statutes of limitations are applicable to the state and its agencies in the same way as they are to a private person. (Code Civ. Proc., §
345.)
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fine [**23] be commensurate with the gravity of the wrong and the harm to the coastal zone. 5 As
so construed, section 30820 is a remedial statute. Accordingly, actions brought pursuant to section
30820 are properly subject to the three-year period of limitations of Code of Civil Procedure
section 338, subdivision 1. ( Rivera v. Anaya, supra, 726 F.2d 564, 569; G.H.I.I. v. MTS, Inc.,
supra, 147 Cal.App.3d 256, 279.)
[*583] We have no difficulty in concluding that the action for injunctive relief is remedial and

hence governed by the three-year period of limitations. Such action seeks to remedy the effect of
the violations, not to punish respondents for their transgressions. ( Rivera v. Anaya, supra, 726
F.2d 564, 569.)
Summarizing, we find a two-pronged statute of limitations appropriate: the actions for civil fines
for intentional violations (§ 30821) and [**24] exemplary damages (§ 30822) are governed by the
one-year statute of limitations (Code Civ. Proc., § 340, subd. (1)). A three-year period of
limitations (Code Civ. Proc., § 338, subd. 1 applies to the Commission's request for civil fines (§
30820) and injunctive relief (§ 30803).
We must next determine the accrual dates for the respective periods of limitations. Appellant
argues that the violations are akin to the tort of nuisance--of a continuous and recurring nature
such that "the statute recommences to run for each day that the violation exists." Respondents
insist that the periods of limitations began to run no later than the recording of the final parcel
map on January 19, 1977, making appellant's complaint, filed on July 24, 1981, untimely under
either the one-year or three-year statutes. Unpersuaded by either side of the argument, we adopt a
middle position.
It is of course the general rule that a statute of limitations accrues when the act occurs which gives
rise to the claim ( Myers v. Eastwood Care Center, Inc. (1982) 31 Cal.3d 628, 634 [183 Cal.Rptr.
386, 645 P.2d 1218]), that is, when a party is entitled to bring an action and seek a remedy (April
Enterprises, [**25] Inc.v. KTTV (1983) 147 Cal.App.3d 805, 822 [195 Cal.Rptr. 421]; Martin v.
Kehl (1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 228, 240 [193 Cal.Rptr. 312]). For statutory violations, the accrual
date normally arises when an action may be maintained by the administrative agency charged
with the enforcement of the law. ( Myers, supra, at p. 635.)
For the second subdivision here at issue, the period of limitations began to run no later than
October of 1979, when that subdivision was approved and the parcel map recorded. 6 Hence, the
three-year statute of limitations applicable to the actions for civil fines (§ 30820) and injunctive
relief (§ 30803) had not run by the time the Commission filed its complaint in July of 1981. But
the requests for additional civil fines (§ 30821) and exemplary damages (§ 30822) for that

5

We add that in the case at bench the violation still at issue entails no great damage to the public, as it can be easily remedied--by
recombination of the two parcels and removal of any construction not authorized by the original subdivision--and thus no more than a
nominal fine would be justified.
6

For any development of the property made possible by and based upon the second subdivision, the period of limitations accrued when the
relevant building or other permits were obtained.
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violation are time barred by the lapse of the one-year period of limitations 7 , and were properly
refused by the trial court.
[**26] The trial court also found that respondents Hagiperos and Martel established a good faith

defense to the Commission's action. Appellant argues that no such defense exists, at least as to the
actions for civil fines and injunctive relief, and also challenges the finding that respondents
entertained [*584] a good faith belief that they were not violating the Coastal Act.
A good faith belief in the legality of a "development" is unquestionably a defense to an action for
additional civil fines (§ 30821) or exemplary damages (§ 30822), as both sanctions require a
showing of an intentional and knowing violation of the Coastal Act. Good faith negates the
requisite element of intentionality.
The basic penalty provision of the Coastal Act, however, does not demand a knowing or
intentional violation. Section 30820 imposes a civil fine for "any person who violates any
provision of this division . . . ." We are bound to conclude that the omission of an intent element
from section 30820 by the Legislature was no mere oversight, but was intended to impose a strict
civil liability. ( Aantex Pest Control Co. v. Structural Pest Control Bd. (1980) 108 Cal.App.3d
696, 702 [166 Cal.Rptr. [**27] 763].)
Section 30803 also states that an action for declaratory and injunctive relief lies for "any violation
of this division." In contrast to sections 30821 and 30822, no mention is made of a mens rea
requirement or a good faith defense. The statutory penalty scheme is thus distinguishable from
that considered in No Oil, Inc. v. Occidental Petroleum (1975) 50 Cal.App.3d 8 [123 Cal.Rptr.
589] and relied upon by respondents, in which the lack of a requirement of a "substantial element
of culpability" in any of the penalty provisions of the original coastal initiative convinced the
court to accept good faith as a defense.
Recent cases construing environmental legislation have recognized a "public welfare" exception
to the mens rea requirement. In People v. Chevron Chemical Co. (1983) 143 Cal.App.3d 50 [191
Cal.Rptr. 537] (hereafter Chevron) Division Two of this court, found Fish and Game Code section
5650, subdivision (f), which makes it "unlawful to deposit in, permit to pass into or place where it
can pass into waters of this State any . . . substance or material deleterious to fish, plant life or
bird life," to be a strict liability offense, noting that [**28] it was one of a class "public welfare
crimes . . . purely regulatory in nature and involving widespread injury to the public." ( Id., at pp.
53-54.) The court reasoned: "Section 5650 on its face does not require [proof of scienter or
7

It is also established that a statute of limitations does not run on a continuing nuisance. (Civ. Code, § 3490; Phillips v. City of Pasadena
(1945) 27 Cal.2d 104, 107 [162 P.2d 625]; Tucker v. Watkins (1967) 251 Cal.App.2d 327, 333 [59 Cal.Rptr. 453].) Neither does a period of
limitations accrue while a statutory violation continues. ( City of Fontana v. Atkinson (1963) 212 Cal.App.2d 499, 509 [28 Cal.Rptr. 25].)

Contemporary environmental legislation such as the Coastal Act represents a legislative declaration that acts injurious to the state's natural
resources constitute a public nuisance. ( CEEED v. California Coastal Zone Conservation Com. (1974) 43 Cal.App.3d 306, 318 [118
Cal.Rptr. 315]; see also Leslie Salt Co. v. San Francisco Bay Conservation etc. Com. (1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 605, 618 [200 Cal.Rptr. 575].)
The action to restrain the violation of the Coastal Act is thus akin to a suit to abate a continuous public nuisance, delaying accrual of the
applicable statutes of limitations. Since none of the statutory violations were cured by the time appellant filed its complaint, the one and
three-year periods of limitations did not run on the injunctive relief action. ( City of Fontana v. Atkinson, supra, 212 Cal.App.2d 499, 509.)
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criminal negligence]. What is more important, however, is that the subject matter of this statute-the prevention of adverse impacts upon California's fish, plant life or bird life through water
pollution--is clearly within the regulatory public welfare exception to the criminal prosecution
mens rea requirement." ( Id., at p. 54.) 8
The same court in Leslie Salt Co. v. San Francisco Bay Conservation etc. Com., supra, 153
Cal.App.3d 605, relied upon Chevron to conclude that the McAteer-Petris Act (Gov. Code, §
66600 et seq.)--proscribing unauthorized fill of the San Francisco Bay--is a strict liability
regulation, permitting the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission to
issue cease and [**29] desist orders even to innocent landowners who passively countenanced the
continued presence of fill on land within the commission's jurisdiction. Stressing that the goal of
the legislation to protect a precious natural resource would be frustrated by implying an intent
element into the statute ( id., at pp. 616-617), the court again applied the "public welfare
exception to the requirement of guilty intent," explaining: "Thus, whether the context be civil or
criminal, liability and the duty to take affirmative action flow not from the landowner's active
responsibility for a condition of his land that causes widespread harm to others or his knowledge
of or intent to cause such harm but rather, and quite simply, from his very possession and control
of the land in question. (See Sprecher v. Adamson Companies (1981) 30 Cal.3d 358, 369-370
[178 Cal.Rptr. 783, 636 P.2d 1121].) This principle [*585] that the private right to control land
carries with it certain strictly enforceable public responsibilities is, as we have seen, a venerable
idea; and it is one that grows progressively more vital in the law as the interdependencies in our
society become more apparent and the [**30] threats to the integrity of our environment more
ominous." (Id., at p. 622.)
Almost identical concerns are present in these proceedings. Sections 30803 and 30820
conspicuously have no intent requirements, as do other penalty provisions of the Coastal Act.
Like the regulations at issue in Chevron and Leslie Salt Co., the Coastal Act is public welfare
legislation aimed at protecting the environment. And the objectives of the Coastal Act,
particularly in restraining violations inimical to the coastal zone, would be seriously subverted if
we were to imply an intent requirement. Finally, the imposition of civil fines and injunctive relief
seek to redress harm to the public rather than punish the offenders, thus making inquiry
concerning the existence of mens rea irrelevant in determining the appropriate sanctions. We
accordingly conclude that the trial court erred in finding that the good faith of respondents
Hagiperos and Martel was a valid defense to the Commission's request for civil fines (§ 30820)
and injunctive relief (§ 30803) as remedies for violations of the Coastal Act.
The Commission next contends that proof of violations of the Coastal Act requires
issuance [**31] of the requested injunction. The Commission's claim is that once a violation of
the act is established, an injunction must issue to restrain it. Respondents counter by arguing that
"relative hardships" should be considered, which in the case at bench favor denial of injunctive
relief.
8

We express no view of the propriety of dispensing with the mens rea requirement of Penal Code section 20 in criminal "public welfare"
cases, but have no difficulty in admitting such an exception in the civil area.
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The language of section 30803 supports the Commission's position by stating: "On a prima facie
showing of a violation of this division, preliminary equitable relief shall be issued to restrain any
further violation of this division." (Italics added.) While section 30803 is not expressly applicable
to an action seeking a permanent injunction, such as this one, we find that use of the mandatory
term "shall" indicates a legislative intent to make injunctive relief automatic and undeniable once
a violation is established. 9 The paramount interest of the public in protecting the coastal zone (
South Central Coast Regional Com. v. Charles A. Pratt Construction Co., supra, 128 Cal.App.3d
830, 844), demands the liberal use of injunctive relief to enjoin any violation of the Coastal Act.
And an injunction is a proper remedy for statutory violations amounting to a public nuisance, such
as [**32] those established here. ( City of Los Angeles v. Silver (1979) 98 Cal.App.3d 745, 750
[159 Cal.Rptr. 762]; City & County of San Francisco v. Padilla (1972) 23 Cal.App.3d 388, 401
[100 Cal.Rptr. 223].) We are thus persuaded that appellant, having proved at least a single
violation of the Coastal Act, is entitled to injunctive relief in this opinion.
Even if we were balancing hardships, equitable considerations would demand that we restrain
established violations of the Coastal Act. The only factor favoring denial of the injunction is
laches. ( Concerned Citizens of Palm Desert, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors (1974) 38 Cal.App.3d
257, 265 [113 Cal.Rptr. 328].) But respondents have failed to affirmatively prove any prejudice
from the Commission's delay in instituting this action. And the manifest interest in protecting the
coastal zone outweighs any demonstrated hardship to respondents.
[**33] Neither does the doctrine of "completed acts" bar injunctive relief, as respondents suggest.

As noted, the violation persists, and can be effectively remedied by an injunction.
Finally, contrary to respondents' claim, the County of San Mateo is not an indispensable [*586]
party so as to make compliance with an order to recombine the subdivided parcels impossible.
Once the property owners are directed to recombine the parcels, they have the power to effectuate
compliance with the court's order by presenting an appropriate map to the county for recording.
We accordingly conclude that the trial court erred in denying appellant's request for injunctive
relief respecting those violations which we here find to have occurred.
Finally, we turn to respondents' request that we declare section 30103, which defines the "coastal
zone," as vague and violative of due process, or in the alternative that we construe the statute to
exclude the property from the coverage and requirements of the Coastal Act, thus negating all
claimed violations.
Section 30103, subdivision (a), defines the "coastal zone" as follows: "Coastal zone" means that
land and water area of the State of California from [**34] the Oregon border to the border of the
Republic of Mexico, specified on the maps identified and set forth in Section 17 of that chapter of
the Statutes of the 1975-76 Regular Session enacting this division, extending seaward to the
state's outer limit of jurisdiction, including all offshore islands, and extending inland generally

9

We express some consternation that the Legislature has failed to specially provide standards for granting permanent injunctive relief, and
particularly note that nothing in this opinion should be construed as sanctioning such relief upon a mere "prima facie" showing.
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1,000 yards from the mean high tide line of the sea. In significant coastal estuarine, habitat, and
recreational areas it extends inland to the first major ridgeline paralleling the sea or five miles
from the mean high tide line of the sea, whichever is less, and in developed urban areas the zone
generally extends inland less than 1,000 yards. The coastal zone does not include the area of
jurisdiction of the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission, established
pursuant to Title 7.2 (commencing with Section 66600) of the Government Code, nor any area
contiguous thereto, including any river, stream, tributary, creek, or flood control of drainage
channel flowing into such area."
Respondents contend that in its reference to maps showing the boundary of the coastal zone,
while at the same time specifying such boundary to be "generally 1,000 yards [**35] from the
mean high tide line of the sea," section 30103 is impermissibly vague. They also insist that by
including within the coastal zone the larger area designated by the maps, rather than merely
property 1,000 yards inland from the sea, section 30103 effectuates a taking of their property.
Finally, respondents ask us to interpret section 30103 to exclude any reference to the maps in
defining the coastal zone.
Addressing respondents' vagueness argument, we consider the objection to a reference in section
30103 to "maps identified and set forth in Section 17 of that chapter . . . ." Respondents maintain
that the boundaries of the coastal zone as depicted in such maps are not sufficiently ascertainable,
and, more importantly, that they conflict with the verbal description of the coastal zone given in
the statute--inland 1,000 yards from the mean high tide of the sea.
Generally, statutes must be upheld unless their unconstitutionality clearly, positively and
unmistakably appears. ( Collins v. Riley (1944) 24 Cal.2d 912, 915 [152 P.2d 169]; People v.
Demery (1980) 104 Cal.App.3d 548, 556 [163 Cal.Rptr. 814].) Thus, statutes are construed to
clarify ambiguous terms [**36] and uncertainties can be removed by reference to common
understanding or technical meanings. ( Demery, supra; Pennisi v. Department of Fish & Game
(1979) 97 Cal.App.3d 268, 277 [158 Cal.Rptr. 683].)
But it is an established principle of due process that an enactment is void for vagueness if its
provisions and requirements are not clearly defined. ( Grayned v. City of Rockford (1972) 408
U.S. 104, 108-109 [33 L.Ed.2d 222, 227-228, 92 S.Ct. 2294]; Music Plus Four, Inc. v. Barnet
(1980) 114 Cal.App.3d 113, 125-126 [170 Cal.Rptr. 419].) No one may be required at peril of
life, liberty or property to speculate as to the meaning of statutes. All are entitled [*587] to be
informed as to what the state commands or forbids. "[A] statute which either forbids or requires
the doing of an act in terms so vague that men of common intelligence must necessarily guess as
to its meaning and differ as to its application violates the first essential of due process of law. (
Connally v. General Const. Co. (1926) 269 U.S. 385, 391 [70 L.Ed. 322, 328, 46 S.Ct. 126]; see
also Bowland v. Municipal Court (1976) 18 Cal.3d 479, 491 [134 Cal.Rptr. 630, 556 [**37] P.2d
1081].) "A statute must be definite enough to provide a standard of conduct for those whose
activities are proscribed as well as for the ascertainment of guilt by the courts called upon to apply
it." ( People v. McCaughan (1957) 49 Cal.2d 409, 414 [317 P.2d 974]; Merandette v. City &
County of San Francisco (1979) 88 Cal.App.3d 105, 112 [151 Cal.Rptr. 580].) "'The generally
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accepted criterion is whether the terms of the challenged statute are "so vague that men of
common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application.'"'' (
People v. Smith (1984) 35 Cal.3d 798, 809 [201 Cal.Rptr. 311, 678 P.2d 886].) Civil as well as
criminal statutes must not violate the proscription against vagueness. ( People v. McCaughan,
supra, 49 Cal.2d 409, 414.)
But the presumptive validity of a legislative act militates against invalidating a statute merely
because difficulty is found determining whether certain acts or offenses fell within its language. (
People v. Smith, supra, 35 Cal.3d 798, 810; Bowland v. Municipal Court, supra, 18 Cal.3d 479,
492.) '"''Reasonable certainty is all that is required.'"'' ( People [**38] v. Superior Court
(Hartway) 19 Cal.3d 338, 345 [138 Cal.Rptr. 66, 562 P.2d 1315].) Mere difficulty in ascertaining
the meaning of a statute will not render it nugatory. ( People v. Anderson (1972) 29 Cal.App.3d
551, 561 [105 Cal.Rptr. 664].) A statute must only give sufficiently definite warning of the
conduct it proscribes in terms reasonably certain to convey what is prohibited. ( Hartway, supra,
at p. 347; Music Plus Four, Inc. v. Barnet, supra, 114 Cal.App.3d 113, 126.) And in all cases, a
statute must be considered, if possible, "'from the standpoint of the reasonable man who might be
subject to its terms.'" ( People v. Cramblit (1976) 62 Cal.App.3d 475, 482 [133 Cal.Rptr. 232].)
Section 30103 refers to maps of the coastal zone "set forth in Section 17" of chapter 1330 of the
Statutes of 1976. Section 17 explains that the "coastal zone, as generally defined in Section 30103
of the Public Resources Code, shall include the land and water areas as shown on the . . . map
prepared by the California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission titled 'California Coastal
Zone' dated August 11, 1976, and on file with the Secretary of State." The maps so [**39]
designated provide a specific and accurate description of the coastal zone; they are, in our view,
an adequate source of information which, upon reasonable inspection, would clearly inform as to
whether his property was or was not within the zone.
We also find no merit in respondents' assertion that the maps are defective and void as violative of
the constitutional directive that all statutes must be enacted by bill and in that form signed by the
Governor (Cal. Const., art. IV, §§ 8, 10). The Coastal Act, as a whole, was enacted in the manner
required by law. The provisions of that legislation incorporate the maps into the Coastal Act as
duly promulgated. We find no such irregularity as is claimed.
As to the claimed inconsistency between the maps and the reference in section 30103 to "1,000
yards from the mean high tide line of the sea," we have no difficulty ascertaining the legislative
intent underlying the statutory language and construing its provisions so as to clarify any
ambiguity. Upon reading section 30103 in its entirety, it is evident that the maps are intended to
provide the specific boundary of the coastal zone as determined by the Commission, with mere
general guidance [**40] being given by the reference to the area 1,000 yards inland from the sea.
We thus [*588] harmonize the provisions of the law in accordance with an established maxim of
statutory interpretation ( California Mfrs. Assn. v. Public Utilities Com. (1979) 24 Cal.3d 836,
844 [157 Cal.Rptr. 676, 598 P.2d 836]), while at the same time furthering the objectives of the
Coastal Act by liberally protecting the state's coastal resources. ( South Central Coast Regional
Com. v. Charles A. Pratt Construction Co., supra, 128 Cal.App.3d 830, 844.) As so construed,
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section 30103 is neither vague nor ambiguous, providing as it does clear notice of the property
defined as within the "coastal zone," including the 105-acre parcel which is the subject of the
instant dispute, as conceded by respondents in their briefs.
Respondents also contend that if the property is part of the "coastal zone" for purposes of the
Coastal Act, then section 30103 results in an unconstitutional taking of property in violation of
their due process rights. The essence of respondents' contention is that the "coastal zone boundary
purportedly established by the referenced maps bears no rational relationship [**41] to the
arguably legitimate purposes of the act, and thus the substantial interference with property
owners' rights worked by the act amounts to a taking, giving rise to liability in inverse
condemnation."
The Coastal Act has been repeatedly found not to constitute an unlawful taking. In an analogous
case involving the imposition of rigorous limitations on the use of private property, Agins v. City
of Tiburon (1979) 24 Cal.3d 266 [157 Cal.Rptr. 372, 598 P.2d 25], our high court declared that
such limitations are not the equivalent of a taking requiring compensation. The court reasoned
that "although a landowner so aggrieved may challenge both the constitutionality of the ordinance
and the manner in which it is applied to his property by seeking to establish the invalidity of the
ordinance either through the remedy of declaratory relief or mandamus, he may not recover
damages on the theory of inverse condemnation." ( Id., at pp. 269-270.) The reasoning of Agins
has been specifically applied to the Coastal Act to deny claims that it results in compensable
takings. ( Walter H. Leimert Co. v. California Coastal Com., supra, 149 Cal.App.3d 222, 234235; Briggs [**42] v. State of California ex rel. Dept. of Parks & Recreation, supra, 98
Cal.App.3d 190, 202-207; Sierra Club, Inc. v. California Coastal Com., supra, 95 Cal.App.3d
495, 502-503; Reed v. California Coastal Zone Conservation Com. (1975) 55 Cal.App.3d 889,
894 [127 Cal.Rptr. 786].)
Nor have respondents established that the inclusion within the "coastal zone" of all property
designated by the maps constitutes a violation of due process. When entertaining a substantive
due process challenge to legislation, "'[i]t is the well settled rule that determination of the
necessity and form of regulations enacted pursuant to the police power "is primarily a legislative
and not a judicial function, and is to be tested in the courts not by what the judges individually or
collectively may think of the wisdom or necessity of a particular regulation, but solely by the
answer to the question is there any reasonable basis in fact to support the legislative determination
of the regulation's wisdom and necessity?" ( Consolidated Rock Products Co. v. City of Los
Angeles, 57 Cal.2d 515, 522, [20 Cal.Rptr. 638, 370 P.2d 342].) . . . [E]ven if the reasonableness
of the [**43] regulation is fairly debatable, the legislative determination will not be disturbed. (
Hammer v. Town of Ross, 59 Cal.2d 776, 783 [31 Cal.Rptr. 335, 382 P.2d 375]'.) [Citation.] This
rule follows the reasoning of a line of cases emanating from the United States Supreme Court
decisions in Williamson v. Optical Co. (1955) 348 U.S. 483, 488 [99 L.Ed. 563, 572, 75 S.Ct.
461], and Ferguson v. Skrupa (1963) 372 U.S. 726 [10 L.Ed.2d 93, 83 S.Ct. 1028, 95 A.L.R.2d
1347]. In Ferguson the court said that under the due process clause: 'We have returned to the
original constitutional proposition that courts do not substitute their social and economic beliefs
for the judgment of legislative bodies, who are [*589] elected to pass laws.' ( Ferguson v.
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Skrupa, supra, 372 U.S. 726, 730 [10 L.Ed.2d 83, 97].)" ( Remmenga v. California Coastal Com.
(1985) 163 Cal.App.3d 623, 629 [209 Cal.Rptr. 628].)
The record is absolutely devoid of any showing by respondents that the "coastal zone" as defined
by the maps does not serve any valid governmental interest. To the contrary, given the undisputed
and overriding need to protect the fragile resources [**44] and natural environment of the state's
coastal zone, dictating a liberal application of the Coastal Acts provisions ( Urban Renewal
Agency v. California Coastal Zone Conservation Com., supra, 15 Cal.3d 577, 588), we find
ample reason to uphold section 30103 as a valid exercise of the state's police power. ( CEEED v.
California Coastal Zone Conservation Co., supra, 43 Cal.App.3d 306, 314.)
To recapitulate, since the original subdivision of the 105-acre parcel into four lots was completed
before the effective date of the Coastal Act, it is valid. The vested rights exemption provides a
defense to the Commission's challenge to any development of the property as so subdivided-including construction of a house or well on the subdivided lots--undertaken as part of the original
four-lot subdivision. The second subdivision of Parcel C into two lots is not exempt from the
provisions of the Coastal Act, but the applicable one-year statute of limitations bars the request
for additional civil fines and exemplary damages for the attempt to create it. Only the claims for
civil fines under section 30820 and injunctive relief survive.
In their cross-appeal, the Graves argue that the [**45] trial court should have dismissed the
Commission's action against them for lack of evidence. They insist that the trial court erred by
failing to grant their motion for judgment pursuant to section 631.8 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, pointing out that they did no more than own the property, which, they claim, did not
amount to "development" thereof in violation of the Coastal Act. They also note that they
rescinded their purchase agreement with respondents Hagiperos and Martel and consequently did
not in fact own the property at the time of trial.
Unapproved "development" of property in the coastal zone is a violation of the Act (§§ 30600,
30601, 30820) justifying civil fines and exemplary damages. (§§ 30820, 30821, 30822.) Since
violations of the Act are continuing in nature and persist until cured or otherwise abated ( CEEED
v. California Coastal Zone Conservation Com., supra, 43 Cal.App.3d 306, 318), even those who,
like the Graves, acquire property which has been developed without legal sanction from the
Commission, take such property subject to remedial action curative of violations of the Act.
Injunctive relief against such property owners may be necessary and proper [**46] to restrain or
correct violations of the Coastal Act. Civil fines and exemplary damages continue to be
appropriate penalties against those who knowingly maintain property which has been developed
in violation of the Act.
Once the Graves discovered the possible violations, however, they rescinded their purchase
agreement with the developers of the property and, soon after this action commenced, ceased to
enjoy the status of owners. Under these circumstances, we think the Graves cannot be charged
with violations of the Act, as they neither developed the property within the meaning of section
30106, nor presently own it in a condition violative of the Coastal Act. Nor is it necessary for
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purposes of adequate injunctive relief to include the Graves as a party to any order restraining
further violations of the Act. The case against the Graves must be dismissed. 10
[*590] The Graves also claim that the trial court erred by denying their request for expenses and
attorney's fees under [**47] section 2034, subdivision (c) of the Code of Civil Procedure, which

provides: "If a party, after being served with a request under Section 2033 to admit the
genuineness of any documents or the truth of any matters of fact, serves a sworn denial thereof
and if the party requesting the admissions thereafter proves the genuineness of any document or
the truth of any matter of fact, he may apply to the court in the same action for an order requiring
the other party to pay him or her the reasonable expenses incurred in making the proof, including
reasonable attorney's fees. If the court finds that there were no good reasons for the denial and
that the admissions sought were of substantial importance, the order shall be made."
We find, however, that the Graves have failed to establish lack of good cause for the
Commission's refusal to admit the truth of the matters set out in their request for admission.
Moreover, according to the record, the expenses for proof would have been minimal in light of the
minor involvement of Graves' counsel at trial. And, finally, the Graves did not properly itemize
their expenses to indicate the costs caused by appellant's refusal to make the admissions
requested, [**48] as is required for recovery under Code of Civil Procedure section 2034,
subdivision (c). ( Smith v. Circle P. Ranch Co. (1978) 87 Cal.App.3d 267, 277-280 [150 Cal.Rptr.
828].) The trial court therefore did not abuse its discretion in denying the Graves' motion for
expenses.
The judgment is affirmed in part and reversed in part as previously indicated, and the case
remanded to the trial court for proceedings not inconsistent with the views expressed herein. Each
side is to bear their own costs on appeal.
Racanelli, P. J., and Holmdahl, J., concurred.

End of Document

10

In light of this conclusion, we need not address the Graves' contention that judgment in their favor is required as a sanction for appellant's
failure to respond to requests for admissions.
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